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TOUR OF PLANT — Paul Kiesow (left), Murray Fisher-Price plant manager,
this morning conducted a tour of the local plant for Robert Stuart Jr., chairman of the board of Quaker Oats, the parent company of Fisher Price.
Several Quaker Oats and Fisher-Price officials, along with local dignitaries,
visited the plant today for the dedication ceremony to the new, plastics
molding facility. Behind Kiesow are (from left) Keith Hays, Murray FisherPrice plant personnel manager; Franklyn S. Barry ir,, executive vice
president of Fisher-Price; and Dr. Marshall Gordon, Murray-State University
vice president for university services.

well water.
Officials from the House Government
Operations subcommittee released the
list of sites Monday and the Murray
Tappan plant, which ceased production
earlier this month, was the only Kentucky site included among the 250 listed
as possibly allowing hazardous
chemicals to seep into groundwater.
Information for the list was provided
by state governments to the Environmental Protection Agency, according to Associated Press reports,
Thornton said he was not aware of the
action by the House subcormnittee or
the EPA until he read an article concerning the list in Tuesday morning's
Louisville Courier-Journal.
The subcommittee said it was not accusing any of the owners or operators of
the dump sites of actually polluting the
groundwater.
Rep. Toby Moffett, D-Conn., the sub

Scouts Sarnir Mahfoud, Chris Fazi
and Chris Priddy were awarded the
coveted Eagle Badge, highest rank in
Boy Scouting, at a citywide Court of
Honor held Tuesday night by Troops 45,
13 and 77 at the FirSt United Methodist
Church.
Mahfoud is the son of Wade and Anisa
Mahfoud and is a junior at Murray High
School. He is the asst. senior patrol
leader of Troop 77.
Chris Fazi is the son of Pat and Frank
Fazi and is a junior at Murray High
School. He is a former asst. senior
patrol leader of Troop 77.
Chris Priddy is the son of Forrest and
Barbara Priddy and is. a junior at Murray High School He is the scribe of
Troop 13.
Mike Gottfried, head football coach
at Murray State University, delivered
the "Eagle Chargc" to Fazi, Mahfoud
and Priddy. He commended their
achievements and cited • several
qualities that lead to a successful life.
The qualities were commitment and
hard work, pride, discipline, loyalty,
communication with others and communication with God.
Fred Morton, minister of the
Methodist United Campus Ministry and
district advancement chairman,
represented the Four Rivers Council as
chairman of the Court of Honor. The
Rev. Martin Mattingly of St. Leo's
Catholic Church gave the vocation.
During the ceremony, Jin Morris,
Pat Rowland, Jeff Rogers, rad Mitchell and Richie Herndon reèejyed the
official Scout neckerchief as part of the
New Scout Investiture.
Tom Carruthers, ast. Scoutmaster of
Troop 77 presented the Tenderfoot rank
to Scouts David Daughaday, Art

facilities. The - company already
operates such facilities at its plants in
Holland and Medina, New York.
The Murray plant, which is primarily'
responsible for the assembly and
distribution of Fisher-Price Crib &
Playpen toys, previously relied upon
the Western New York plants and subcontractors for its plastic components.
Under the current and planned ex—
pansion, Murray itself will be capable
of providing the Bulk of the plastic
needed for its toy assembly.
to.*pnes In
addition, it will provide some plastic
parts to other Fisher-Price plants.
"TIN molding capability at Murray
will gave Fisher-Price well over a
million dollars per year in •
transportation'costs and subcontractor
premiums," Barry said.
He also pointed out that "By
transferring some presses to Murray
from our Western New York plants and
replacing them with better suited
equipment, the Holland and Medina
plants will gradually absorb a larger
portion of our growing molding volume.
The net effect will be reduced cost and
increased operating stability for our
Western New York operations."
"This will be an important day for
Fisher-Price and an important day for
Murray," local plant Manager Paul
Kiesow said today. "We're certainly
pleased that the plant has successfully
started up and met our expectations,"
Kiesow said "The main reason for this
is the excellent cooperation by our Murray employees in making this a successful operation."

panels.
That list of 2,100 sites was winnowed
by identifying sites that actually contain potentially hazardous chemicals
and that are within one mile of a water
well, indicating the presence of a
groundwater supply. That narrowed
the list to the 250 sites.
"The significance of this list lies in
the considerable number of these sites
and the fact that many Of them may
contain impoundments posing a significant contamination risk," the subcommittee report said.
However, Russell said he felt wastes
put out by Tappan did not pose a contamination risk. He added most wastes
in the water were metal cleaning
chemicals, not considered harsh
chemicals.
Russell said the Tappan treatment
facility met all state and federal requirements when it was built in 1972.

NEW EAGLE SCOUTS — The Eagle Badge was awarded Tuesday night to Scouts Samir Mahfoud, Chris Priddy and
Chris Fazi in a citywide Court of Honor held at the First United Methodist Church. Shown with the Scouts are their
parents,from left, Mr. and Mrs. Wade Mahfoud, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Priddy, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fazi,
Bailey, Chris Nix, Mike Robinson, Tony
Cloys, Don Brock, Brian Krizan, Carl
Keeslar, Ken Mikulcik and Ricky Jobs.
Dick Tebbetts, Four Rivers Council
executive, awarded the second class
rank to Art Bailey, David Daughaday,
Ezra Schroeder, Jon Burke and Geoffrey Swan.

The First Class rank went to Steve
Robinson by District Commissioner
Bob Waters. Scouts John Swan, David
Bailey and Aaron Schroeder were
awarded the Star rank by Tom Carruthers. Larry Doyle, Scoutrnakter of
Troop 13, presented the Life rank to
Charles Cella and Robin Adams.

Eagle Palms were awarded to David
Honchul and Don Moseley for additional advancement above the
necessary Eagle rank requirements.
James Weatherly, Scoutmaster of
Troop 45, recognized all the scouts who
earned merit badges.

Reception Kicks Off Hospitality Month
October was officially designated as
Hospitality Month in Kentucky at a
media reception held Tuesday night at
the Brass Lantern in Aurora.

Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins,
honorary hostess of the event,
presented a copy of the proclamation,
signed by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., to

Mills Is Semifinalist In Scholarship Program
career in optometry at Murray State
University, is a member of the school's
tennis team, Spanish Club, and the
school newspaper staff. He has been a
winner of the American Private Enterprise Seminar and a member of the
Youth Advisory Council on School
Nutrition.
Semifinalists represent the highest
scorers among black students who took
the PSAT—NMSQT in 1979 and requested consideration in the Achievement Program. They were selected on

inside today
Murray State University's Racers maintained their first place standing
In the NCAA Division 1-AA football poll this week, while Western Kentucky University was ranked sixth. Details are on Page 8.

today's index

committee chairman, said the list was
being released with "a caveat with a
capital 'C'." The caveat is that the sub
committee will not guarantee the list's
accuracy, only that "these sites appear
to us to be candidates" where the potential for water contamination exists.
Harry Russell, chemist and operator
of Tappan's treatment plant, said he
felt Tappan was included on the sub
committee's list because the treatment
facility's lagoon, constructed in 1972, is
not lined.
Several disposal sites are lined with
non-porous material, such as clay, to
prevent their contents from seeping into the earth.
The list released by the subcommittee deals with pits, ponds or lagoons
that are not lined. More than 2,100 such
sites exist, the subcommittee said, and
various listings have been published
previdusly by other congressional

Three Boy Scouts Awarded Eagle Badge

New Facility Dedicated
At Murray Fisher-Price
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State Geologist Contradicts List
A Kentucky Department of Natural
Resources geologist Tuesday contradicted reports made by a Congressional subcommittee that listed the
Murray Tappan plant as one of 250 sites
across the nation that are potential
"groundwater contaminators."
In a telephone interview, Joe Thornton, of the state Department of Water
division, said tests conducted on the
waste water at Tappan's treatment
facility in June 1979 "revealed no sign
of leakage in the groundwater." The
state Department of Natural Resources
has not conducted any tests since that
time but Thornton laid he felt no
leakage could have odcurred.
Thornton said samples of the waste
water from the treatment plant were
taken and compared with water from
nearby wells. Leakage occurs when,according to Thornton, substances present in the waste water appear in the

Todd B. Mills, a senior at Murray
High School, has been- named as a
semifinalist in the 17th annual National
Achievement Scholarship Program for
Outstanding Negro Students.
Mills, son of Dr. and Mrs. Marvin
Mills, 1516 Martin Chapel Road, is one
of 1,500 students selected from the more
than 70,000 black students enrolled in
about 7,000 U.S. secondary schools who
entered the Scholarship competition as
high school juniors.
Mills, who plans to prepare for a

-.444490 •

Says Tappan Not Guilty Of Groundwater Contamination
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A multimillion dollar expansion of the
Fisher-Price plant whichL provides a
new capability for plastics molding of
toy parts is being dedicated here today
Wednesday,Oct. 1.
• According to the company,the expansion completes Murray as a full service
manufacturing facility by combining
assembly, warehousing, distribution
and, now, molding functions.
A new 40,000 square foot building addition already houses 19 molding
presses and five more will be added in
the near future. The new equipment includes blow and injection molding
capability and significantly raises the
Murray plant's manufacturing capacity, according to Franklyn S. Barry, Jr.,
executive vice president of FisherPrice.
Robert D. Stuart, Jr., chairman of
Quaker Oats — the parent company of
Fisher-Price — reported that the company already has committed to a $3
million further expansion of Murray's
molding capacity.
Stuart and Barry participated- in
Wednesday's dedication ceremonies
along with numerous state arid local officials led by Lt. Governor Martha
Layne Collins.
The Murray plant presently employs
about 750 people and, since its
establishment in 1973, has grown to
become the area's largest industrial
employer. Some 130 employees have
been added due to the molding expansion and 70 more are expected.
The addition of molding capability at
Murray now provides Fisher-Price with
three complete plastics molding

IKE KY. STATUTES...‘

partly cloudy

Todd B. Mills

Partly cloudy tonight, low in
low to mid 50s. Partly sunny
breezy and much cooler on
'Thursday, high upper 60s to lower
708.

a regional allocation basis in numbers
that are proportional to the Negro
population of the states assigned to
each region.
"The Achievement Program's ongoing efforts are focused upon identifying
and honoring motivated and able black
youth from all parts of the nation. The
most outstanding of the semifinalists
being named today will compete for
about $2 million in college
undergraduate scholarships to be
awarded next spring," stated L.C.
McMillan, who manages the Achieve-

Kentucky Extended Forecast
Friday through Sunday: Fair
skies with little or no precipitation through the period.
Lake Levels
355_0
Lake Barkley
355.14
Kentucky Lake

1

ment Program.
To be considered for one of about 600
Achievement Scholarships to be offered
in 1981, these students must meet a
number of additional requirements and
advance to finalist standing in the competition. The awards for which finalists
will compete are financed by grants
from over 175 Achievement Program
sponsors (businesses, corporations,
company foundations, and colleges and
universities), and by contributions
from a sizable group of donors.
Every finalist will be considered for
one of approximately 325 National
Achievement $1000 Scholarships,
allocated by geographic region to ensure that winners will be representative
of outstanding black students nationwide. Wirers of national awards will
be chosen by a selection corrunittee of
educators who will meet for this
specific purpose. Recipients will be
finalists judged by the committee to
have the best combination of personal
attributes and abilities that are considered to be important in college work.
In addition, about 275 renewable
Achievement Scholarships worth
between $1,000 and $8,000 (or more)
over the four yeem of college
undergraduate study will be offered.
These Achievement Scholarships are
awarded to finalists who meet preferenSee MILLS,
Page 12-A, Column 5

Nita Ewing, executive secretary of
Kentucky Western Waterland and
secretary-treasurer of the Kentucky
Tourism and Hospitality Federation.
Dick Thomas, immediate past president of the Kentucky Restaurant
Association, introduced the speakers at
the presentation ceremonies. It was
noted that western Kentucky is
recognized as being in the forefront of
statewide tourism development.

As a director of the KTHF, Thomas
had proposed the idea of Kentucky
Hospitality Month to the Federation
last summer. Dan Mangeot,Federation
president, appointed a committee headed by Mildred Potter, executive vice
president of KRA, to pursue the idea.
The committee has worked with the
Kentucky Department of Tourism to tie
See RECEPTION,
Page 12-A,Column 5

C-ARM MACHINE — Terry Tatlock, head of the X-ray department at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, explained the new C-Arm X-ray
machine 16 ,....y.orrs of tire hospital board, city council and fiscal court
during the groups' joint meeting Tuesday at the hospital. The C-Arm, a portable machine, takes the X-rays which appear immediately on a television
moniter. During the meeting, dinner was served, hospital department
heads gave brief rundowns of their functions and a tour of fay;;;.kss in the
new wing was given.
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Events Of The Community Are Scheduled
Wednesday,Oct. I
Salem Baptist Church WMU
will meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
WMU Council of the First
Baptist Church will meet at 4
p.m. in the conference room at
the church.
Bible Overview will meet at
6:30 p.m. in the high school
class
room, Education
Building, First Christian
Church,—

•1.

Fifth Dimension will open
the Lillian Lowry FOCUS Performing Arts Series of the
—Traducah Community College
with a concert at 8 p.M. in the
Tilghman High School
Auditorium.
thursday,Oct.2
Randy Cutlip will be
presentkd in concert at 7:30
p.m. at the Maranatha Christian Center, 200 North 15th
Street, across from Wilson
Hall, Murray State. The public
is invited.
Championship Wrestling,
sponsored by the Murray High
School Booster Club, will be
held at 8 p.m..at the Murray
High School Gym.
Mothers Day Out will be
heldat 9 a.m. at the First Baptist Church.

Tbrv Then.
7 204 211

Thru Thurs.

Thursdas,Oct. 2
Children's Orchestra Concerts by the Murray State
Orchestra,
Symphony
directed by Neale B. Mason,
will be at 845 and 10 a.m. at
the Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
ThiS'=.1V sponsored by the
Department of Music in
cooperation with the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

Thursday,Oct. 2

•

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Ellis•Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
Citizens with lunch at 12 noon.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens.
Lunch will be at 12 noon.

Irirkshop in Acrylic-Pastels
will be from Ito 3 pan, at the
MurrayArt Guild.

Activities for the'Vjazel
Senior Citizens will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hazel
Center with lunch at 11:45
a.m.

Garden Department, Murray Woman's Club, will meet
at 1 p.m. at the club house with
Jean Cloar as speaker.'This
will be an open meeting.

Friday,Oct.3
Annual fund-raising chili
supper, sponsored by the Murray High School Band
Boosters, will be at the Murray Middle School Cafeteria
with serving to begin at 5:30
• p.m. The cost will be $1.50 for
chili, pie, and drink.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Redaubing
at The Homeplace-1850 at 10
a.m., and Magic of the Night
at the Golden Pond Visitors
Center at 8p.m.
Mother;Morning Out will be
at 9 a.m. at the First Christian
Church.

Joe Jackson Gires
Program It Delta
Department Meet

; 15,915

CHEN/
CHASE
ROONEY

Caddyshack
DANCERFIELD

1
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel Center with lunch at
11:45 a.m.

September meeting were from
Murray and they included;
Lula Hodges, Pauline McCoy,
Verda Happy, Opal Howard,
and Louise Overby.
Sixty-one persons attended
the meeting and those attending from Calloway County
were: Patsy Nichols, Louise
Overby, Alta Presson, Eva
Ross, Mary Smith, Ruby Suffill, Louise Swann, Halene
Visher, Ann Wood, Beth
Belote, Ruth Caldwell, Alberta Chapman, Charlene Curd,
Katie Doran, Sue Fairless,
Lourella Forrest, Myrtell
Futrell, Vanda Gibson, Verda
Happy, Mildren Hatcher,
Rozella Henry, Lula Belle
Hodges, Opal Howard, Mary
Alice Humphries, Laura Jennings, Jane Lane, Mary
Lassiter, Lorene McCage,
Mavis McCannish, Pauline
McCoy, Margarette McCuiston, and two guests,
Evelyn Jewell, Rozellen
Griggs.

Down the
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Dance Lessons Planned

Senior Citizens activities
will be from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at the Douglas Center with
lunch served at 12 noon.

Delta Kappa` GaMma Society
Holds Breakfast At Kenlake

Japanese film, "Seven
Samurai," will be shown at 1
Chapter of Bradley, Paducah; 2nd vice
The Ga
p.m. and 7 p.m. at the Student
amma Society president, Judy Mull, Cadiz;
Center Auditorium, Murray Delta Kappi
State University, as a part of held a breakfast meeting at recording secretary, Ruby
International
Film Kenlake Hotel on Saturday Hobbs, Cunningham; corthe
Festival. Toshiro Mifune who morning, Sept. 20. This responding secretary, Carolyn
starred in the "Shogun" honorary organization for Sullivan, Arlington; Mary
television production is a star women educators includes Lassiter, Murray; parlimenof the film. This is open to the ['Ambers from Calloway, tarian, Joyce Fortin, Murray;
Graves, Marshall, Hickman, research, Ann Herron, Murpublic at no charge.
Fulton, Trigg, Carlisle, and ray; personal growth and serMcCracken counties.
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
vices, Dr. Halene Visher, MurDr. Alta Presson, chapter ray; professional affairs, Dr.
Catholic Church will meet at
president, introduced Alberta Chapman, Murray;
10:30 a.m. in the rectory. •
Rozellen Griggs, state presi- intercultural relations, Dr.
Knights of Columbus will dent of Delta Kappa Gamma Ruth Cole, Murray; scholarmeet at 7:30 p.m. at the Parish Society, who reviewed the ac- ship, Dr. Pat Nichols, MurCenter, St. Leo's Catholic tivities of the 51st Interna- ray; publicity, Jean Culp,
Church.
tional Delta Kappa Gamma Benton; budget, Evelyn
Convention in Detroit. She an-'sAllbritten, Murray; finance
After School Bible Club will nounced that the state conven- Mary Lassiter, Murray;
meet at the First Christian tion will be held in April of nominations; Edna Radford,
next year and a fall workshop Clinton; membership Mavis
Church.
is being planned for Lex- McCamish,
Murray;
ington. She closed her necrology, Sue Fairless, Murremarks with the reading of a ray; world fellowship, Irene
poem' entitled "Future," Johnson, Benton; and expanwhich challenged
the sion, Ruby Suffill, Murray.
members to greater involveThe hostesses for the
ment and decisive action.
A memorial service for
The Delta Department of
deceased Gamma Chapter
the Murray Woman's Club
members, Dr. Liza Spann and
started the netv club year with
Cleo Gillis Hester was held.
a -pot luck supper at the club
Dr. Presson presided andinhouse anTneida''''''''' 2.
The chairman, Dr. Ruth truduced the new officers and
committee chairmen. To
Cole, presided.
A musical program was serve for 1980-1982 are: President, Dr. Alta Presson, Murpresented by Joe Jackson.
Hostesses were Miss ray; 1st vice president and
•••
Frances Brown, Mrs. Joe Nell program chairman, .Evelyn
Rayburn, Mrs A. C. Sanders,
BY MRS
'W'
Mrs. George Hart„ Miss Vanlbelieve the rain-of the last
da Gibson, and Mrs. Wilbert
few days will breathe new life
leeT
Outland.
into us as gardeners as well
Ann Salmon pres ted the
as into the plants themselves.
program on "Jest's Is The
The t-mPerature is more conMessage" at the geptember
duck e to outdoor work and as
PARIS PATIENT
meeting of the Baptist Women
soon as the ground dries a litFreda Davis of Hazel has of the Northside Baptist
tle on the surface we will find
been dismissed from the Church held at the home of
plenty of tasks that are•needHenry County Hospital, Paris, Judy Jones.
ed.
_
Term.
The earliest probable frost
Elected as officers for the
coming year were Mrs. for this area is Oct. 8. So that
PATIENT AT PARIS
means We had better be makSalmon, president; Cillia
Dismissed recently from the Compton, vice president;
ing plans to bring in the outHenry County Hospital, Paris, Mary -Ann McCuiston, mission
door pots and hanging
baskets 1 have several things
Tenn., was Eva Ferguson of support and scrap book; Judy
going to let the frost cat- •
Puryear,Tenn.
Jones and Janice Graham, lam
ch. as I don't have room for
mission
action;
Jean
them in the—house. Some
Hamilton, reporter; Janice
Billy Earl Brandon of
plants I intend to get cuttings
Graham, secretary and
King's Den is not, nor
from andstart fresh next sprtreasurer.
ever has been affiliated
ing Most of our potted plants
The group will meet Monroot easily and a bowl of colwith The Rainbow Inn in
day, Oct. 6, at 7 p.m. at the
orful foliage makes a bright
Paris, Tennessee.
home of Mrs. Graham.

The Oaks Country Club will have a golf scramble at the
club on Sunday,Oct. 5,ill p.m.
Following the golf play, a bonfire and wiener roast will be
held. The club will furnish the hot dogs.
Persons may sign up at the pro shop or come and be paired
at the tee on Sunday.

Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-4)929
by 9:15 a.m.for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m, for
afternoon shopping.

Gamma (hapter--

Islorray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m..at
the lodge hall.

Scramble To Be, Oaks

Friday,Oct.3
Workshop in Watercolors
will be from 1 to 4 p.m. at the
Murray Art Guild. For information call 753-4059.

"ILLIAMS
_spot in the house all winter
Ivy,
Coleus. Swedish
Begonias, are some of these
and they will live all during
the cold weather and be
ready to repot in April
Hanging baskets are so
lovely during the •summer,
but are hard to take care of in
winter, unless you have plenty of room. Taking ceilings
from the baskets now is one
solution. Take a to more
cuttings than you think you
will need, as there are always
- one or two that fail to root
Empt) the basket and clean it
thoroughly. Store until it is
needed in the spring Then it
can be refilled with fresh soil
and in a very few weeks the
young plants will take over
and make a good showing,
We all have plants that are
special to us:-. Some old
favorites perhaps, or a new
exotic flOwer If we are to
keep them at their best durmg' The cold' niotitbs, we
Hw
"
Mrs. Donald Jones was should find out a little about
the requirement of that par.
hostess for the September
ticular plant. We need to
meeting of the Bessie Tucker
know how much light or sun
Circle of the First United or moisture or fertilizer each
Methodist Church Women one needs All too often mine
with Mrs. James Diuguid, have started out looking fine
chairman, presiding.
but as the winter drags on
"For All God's Children: they loose their frekhnei s and
Shalom" was the subject of I am always so happy to get
the program presented by them outdoors again A little
Mrs. Jones. A general discus- foretVught will help keep
things looking beautiful.
sion followed the program.
The first thing to do. is to
Announcement was made of
decide where each plant will
the annual bazaar to be held
Oct. 23 at the church. go. w here it will do hest.
Members were encouraged to sure to provide a saucer
under each pot to prevent
continue working on their
La)
bazaar projects by Mrs. overflow when watered.
in a supply of little fertilizer
Diuguid.
sticks and then- you will be
Members present were
ready to "take care ol
Mesdames Jones, Diuguid, everything. Put begin to
Harold Speight, Max Brandon, check things out now, as time
H. G. Dunn,W.11.-Giraves,and' is passing and one fine mornJack Bailey.
ing very soon we are koing to
Mrs. Conrad Jones will be —find our tirst Most of the°
hostess for the October season is with us. So lets be
ready for it. •
meetin

JAMES ED ELDRIDGE, 17
ygar old senior at Calloway
tounty High School, has been
selected for Who's Who
Among American High School
Students for the year, 1980-81.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Dec Eldridge of Murray Route 3.

-Mr.86r2744.
GARDNER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson R.
Gardner, 5333 Whites Creek
Pike, Whites Creek, Tenn.,
37189, are the parents of a
baby boy, Daniel Nelson,
weighing seven pounds four
ounces, measuring 20 inches,
born on Friday, Sept. 26, at
9:57 a.m, at the Baptist
Hospital, Nashville,Tenn.
The mother, the former
Trudy Lilly, is a teacher for
the Nashville-Davidson County Metro School System. The
father is a salesman for the
Moorman Feed.
Grandparents are Carl
Gardner of Williamsport.
Term., and Mr. and Mrs. G. T.
Lilly of Murray. A great
grandmother is Mrs. Oswald
Kummer of Franklin.
PAGE GIRL
Dr,. and.Mrs. Melvin E.
Page, 721 Sycamore Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Megan Alene,
weighing seven pounds five
ounces, measuring 19 inches,
born on Tuesday, Sept. 23, at
9:11 a.m, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The father is an associate
professor of history at Murray
State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs J. William Phillips of
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Euiene
B. Page of Yerington, Nevada,
and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hook
of Hesperia,California.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Phillips of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Milford
Osborn of Fort Myers, Fla,
RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS
Christian religious programs on radio and television
reach more people than all
United States churches combined. In an average week, 47
per cent of the U. S. population
tunes in for at Least one
religious program while only
42 per cent attend church services. Some 35 television stations present mainly religious
programming.

In the announcement of the coming square dance classes
by the Murray Squar-A-Naders Club the telephone number of
Mrs. Richard Jones should have been t'63-3215 instead of the
number listed.
Classes will start Sunday, Oct. 5, at 1:30 p.m. at Gleason
Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Church, North 12th Stree,, Murray.
The sessions will be for 20 weeks.
For information call Mrs. Jones at 753-3215 or Mrs. Guy •
Cunningham at 753-0814.

Coldwater Homemakers Club hears
Three Lessons At The Fuqua Home
yr ree lessons were
presented at the September
meetine of the Coldwater
Homemakers Club held at the
home of Mrs. Noble Fuqua
with every club member present including Mrs. Vivian
Adams who had been absent
recently due to illness.
"Drug Abuse" was the
lesson presented by Mrs.
Hugh Adams, and "The Look
of Fall" Was discussed by
Mrs. Newell Doores. A disettssion on "Meals For One Or
Two" was given by Mrs.
Freeland Youngblood.
Mrs. Dan Bazzell explained
the craft lessons for the coming year. The club selected
Mrs. Bazzell to represent

them in the County Woman of
the Year.
The president, Mrs. Hunter
Bazzell, presided, and the
devotion was given by Mrs.
Clara Bennett. Mrs. Bobby
Adams, retiring president, introduced her new son, Joe
Derek, born July 4.
Visitors present were Mrs.
Hal Adams, Brent Bazzell,
Mrs. Keith Knight, and Amanda Knight. Mrs. Knight
became a new member of the
club.
The next meeting will be
held on the second Tuesday in
October with Mrs. Dewey
Bazzell who will give the craft
lesson on "Corn Shuck
Wreaths."

_
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A go
home away from home is hard to find
nowad s. Ever heard, that remarkf Maybe you are
not lo ing in the right places. Have you ever
notice Fern Terrace Lodge on Stadium View Drive
in Murr y? Fern Terrace has everything you've been
looking for — a home of distinction for the senior
citizens.
(1) Mai nd aide service -7 days a week, 24 hours
a day.
(2) Private rooms with refrigerators and dinette
available.
(3) Nourishing meals served family-style for-your
enjoyment in the dining room.
(4)Game room with pool table and color TV
(5)Physician on call 24 hours a day.
(6) Individual medication dosage set up by a
registered pharmacist.
(7) Visiting hours open for the convenience of
your family and friends
(8)Planned activities and entertainment.
(9) Religious services for all denominations.
A Personal Care Home is no more than a bldg.
unless it has a philosophy, a guiding principle and a
spirit of dedication that motivates its management
as well as its personnel. Fern Terrace believes in the
care, comfort and dignity of each resident before
all else.
For information about Fern Terrace contact Mrs.
Tapp, adm or Mrs. West, asst, adm. at 753-7IQ9.
We are in the office 7 days a week.
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Jackets
$799
Shirts
$999-$1 899 \\,4
Men s lig twetg

Men's Polyester
8 Cotton Flannel

•
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,

Sues 5-XL

All Ladies

One Group Ladies
All Weather

Coats 20°/o
'Dresses 10%oF
OFF

AN Lodiss

Winter Coats, Sweaters
Purses & Blouses

10°/o

•
'

One Rock of Ladies
Long 8. Short Sleeved

1,/2

Robes

All Men's Fall

!I
OFF

,
PRICE

All Men's Dress

•

A 0/

Suits 10 oOFF

Pants- 1 u to
,
Footwear 10 o Shirts $899 '
,
Sweat
Jeans
J
Shirts
/

.
One Table Men's &
Boys Sport

All Men's Rubber

OFF

•

/
OFF

New Shipment

Men 8. Boys

New Shipment Boys 8. Girls

Plan or Hoarier,
by Wrangler Or
Health Knit

Sizes 1 Yr. to 1 4 Yrs.

i

All Rays Heavy
.

Girls Cotton Flannel

Pajamas & Gowns

$C88

Reg 56 99

up Sale

_Thurs.

Jackets 100/
/0 nrr

& Vests I

Settle_ Downtown Ct Sq.
Workman 70-2447 -

iri.,;rtr. &Mon.,
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GUESTS HERE
The Rev. and Mrs. Edward
Parker have returned to their
home in Wishek, North
Ilikota, after a visit with his
mother, Mrs. Mattie Parker,
and his brother, Groover
Parker and wife. Enroute
home they attended a Pastors'
Seminar of the United
Methodist Church at Kansas
City.-Rev. Parker•is nostin his
eighth year as minister of the
United eitletAndist Church at
Wishek.

COSMETIC SURGERY
Breast, abdomen and thigh
reductions are the most expensive of popular cosmetic
surgery procedures, averaging about $3,000 each, according to GEO Magazine,
Facelifts are about $2,800;
buttock reduction $2,500;
breast augmentation, nose
jobs and eyelids can be had for
$2,000. Ears cost $1,600, chin
invlant $750 and hair
tainsplants are $20 perPiug.
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Brame-Harcourt Wedding
Vows 4re Read At Church

Oaks
)cramble at the
ler roast will be

fanned
re dance classes
?hone number of
215 instead of the
p.m. at Gleason
Stree), Murray.
3215 or Mrs. Guy •

The Bride
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents wore a traditional fluecrlength gown of
white chiffon. The bodice was
made of English net overlay
by re-embroidered Alencon
lace. The gown had a petal
"V" neckline, long fitted
sleeves, and a chapel length
, train. She wore a finger-tip
\ length veil of silk illusion.
Mrs. Barbara Jones,
Louisville, sister of the bride,
was the matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Terri
Peay, Louisville; Miss Jane
Alcorn, Clarksville, Ind.; and
Miss Ann Riley Harcourt,
Murray,sister of the groom.
The attendants wore floor
length gowns and matching
Jackets of dusty rose Silesta.
David Price, Frankfort,
fraternity brother of the
groom, served as best man.
Groomsmen were Brett Harcourt and Edward Harcourt,
Murray, brothers of the
groom; and Michael Brame,
Louisville, brother of the
bride.
Reception
Following the ceremony, the
bride's parents entertained
guests at a reception at the
Knights of Columbus Hall in
Louisvifle
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Adults 137
Nursery 11
9-24-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Heathcott, baby girl ( Nancy Rt. 2, Big Sandy,Tenn.
Graves, baby boy (Alida),
1709 Audubon, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Albert B. Knight, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Judy Parker, Rt. 3,
Box 95F, Murray; Dinah
Hook, 1704 Parklane, Murray;
Mrs. Teressa A. Sexton and
baby girl, Rt. 4, Box 260A,
Murray; Mrs. Marie A. Greer,
Rt. 1, Dexter.
Doris Edward Gray, Rt. 4,
Mayfield; Mrs. Dorothy A.
Roberts, Rt. 6, Box 77B, Murray; Mrs. Eva G. Orr, Rt. 6,
Box 51A1, Murray; Carl B.
Burnett, Rt. 1, Box 27,
Sedalia; Jeffrey W. Waters,
1397 Johnson, Murray.
Mrs. Janet M. Miller, 903
North 18th Street, Murray;
Mrs. Eleanor K. Homes, 1622
W. Olive, Murray; Mrs.
Frankie H. Rhodes, Rt. 4,
Murray; Mrs. Karen G. Hicks,
Box 329,.New Concord; Andrew L. Davenport, Rt. 1, Box
252, Hardin.
Mrs. Ada S. Shamblin, Rt. 2,
Box 59D, Buchanan, Tenn.;
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Discusses The Look Of Fall 1980 With Many
Styles And Types Of Jewelry Given, Season

Miss Diane Marie rame,
daughter of Mr. and M4s. Gordon R. Brame of Lotisville,
and John Vincent H rcourt
son of Dr. ancrMrs. Jules Harcourt of Murray, were wed in
a summer wedding at St.
Athanasius Church 'in
Louisville.
Officiating at the ceremony
were the Rev. Robert Abel and
the Rev. Robert L. Burchell. A
program of nuptial music was
presented by Ralph Weible,
organist, and Cindy Franklin,
vocalist.

le and be paired

g

classic colors, the Fair Isla- looks with flounced, tiers, and black patent tuxedo pump Look for stripes, fabric belts,
sweaters (you may recognize lace as classic touches.
The sandal will still be around. classic leather belts, Scarlet
them as ski sweaters, cable
The big news is the taffeta Look for neutrals and the col- O'Hara sash ( draper cord) in
designs, crew neck sweaters,: plaids often teamed) with ors plum,amethyst,
b2-1 inch widths. Decorative
taupe.
often monogrammed. Mohair, velvets or velVeteens. Look for
Leather remains popular Suckles are still very strong.
In the Look of Fall, 1980, the angora, lamb's wool, and wool black with
Legs are getting a lot of attouches of gold or nlong with the f.bric Bermuda
straight leg that is wider at are favorites but orlon and silver to
be very strong. bag. Look for clutches, tote tention. The newest color in
bottom takes the fasion lead acrylic are often used. The
Animal prints are introduced.
bags, and shoulder bags to knee highs and hosiery is
but the skinny pants are still sweater will also vary in
Retailers are predicting a continue.
white! Look for tights and opavery much on the scene. length from short slirink big year
for accessories as the
Creatir4 the most interest que hosiery in shades of
Average width is 17 inches. sweater to a full length consumer will
be more likely ace die berets and tams. The purples, plums,- pinks, and
Hemlines vary. talre 'Ole-- sweater dress.
to add leass expensive brimmed hats are also good. greens, heathery tones and
pick from Bermuda shorts,
For daytime the chemise fashionable4tems to the war- Popular fabrics
include range of earthtones in browns
cuffed or uncuffed. (above the dress still remains popular. drobe than
an expensive arti- velvets, velveteen, wool, felt, and copper. Look for argyle
knee; knickers (fits snugly The newest look is the revival cle of clothing. Although
the and lots of hand-knitted looks. socks for the "preppy" look.
below the knee; culottes of,the long torso dresses, par- "preppy" look
dominates the
(falls below the knee).
ticularly,the jersey, where the accessories the Indian look
The jumpsuit is making a waist stops at the hip line and will also be
worth noting. The
comeback along with the skin- features a flippy skirt that is main interest
is on the neck
ny "stirrup" pants ( the old ski gored, bias-cut, or pleated. with
bow ties, furs, ruffles,
Jean Cloar, County Extension Agent in Home Economics,
pant look) that has a strap You can also get this same scarfs,
collars, and the mufwill speak on "Landscaping" at the meeting of the
that fits under the foot. look by wearing a long, lean fler.
Garden
The muffler really makes
Department of the Murray Woman's Club to be held
Several of the designers have tunic top over a flippy skirt. a fashion
statement as it is
Thursday,Oct. 2, at 1 p.m. at the club house.
cropped their hemlines to fall Asymmetrical necklines and worn
with everything, either
at the ankles.
Hostesses will be Rosanna Miller, Millie Graves, Janet
hemlines are still strong.
tied at neck or left hanging
Denton, Vercia McCoy, Artie Morris, Helene Visher,
Sportswear jackets fall to
The shirtdress and school- loose. The ribbon ties are still
and
the top of the hip or gently girl dress are favorites for the popular.
Modelle Miller.
blouse over the hip. Look for classic look. Look for conLook for gold and pearls to
an explosion of the nylon trasting white collar and cuffs still be
strong. For "preppy"
bomber jacket in different col- and touches of lace. Preppy look,
there's bar pins and cirors for a favorite cover-up for belts are often used.
cle pins. Kilt pins are used on
sportswear. Look for the new
After Five-There is lots of the kilts.
sweatshirt that has been variety in hemlines for
Portraits Weddings Frames
Making the fashion sense
quilted, printed embroidered, evening-long or short or asym- are the low
and flat heels. The
ITS A SNAP.. HERE'
bicolored. It takes on a totally metrical. You will find "Prom penny loafer
'shows up in all'
different personality and is Queen" tulles (strapless ): colors. The
Indian moccasin is
One Day Processing
worn for different occasions.
body conscious torso dropping still strong. The oxfords and
This is definitely the year to into diagonal lines in the skirt; tasseled
loafers are good. The
118 So. 12th
753-0035
wear sweaters! look for the evening pants; soft, fluid closed
pump with a lower heel
feminine sweater sets in soft dresses wrapped at the hip for is popular
along with the new
pastels, long cardigans in a long, lean look;,.elegant
From the Desk of
Jean Cloar
County Ext. Agent
for Home Economics

Garden Group Plans Meet

'Jr. and Mrs. John l'incent Harcourt
Serving the guests were
Theris and Donna Braden.
Miss Laura Jones, niece of the
bride, distributed rice bags to
friends and family.

graduate of the Murray-State
University Department of
Nursing. She is currently
employed at Greenview
Hospital.
Mr. Harcourt is a
The groom's parents were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner g rrdlilltr-of--Muer-ay High
for the wedding party and out School and a 1979 Graduate of
Murray State University. He
of town guests.
is employed by The Louisville
Mrs. Harcourt is a 1976 Courier-Journal.
graduate of Moore High
The couple now resides in
School, Louisville, and a 1980 Bowling Green.

VITAL NEWS
Roger G. Hale, Rt. 6, Box 174,
Murray; Mrs. Lynda K. Coleman, New Concord; Mrs.
Mable Elizabeth Nicholas, Rt.
1, Benton; Mrs. Susie A.
Walker, Rt. 1, Box 172i Murray. ..
Buel E. Stalls, Sr., 407 North
Fifth Street, Murray; Mrs.
Floye B. Malone, Rt. 6, Box
286, Cadiz; Mrs. Bessie L. Collins, 1114 Poplar, Murray;
Allen R. Stimpson, Rt. 1, Box
9A, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Maud
R. Steele, Rt. 6, Box 21, Murray.
William Stockdale, Rt. 1,
Box 288, Puryear, Tenn.;
George W. Dunn, Rt. 5, Murray; Raymond V. Ross, Rt. 1,
Box 57, Murray; Maude F.
Nance, New Concord; Mrs.
Nancy L. Sevier, Fern Terrace, Murray.
9-25-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mohler, baby boy (Kathy),
Rt. 1, Almo.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Deborah F. Barrett
and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 181,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Pamela J. Montgomery, Rt. 1,
Box 331, Benton; Mrs Wanda
L. Jones, Rt. 6, Box 240, Murray; Ronnica M.Thornton, Rt.
6, Box 324, Mayfield.
Mrs. Lucinda B. Green, Rt.
7, Mayfield; Kevin M. Tucker,
Rt. 2, Box 346, Murray; Martha Star Covey, 604 Vine
Street, Murray; Mrs. Karen,
L. Foust, Rt. 4, Box 264, Paris,
Tenn.; Perry M. Konantz,
Murray.
Mrs. Marion S. Sharbrough,
Box 2A, Murray; Mrs. Mary
E,..Whitehead, Westview Nursing Home, Murray; Mary

Jane Grogan, Rt. 1, Box 68,
Hardin; Mrs. Rose Marie
Rousse, 115 South 13th Street,
Murray; Mrs. Rema 0. West,
Rt. 1,Farmington.

Te-n-his-Group B To
Play'Friday At
The Murray Chi b
Group B of the Women's
Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Friday, Oct.
3, at 9 a.m, at the club. The
lineup is as follows:
Court One - Sandy Brannon, Mug Rigsby, Vicki
Miller, and Frances Hulse.

Pirate Dinner Party He
By Xi Alpha Delta Group
-A Pirate DiMer Party in
keeping with Beta Sigma Phi
International theme, "Share
Golden Treasures," was held
for the annual fall rush pardty
of the Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi on
Thursday,Sept. 18,at the Ellis
Community Center. Members and their guests
came dressed as pirates. The
room was decorated with
treasure chests, miniature
sailing ships, sea shells and
golden treasurers.
Four rushees present were
Mary Barrow, Linda Foust,'
Cathy Marcussen, and Jan
Sargent.
•
Dinner was served by the
social committee with Joyce
Nannally as chairman. Entertainment included treasure
hunt games with Linda Foust
and Jan Sargent winning the
prizes.
Joyce Thomas took the prize
for the most original costume.
Attending other than the
guests of honor were ha

Pacers Homemakers
Hold Meettni.: It
The Batit Home
Gail Banal opened her home
for the Sept. 10th meeting of
the Pacers Homemakers Club
with nine members and one
guest,Susan Griffin, present.
The lessons presented • were
"The Look of Fall" by Wilma
Beatty, and "Children and
Drugs" by Donna Whitfield.
The next meeting will be
held Wednesday, Oct. 8, at the
home of Florene Shoemaker.

5 Pocket Baggy Jean
Tapered Leg, Super Fit!
Reg '18 Size 5-13
Hurry,
Quantity Limitedi

Barnett Cemetery Meet
Scheduled On Saturday

Court Two -Sheila Grogan,
Norma Frank, Vickie Baker,
and Nancy Fandrich.
Court Three - Janie Ryan,
Annie
Knight, Marilyn
Adkins,
and
Barb
Malinauskas.

Brown, Barbara Chilcutt,
Rheanetta Coleman, Rowena
Emerson, Brenda Estes,
Mary Graves, Vicky Holton,
Debbie Lyons, Wanda Morris,
Joyce Nunnally, Laurie
Rollins, Lois Ruiz, Peggy
Shoemaker, Joyce Thomas,
Pam.- r-,..T.horntorr, Debbie
Villaflor, Barbara Williams,
and Glenda Wilson.

The regular business meeting of the Barnett Cemetery in
Calloway County Will be held Saturday, Oct. 4, at the
cemetery.
A country meal will be served at noon.
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Save on Three Great Paints!

Your $
Choice!
c/0
Save$4

a gal. on
• Style Perfect' Latex Wall Paint rep $1309
• Flat Latex Ceiling Paint(White)rep. $1309
• Acrylic Latex Flat House Paint(0-36)rep 51399

.-3rd
[.

Save 2015017,
price on

Wall & Window Decor

Save 20%-25% on over 730
Selected Wallpaper Patterns
• Includes Strippable. Scrubbable Patterns

"Yt)

Save 30% on Perfect Touch- Custom
Woven Woods E 1-Inch Metal Blinds

Semf.

ot your
puldusepflorw01
be refunded

• Over 100 woven Wood Color/Pattern Combinations
• Over 200 Sophisticated One-lnch Blind colors

Sale ends
October 20

Save 50% on Selected Group of
Custom Woven Woods
11,41/11•Irnr •.trao

•

South 12th St.
Murray,

SNOW& Shopp
)

i....21;14-a-rnsInt•reT

"

_
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Olympic Plaza and Be) Air Center
Shop Daily 10-9. Sunday 1-5
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Looking Back

Opinion age

10 Years Ago
Pictured is the new Murray High
School now under construction on
Doran Road. The facility is planned to
be ready for use by the fall of 1971.
Deaths reported include Miss Marion
Duncan, Mrs. Irene Keiser Swift, Kr,
and Ira Keel,79.
Donald Tucker, local realtor, was
elected to a three year term on the Kentucky Association of Realtors Board of
Directors at the meeting held at Lexington Sept. 23 to 25.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. R. B. Barton, Jr., on Sept. 23,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barber
on Sept. 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon C. Jones announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Julia Lee, to
Stephen A.Stern,son of Albert W. Stern
and the late Marjorie Stern of Champaign, Ill.
The West Kentucky Horseman's
Association will.sponsor a horse show
on Oct. 3 at the Calloway County Jaycee
Fairgrounds.

hEARTUNk

•

-

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems — fast. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, Write
Heartline, Ili E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will receive a
prompt reply, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I would like some mformation regarding Social Security
benefits,.that my sister and I should
have received but never did.
My father died in January 1957, leaving two minors, my sister and me. She
was born in 1936 and I was born in 1944.
We both received benefits until we
reached the age of 18. Our guardians
were our aunt and uncle and they
evidently did not know that we were entitled to student's benefits while going
to school full time up until the age of 22,
becaiise they never filed or applied for
•u9 and we never knew anything about
what we were entitled to. Anyway, my
sister went to college from October 1957
until July 1962, and I went from
September 1961 until January 1964. Is it
possible to make a retroactive claim for
these benefits that we should have
received until age 22? — H.W.
No. The reason, in your case, is simply- because you were not entitled to
benefits after age 18. The benefits now
payable to dependent children while going to school full time until age 22 did
'-----not come into law until 1965. Since there
were no such benefits at the time you
were going to school, you cannot claim

r

Bible Thought
For every one that exalteth himself
shall he humbled, hut he that humbled]
himself shall he exgated. — Luke 18:14.
It would be shrewd policy then to
shun egotism.
1.01111 V

In History

them now.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I are
retired. We are 6,5 and 63 respectively.
We have. been blessed with a decent
savings account and an adequate
retirement income. We are looking for
sonic investment opportunities other
than stocks and bonds. Actually we are
looking for a hobby — something to collect that might prove to be a good investment. We have plenty of spare time
to devote to something. Do you have
any suggestions? — K.S.
Although Heartline does not, as a
rule, give investment advice, we will in
your case, due to the hobby factor. The
most profitable investments in recent
years, to the surprise of many, have not
been stocks and bonds.
An example of one of these in-, ,
vestments is Chinese ceramics, which
have increased in value at an annual
rate of 23-24 percent since 1960.
Most older, handmade items are also
good investments. You can choose
something unusual, such as antique or
unique chess sets or handmade quilts.
Also on the rise are Indian artifacts,
such as pottery, baskets and rugs.
All of this goes to show that art, antiques, coins and other collectibles show
tremendous potential for profit.
Some helpful tips for those interested
in this area of investment:
'Be patient. These types of investments May be slow in paying off,
but the hobby factor alone should be
rewarding and interesting.
'Work only with reputable _dealers.
Don't let yourself be taken in by
swindlers. In dealings with mail-order
houses, be sure you can return the item
for a full refund if you are not satisfied.
•Learn to be an expert so that you will
have the ability to distinguish authentic
from counterfeit items. You should also
be able to spot all _alterations and
defects. Choose an area of investment
that you will enjoy researching and
displaying to family and friends.
'Before you start buying, do some
research on common and rare collectibles at your library.

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Oct. I, the 275th
day of 1980. There are 91 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 1, 1949, Mao Tse-tung proclaimed the People's Republic of China.
On this date:
In, 1800, Spain ceded Louisiana to
France in a secret treaty.
In 1908,, Henry Ford introduced his
famous "ModelT."
In 1936. General Francisco Franco
was proclaimed the head of an insurgent Spanish state.
In 1968, the Vatican called on all
Christians to begin dialogues with
atheists, including communists.
Ten years ago, Vice President Anwar-Sadat succeeded Gamal Abdel Nasser
as president of Egypt.
One year ago, Panama's flag was
raised over the Canal Zone, enditg 75
years of American jurisdiction in
area.
Today's birthdays: President Jinun
Carter is 56 years old. Pianist Vladimir
Horowitz is 76, and actress Julie Andrews is 45.
Thought for today: Victory belongs to
the most persevering — Napoleon
Bonaparte, French soldier-emperor
( 1769-1821
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20 Years Ago

Inside Report

Panic In New York
NEW YORK — One discreet White
House job feeler to Sen. Jacob K. Javits
got nowhere, but President Carter is being urged to keep trying in view of what
is at stake: the presidential election
itself.
The fear in the Carter camp is that
Javits, old and ailing, could in the
twilight of a distinguished political
career prove the instrument of Carter's
defeat. Javits; though' upset for
Republican renomination in the Sept. 9
primary, is running on the Liberal
ticket. That could strengthen the,
Liberal Party's presidential nominee,
Rep. John Anderson, sufficiently to let
Ronald Reagan defeat Carter in New
York.
Contrary to the bravado displayed by
Carter campaign manager Hamilton
Jordan on his most recent political mission here, the president simply cannot
be re-elected without New York's 41
+44444-+++++++++

+++4
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By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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19CJ6
Riding high gr_Lt111-surf of a potential boom, the year of 1966
was a block buster, promising two large plants that turned out a
bit shorter than the mini-sikirt rage, if that were possible, and as
_promising as the long-haired Beatles blazing across the music scene
with long-hair styles described as "a passing fad." In the 1966
year of maximum industrial development, labor took time off to
wage contract controversies in the stove works and garment factory,
in contrast to early century tobacco growers who waged economic
war against the tobacco trust when times were harder than flint
rocks on the banks of Tennessee River. Unique was the year of '68
in Calloway, including the unwanted introduction of "The Patent
Leather Kid," raiding women's boudoirs in search of patent leather
shoes and bags; big and petty thievery executed from out of state
gangs and a little old gray-headed woman passing forged checks;
speed made over the wheels of automobiles rather than pills from a
a dispro.
—bottle. " Highway fatalities zoomed fantastically,-claiming
portionate segment of our young folks, even colliding with funeral
processions enroute to bury the dead. School desegregation attained
a climatic conclusion during The year, 100 years afterAbe Civil War
to end man's inhumanities to man.
Federal government financial interventign within the local domain held inviolate for 190 years of state rights busily spun its web
of centralized control with the financing of head-start programs in
both the city and county school systems, expansion of the city sewo.
system, and readiness by the hospital board for another allocation
from Hill-Burton to expand the growing facility made possible
from the flood of Medicare patients, a source of wealth mined by
liberal Washington prospectors Ito subsequently enrich the 'medical
profession whose majority mem4ers fought like a tiger through the
American Medical Association. Sorry diagnosis, doctor! ...lust about
as far short of the mark as was the scramble by members of the
Chamber of Commerce to attract new industries, thus converting a
placid farm and cultufal cCainty into a diversified Murray economy
to boom-town proportions, opening wide the doors to national Chain
Stores to claim the n*rcantile bonanza and to act as pallbearers
for the good C. of C. m6Abers who dug their own economic graves.
Warning flags were raised early from this post, but about as popii7
lady accepted as a drunk al a revival meeting. So was the earlier
suggestion to give greater recognition to competent workers in placement on important boards, committees, and policy determining
agencies, now that they had attained educational status worthy of
recognition and responsibility. As unheeded as were the factory
workers, serfs, and peasants under Louis XIV, Calloway County's
business leaders refused to budge from their time-honored tradition
of political and economic control. Fortunately no Reign of Terror
as in France could correct the ernbalance. Riding a business crest
in 1965, a day of reckoning had to await the tomorrow when the
tents of the little shopkeepers, machine shops, service stations, etc.,
would silently pass away, exceping only the professionals whose
individual talents would survive even in a chained society. Who
will tend the store? But it is-time to go on with the story with
a full head of steam, for better or for worse, nevertheless accepting
the sociological upheavals as one of the "benefits" of "progress:
To Be Conti.s, ued

electoral votes. Although Jordan told
New Yorkers his chief could do without
their troublesome state, the hard reality is that Ronald Reagan will have been
elected president without anybody staying up for late returns if New York goes
Republican.
Secret poll results from New York
consequently make unpleasant reading
at the White House, Carter and Reagan
are in a virtual dead heat, with two
unpleasant details from the president's
standpointirst, although Reagan has
yet to win over the state's normal
Republican vote, he may well do so; second, the big, habitually Democratic
Jewish vote is simply not coming
around to Carter.
Under these circumstances, New
York's Liberal Party — which had been
lingering through a slow death of attrition until it became a shelter for the
non-collaborating Anderson and Javits
— could do in Carter."I'm afraid Javits
and Anderson on the same ticket could
bring support to each other without endorsing each other," a Carter strategist
told us.
- Jack English, the New York Kennedy
Democrat who since the national convention has been Carter's deputy national campaign chairman, had this in
mind on the evening of Sept. 9 when he
heard the shocking news that the state's
increasingly conservative Republican
electorate had rejected Javits. English
urged the president to place a condolence telephone call to the liberal
Republican.
Carter did so. Nothing so crude as a
job offer was made in return for Javits
bowing out of the race. But the promise
of a high-level diplomatic post was conveyed from an authoritative Carter
operative to a Javits confidante. It
aroused no interest, and Javits is now
on the state ballot to stay.
The establishment Republicans who
have been Javits' closest supporters
told him it would be "ignominious" to
close out his political career by quitting
the Senate race in return for an am-

bassadorial post. It is indeed ignominious for Javits, at age 76 in his
24th year in the Senate, to finish as a
pawn ingiesidential politics.
It is also demeaning for Javits, once
considered New York's premier votegetter, to find himself running third to
ultra-liberal
unknowns,
two
Democratic Rep. Elizabeth Holtzman
and Javits' Republican conqueror,
ultra-conservative township supervisor
Alfonse D'Amato of Hempstead, Long
Island. Carter strategists hope that
Javits might end his campaign if convinced he would split the liberal vote
and thereby elect D'Amato, a man
whose style and philosophy offends
him.
polls - show
But twci`,.5eruirat
Holtzman, her fantastic opposition to
either
all defense spending
unknown to or uninteresting to New
Yorkers, nearly 20 percentage points
ahead of D'Amato and Javits. The
Javits candidacy, therefore, is more of
a threat to Carter than Holtzman.
Javits' old friends in organized labor,
panicky at the idea of Ronald Reagan in
the White House, want Javits to erase
that threat -by- deactiliating his campaign. AFL-CIO President Lane
Kirkland is particularly anxious that
some arrangment be found for Javits to
conclude his days as a senior diplomat
in return for quietly helping keep
labor's enemy from being elected president.
Javits, nominally at least, still supports Reagan instead of fellow 1.iberal
Anderson. He may feel no debt to Labor
leaders, who ( with the notable exception'of teachers union chief Al Shanker
quickly abandoned Javits once he had
lost the Republican primary.
That confronts Jimmy Carter with a
peculiar task in the state his campign
manager two weeks ago dismissed as
non-essential. His worried advisers
here want him to go on bended knee to
ask lifelong Republican Jack Javits,
entering his final political hours, to help
him keep a Republican out of the White
House.

Washington Today

Bushis Preoccupied
By JAMES GERTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
PHILADELPHIA ( API — From the
first moment of victory last winter ir
Iowa's Republican presidential
primary, George Bush has occasionally
seemed preoccupied with the "who's
winning?" side of politics.
While he was ever-so-briefly the GOP
front runner last February, Bush talked
about "Big Mo," or momentum, until it
finally got him into trouble with voters
who demanded he talk more specifically about the issues. At one point, in
reaction, Bush was unwilling to talk
campaign strategy at all.
Now he's the Republican vice
presidential candidate and at each stop
on his multi-stop campaign tour, Bush
is back in the prediction business.
Wherever he is, whoever he is talking
to, Bush comments upon the character
of the current campaign and he
predicts a Reagan-Bush victory. He
does this in each state he visits,
regardless of the political outlook.
His focus on the campaign process
led one wag to comment "if Bush ever
stops talking about the campaign,
maybe he could begin it."
The Bush campaign moves in fits and
starts as it sometimes meanders,
sometimes hops,about the Midwest and
Nortl77-Nit in search of Republican
stalwarts and renegade Democrats who
mightvote for Ronald Reagan.
There are as many fits as starts. To
wit:
A guest at the staid Barclay Hotel on
Rittenhouse Square was surprised one
•

day this week when a pair of elevator
doors were pried open by an anxious
mechanic and out climbed George
Bush, his wife and several Secret Service agents.
They had been trapped for several
minutes in the bulky lift. When freed,
they had to hoist themselves out from
their position half way between the second and third floors.
Rather than risk such an occurence
again, the 56-year-old Bush trotted up
18 flights of stairs to his room on the
21st floor.
A glossary of interesting Bush
phrases on the campaign circuit would
include these three: "fractionating;"
"wine-and-brie Volvo-Republicans;"
and "voodoo econom;C3."
"Fractionating" means to separate
or distill, and Bush uses it to urge party
unity."You can't win by fractionating a
minority party," he told Toledo
Republicans.
"Wine and brie Volvo-Republicans"
are those who suppport the independent
candidacy of John B. Anderson.
"Voodoo economics" is a phrase at
which Bush winces each day when it is
thrown at him at news conferences and
other question and answer sessions. It
was the term he used to describe last
spring the economic program of his opponent at the time.
Now, Bush maintains, economic conditions have changed and so .has
Reagan's economic program. Predictably, the term, in Bush's view, might
now be more applicable to Jimmy
Carter.
4

Ground breaking ceremonies for the
second men's dormitory were held
Sept. 29 at the construction site in Orchard Heights at Murray State College.
Deaths reported include Temple P.
Tatum,79.
Elected as officers of the Farm
Bureau Young Peoples group organized
at a meeting held at the Triangle Inn
were Billy Smith, Douglas Tucker, Max
Smotherman, Martha Broach, Carrot
M. Roger's, And tinita Bazzell.
Carroll Hubbard, Jr., native of Murray and now attending the University of
Louisville School of Law, spoke on the
"Constitutior.al Convention To Be Called" on the November election ballot at
the meeting,of the Muri•ay Rotary Club.
He was introduced by Judge Waylon
Rayburn.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Glin Johnston and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Russell.
Dennis Taylor, principal of the Murray Elementary Schools, was approved
as the new Cubmaster of Cub Scout
Pack 145 at Carter Elementary School.

30 Years Ago
A program of chamber music will be
presented by Roman Prydatkevytch,
violin, David Gowans, viola, Neale
il Russell Terhune,
Mason, cello, an
piano, on Oct. 3 the Recital Hall of
the Fine Arts Cen r, Murray State Col•
lege.
Deaths reported include Mrs. J. P.
Lassiter,80.
Fifteen clubs with membership of 325
are in the Calloway County
Homemakers Organization, according
to Mrs. T. B. Culpepper, county president, and Miss Rachel Rowland, county
home demonstration agent.
Cheerleaders at Kirksey High School
are Marilyn Walker, Doris Adams,
Jean Gibbs,and Jean Kirkland.
The Murray High School Tigers lost
to the Mayfield High School Cardinals
26 to 0 last night before an almost
capacity crowd at Holland Stadium,
Murray. Murray game captains were
Gene Wells and Jimmy Jones, and
Mayfield game captains were Seay and
Apperson. ,
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
Gene Autry in "Riders In The Sky."
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and.phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
arid should be on topics of general
interest. .
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger ev
Titles, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.
•
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ABOUT THIS PAGE
:
alitorials, columns and other
olionated articles on this page are
pre ented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the, free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
,Tines strongly believe that to limit
oniAionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore,.-we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular is.
being discussed with a letter to (Ii,'
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor ot
an authored article on whatever that
topic :night be.
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HEALTH

DEAR DR. LAMB.— I'm 66
years old and have always
been in good health Last fall
my left heel began to hurt
when I walked. It kept getting
worse so I decided it wasn't
just a bruise. I went to an
orthopedic doctor and he had
It X-rayed and said I had a
heel spur He gave me a hard
plastic heel cup to wear two
weeks and had me come back.
Then he put a shot of some
kind in the side of my heel and
this helped about three weeks.
Then it started again. I've had
this problem about three
months. What is the best way
to treat this? I know it's a cal. cium deposit but I don't want
an operation if I can avoid it.
DEAR READER — Let's
limit our conclusion to the
fact that you have a sore and
painful heel. Those little bony
spurs on the bottom of the
heel can occur without causing any pain at all. Other people can have very sore painful
Keels as you describe and not
have any bony spur.
The real pain is usually
caused by inflammation and
injury of the associated tendons and sheaths of tissue we
call fascia that attach to the
heel bone. The muscles under
the arch of your foot stretch
from the front of the foot to
the heel somewhat like a
string to a bow. When your
long arch is put under too
much strain and pulls on these
muscles, it pulls at their
attachments. This constant
mechanical irritation is one
way that you can set up
inflammation and develop a
sore heel. The pulling of tendons and fascia on this spot
may stimulate the growth of
the bony spur. Thus the bone
spur is the result of the problem and not the cause.
To give you more detailed
information about your feet,
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 11-10, Common Foot Problems: What to

Do about Them. Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Of course, your foot has to
be examined and decisions
made as to what's best in your
particular condition. A heel
cup is sometimes useful
because it takes the pressure
off of the inflamed area or the
sore heel. Another way of
helping solve the problem is
to change the weight bearing
of the foot. This is commonly
done by rotating the foot in
such a way that one walks
more on the outside of the
foot. This relieves the strain
across the center of the arch.
which in turn relieves the pull
on the muscles, tendons and
tissues of the bottom of the
foot.
You could get relief by just
staying off your foot completely but that leads to other
problems.
Injections are sometimes
used and you probably 'got
some form of cortisone shot.
These do counteract inflammation and may provide temporary relief. They will not
solve...the fundamental problem of weight bearing and
strain on the tissues at the
point where they attach to the
heel.
In most instances it's not
necessary to have an operation to remove the heel spur.
In fact, some patients have
more difficulty after an operation of that sort than if the
heel had been left alone. The
operation will not correct the
fundamental strain across the
foot arch either. There are
rare cases in which a significant spur does contribute to
the pain but more often than
not it's the strain across the
arch problem that I have cited
here.
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What kind of day will tomor- CANCER
row be? To find out what the (June 21 to July 22)
stars say, read the forecast
Personal initiative brings
you gain. A fascinating in• :1 n for your birth Sign.
troduction possible. Watch a
• IFS
p.m. tendency to be improvi(Mar,21 to Apr. 19) 4Y04
dent with funds.
1
Fortunate developments on LEO
the job and around home base (July 23 to Aug.22
make this a fine day. Avoid
Keep financial plans under
hasty decisions re joint wraps. Avoid a confrontation
finances.
over a domestic matter. Be
TAURUS
optimistic, but don't let sucApr. 20 to May 20 I
cess go to your head.
An optimistic frame of mind VIRGO
helps you in all activities. (Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
Romance is favored, but
The social sphere brings you
domestic life also requires new friends. Success through
your careful attention.
willpower, but watch accomGEMINI
panying nervous strain. Get
(May 21 to June 20)
sufficient p.m. rest.
Implement new work pro- LD3RA
jects. Save time for an old (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
friend. Avoid a p.m. tendency
Your creativity works to
to scatter your energies.
your advantage careerwise.
Opportunity arises suddenly.
Watch what you say when off
guard among new acquaintances.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 1114P
Important news from a
distance. Some receive an invitation for travel. Career requires conservative tactics.
Don't take things for'granted.
SAGITTARIUS
_0000
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Business affairs should pro
sper, but one plan should be
kept under wraps. Avoid
premature moves. Old friends
your best bet for advice.
CAPRICORN
1,4
(Dec.22 toJan. 19) Vai
Enjoy a chance to increase
your circle of friends. Partnership matters bring pleasant surprises. Watch judgment in the late p.m.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Begin new work projects.
The unexpected works to your
advantage careerwise. If
socializing, keep some things
to yourself.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(C
.
Unexpected romantic introductions possible. You may
meet someone from afar.
Don't be self-indulgent in the
p.m. Be protective of health.
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly sensitive and easily
hurt. You need a creative
outlet for your imagination in
order to achieve your greatest
success. Writing, music,
poetry, dancing and art are
fields in which you can
achieve great success. You
have an interest in travel and
would enjoy work in that
capacity. Your insights into
people would make you a good
psychologist. You may also be
attracted to politics, religion,
government,, medicine,
teaching and interior design.
Birtbdate of : Graham Greene,
author: Don McLean, singer.
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TRUST usus to pay
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WE GUARANTEE
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HOURS
10-6 Mon. Thru Fri.
10-5 Sat
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Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U S. De artment of Health, Education. and Welfare

Learning About Problem
Drinking
Many people who live with
alcoholics every day do nut know
and understand the signs of
problem drinking 'and of the
illness of alcoholism. They arc
honestly baffled by the problem
drinker's behavior. Why dies the
person act this lay'? What are the
differences beNeen a social
drinker and one who is dependent on alcohol? When is the
"someone close" in danger', And
of gitical importance--what are
the early signs of troubled drinking which, if heeded in time,
could avert alcoholism and related major life problems?
Reading some of the factual
booklets about drinking, alcohol
misuse, and alcoholism that are
now available can give many of
the answers.
Look for the information
available right in your home
community. You may not need to
send away for the answers, First
you may find information that
fits your particular situation, by
face-to-face discussion with the
information-giver. Second, you
may identify community sources
of help in counseling, treatment,
and rehabilitation. Third, taking
some action to help a relative or
friend may ease the frustration of
just standing by.
•
The home search may take
some doing, because alcoholism
treatment services have 'nut yet
been started in every community.
In most, .however, information

.

Uncle Jeff's
Clothing Dept.
Special Sale
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a health column front the

and help Cdfl be obtained trum
one or more of the following.
clergyman; Alcoholics Anonymous, Al-Anon Family Groups.
an alcoholism clinic or alcoholism information and referral
center; the Lundy physician,
health
public
nurse; social
worker; community
mental
health center. Veterans Administration or general hospital,
health, wellarc, or family service;
some employers and labor unions; local offices of the National
Council of Alcoholism.
Sometimes the. quickest grasp
on the loal situation may be
gained by tinning a group such as
Al.:Anon. These family members
and friends of problem drinkers
usually know where help is
available. They also share practical suggestions on day-to-day
living with one who has a
drinking problem. Alateen
groups offer similar help to
younger members of famihes
with alcohol troubles.
If help cannot be found near
home, information about the
nearest sources may be obtained
from the county public health
office, county medical society, the
designated State agency for
alcoholism, or by writing to the
National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information, Box 2345, Dept.
II, Rockville, Maryland 20852.
Help with alcoholism problems
has come to many communities
because residents needed it,
couldn't find it, and finally
brought it about.
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Ladies

Side
Deckers
Sole

Ladies

Dress
Shoes Penny Loafers
$1
$500

Reg $16.99

Girl's

Reg. $18.99

Buy Now And
Save
5.10

Sale
Values To $24.99
Men's

Men's 100°
.

Flannel
Shirts

Cotton

Denim
Shirts

By Woodland
Reg. $6.99 0

NIAAA 0880

By Wrangler
Reduced One Week From

588

Sole

$

1699 To $1 188
Ladle:

Denim
Jeans

Exquisite Form

Bra's

A Rose by Any
Other Color . . .

Bikini

Panties
Only 774

Off

,Many Strles

Velour
Tops

Wintuk

Knitting
Yarn
Machine Wash & Dry

By Wrangler
Long Sleeve
V-Neck
Reg. S18.99
S-M-1.

Sale

20%

Levi's

Qff

5 Styles

DEAR ABBY: A reader wrote in to say that a co-worker
had planned to carry a bridal bouquet of black roses. She
asked, "Is this proper? And don't black roses symbolize
death?"
You replied, "Black roses? You're putting me on!"
Abby, just because you've never seen black roses doesn't
mean there aren't any.
The Tidings, a Catholic publication, recently carried an
article titled, "A Priest Who Grew Roses." The priest, the
Rev. George Schoener, also was a botanist who gained a
national reputation for having developed numerous new
strains of roses, of which the beautiful coal-black rose was
one.
The Salem, Ore., Journal conferred the title of "El Padre
de las Rosas" on Father Schoener in 1936.
Thought you should know. Adios.
CARLOS'G.
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Choose From Brands
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Large Choice Of Colors
Also Christmas Yarn

$1519

$1 388

88'

Only

S-XL
Several Patterns

Boys and Student

Christmas
Latch
Hook Kits

DEAR CARLOS: Gracias. And all along I thought
with Gertrude Stein that a rose was a rose was a rose.
Unfortunately I limited my research to California
rose-growers, none of whom had ever heard of a
black rose. I should have called Gerry Frank, my
friend in Salem. He knows all there is to know about
Oregon products.
Ten whacks for Abby with a long-stemmed American beauty — thorns and all.

Reg $18.99
Now Only

Levi's

Saddleman Boot Jean
Boys Sizes 8-14 Slim 8-12 Reg.
Reg. Price $13.99

Reg S8.99
Reduced To

Sale $679
Reg. $1299

••

Wall Hangings, Rugs,
Pillow Cases

DEAR ABBY: We invited a family of six to spend Labor
Day weekend at our summer place. The children ranged
from 7 to 17 years old. (We have no children.) •
'
The children helped themselves to whatever they found in
the fridge at all hours of the day and night. The first day
they ate nearly everything we had planned to serve for the
entire weekend.
On Sunday we invited some-tieighbors in for S-und-ay
buffet. The visiting children got into line first, loaded their
plates up, ate fast, and came back for seconds before some of
the adults even, had a first helping! Their parents either
didn't see or didn't care what was going on.
After these weekend guests left, I could have kicked
myself for not having found some way to control the
situation.
Needless to say, this family will never be invited back
How would you have handled it?
MAD AT MYSELF

$11 1 88

Student Sizes 25-30
Reg. Price $15.99

79
Sale $9

Reduced To Only

Reg. $13.99 Sole $1 049

$1

288

Men's
Thermal

Men's Dress & Casual

UnderWear

Shoes 5-67$
Special Selection

Reg. $3.49

DEAR MAD: Probably much the same way you dic
— or didn't — handle it. It's awkward to disciplint
young guests when their parents are present an
look out the window.
Since 20-20 hindsight is always useless, your
decision never to invite them back is understandable.

Dundee
Towels

Boy Sizes Reg. $2.99

Sale $288

By Cannon

Ladies
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Western Boots
$299$
$2199
CloseIs
-Out
Snow uits
Boy's Insulated
Coveralls
By Acme

DEAR ABBY: I can't believe I've actually joined the "Inever-thought-I'd-be-writing-to-Dear-Abby" club, but here I
am.
You recently wrote, in praise of the tape recorder: "If we
could hear ourselves as others hear us, many of the world's
ills could be cured. So, if you're living with a whiny child, a
screaming (or nagging) mate, oroaomeone who says 'Ya
know' a lot, get it on tape!"
Abby, how right you are! When our son was 16, he came
home from a party drunk. I taped the teary, maudlin.
incoherent monologue he recited in my presence that night
and played it back for him (privately, of course) the next
afternoon. He was ashamed and appalled. Had he not heard
it himself, he never would have believed how he sounded.
Today he is a healthy, well-adjusted, 24-year-old man who
takes an occasional drink — but never to excess.
I hope you'll mention this in your column. It may help
parents who are trying to help their teen-agers at a time
when they really need their parents' help but refuse to admit
it. Sign me. .
A LOVING DAD
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Save Now

On

By Wolls

And

0,0qmIr),
Reduced To Clear

•• •

Do you wish you had more friends? Get Abby's
booklet, "How To Be Popular; You're Never Too
Young or Too Old." Send $1 with.• long, selfaddressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to: Abby,
Popularity, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

Hand $27a

Values 1 o s J./ sev tomy
'-p

••

$2488

Ladies

Slacks
100.0

Polyester
Machine Wash
8-16

oloy $499

• voneligegzsJoessmiswaser.mismAllii

• ..
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Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

..•••••
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Bel Air Shopping
Center
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Every Day
lit

e Owned
Hon)
Operated
We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps

*Choice Meats
*Fresh. Produce

REG.
PEPSI

REG. $2.25
C&H

FOOD
GIANT

Limit Rights
Reserved

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

•

Storey's

Prices Good
Wed. Oct. 1st
Thru
Tues. Oct. 7th

7-UP
REG. 99°
CHARLES

SUGAR

POTATO
W

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH SI0.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

68 OZ.

CAKE

PLAIN, BBQ, RIPPLE, SOUR CREAM
LYNN GROVE
GRADE 'A' LARGE

PILLSBURY
READY TO SPREAD

PILLSBURY LAYER

YOGURT
12
.

. PLUS
DEPOSIT
ITTw )
6o
18 PL
. (LI M

11111101.4.,

FLAV-O-RICH

CHIP

-*

5 LB. BAG

MIXES

EGGS

FROSTINGS

3/$1 ,2/99'

16 OZ.

684

99'

DOZ.

(WITH COUPON BELOW)

(WITH COUPON BELOW)

JENO'S
MR. P'S
FROZEN

FOOD GIANT
WHOLE

FOOD GIANT

BREAD

PIZZA'S

S
\

..T120

izza
ueyst(,,ei

7

!
Ale!
'

Maxwell House

sS

COFFEE
$259

'
S

1 Lb. Bog

CRACKERS
684
1 LB BOX

COUPON
)rrePer
•(

Family

Bisquick
$119
400,
Good Only At Storey s
Erp 10 7 80

Limit One Per Family
Betty Crocker

Specialty
Potatoes
Kell &row,* Rowell.,
Scolloped Sow Creon,

2/994
Good Only At Skims
Lop 10 7 80

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Forma
409
Cleaner
12 ox

89'

Good Only At Storer
.t,

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
PlIsbery
Ready To Spread

Frostings
too,

99"

Good Only It Stern's'
Exp. 10-7-80

POTATO CHIPS
99

REG., RIPPLE, HEARTY

TWIN PKG.

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family
Wishbone

Limit One Per Family

Salad
Dressings
20' Off

Wesson
Oil
24 ox

Requlor Price
16,,

CATSUP
„0, 79

2602.

PAPER TOWELS
69

BATHROORIVI TISSUE
794

JUMBO ROLL

4 ROLL PKG

$1 19

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family
Pillsbury

Limit One Per F arnily
Imperial
Soft Spread

Layer Cake
Mixes

MINT%
Exp. 10-7.80

STERLING
IODIZED
19'

HUNT'S

Good Only Al Storey
Oct 7 1980

Good Only Al Slayy's
Exp. 10-7-80

2/99"

16 OZ. LOAF

CORONET

PRINGLES

SUNSHINE KRISPY

COUPON

CHILI ITH BEANS
50,694

0
2 OZ.
1
1 1/

Margarine
2

..

ot Tubs

79'

Good °Nal-VW/II ...-.
Exp. 104-80

•

_

saving- register tapes from
Storey'3.,
Start saving your
tapes Today!You
have until
your Free-Girti

2 Choose the gift for kArtlich
to qr4ie.ariil begin
toward S300,1600or $

3 11-siencts to-reason that It WIFF
100
"
IIIMX‘0406
.
"*
PPing
0k1
"3""PaYY111hr '''.1114
I. Come ir I • go...t Ket.p A Tape with us drit1 receive varcure
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SLICED SLAB

GRADE 'A' WHOLE

BACON

FRYERS
LIMIT 3

FAMILY PACK

s

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
SIRLOIN

s

tEAM

OVE
LARGE

6

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

SWIFT ALL AMERICAN BONELESS

CHUCK ROAST

HAM

199

DOZ.

IANT

AD

CENTER CUT

LB.

$
229

HAM SLICES

SWISS STEAK

LB.89c

TURKEYS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

STEW MEAT
BEEF LIVER

BOLOGNA
WIENERS

LB.

NECTARINES or PEACHES

9

EGG
PLANT

s

WHITE GRAPES

29!
LB.
GOLD EN

APPLES
I!) BROCCOLI
'MUSHROOMS
e SWEET POTATOES
fi
Cash Pot
This Week Win

894

994
994

39'

BAG YELLOW

LEMCE
LB-

ONIONS
3LB

94
7

3M.

GIMIT DELI snumos)0Innir BAKERY SAU1110

CHICKEN
gift for which you'
pse the _
saving
S300.1600 Or S900 in

1 2 0Z $1 99

Ginnit PRODUCE MINS)
LBS.

:ernsjust
:

LB $ 1 59

FIELD PRO-LEAGUER

$159

FRIED STEAK

LB. $119

LB

FIELD

ARMOUR CHICKEN

SLICED

$169

SAUSAGE

14o129

PATTIES

LB 5219

TENNESSEE-PRIDE PORK

MR. FRITTER

LB. $219

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

4-

CENTER -CUT

16

MARVAL GRADE 'A'

ROAST

;ALT

$ 1 89

PORK CHOPS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS
SIRLOIN TIP

SNACK BOX

APPLE & CHERRY
DARK MEAT $1 19

TURNOVERS

EA 394

)CA*and be

rids to-reason that it
"-AilatrOoPPIng
lie .
IS and receive valtVIVe
3ifIX7" _ _

Last Week's Name
Mrs. James Matthai
Hamlin, Ky.
Card Not Punched

BOLOGNA

LB

1 49

YUM YUMS

6/

°9

HOMEMADE

TUNA SALAD
•

0040000000004-100.0.
)00008.0,
•

GLAZED

FIELD

v,

LB $1 99

DINNER ROLLS

Do1.89c
-_
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Lakers Hold Off Murray
In Middle School Game

I

MSU Holds First

Division I-AA
Football Poll

Wierray Ledger & Times

MISSION, Kan. (AP) —The Top' 10 teams in the
National Collegiate Athletic Association Division IAA football poll, with this season's records and
points (Ohio Valley Conference teams in bold
t type):
45
4-0-0
1. MURRAY STATE
41
3-0-0
2. Delaware
39
4-0-0
3. South Carolina St.
34
."1-0-0
4. Boston University
34
4-0-0
tie Northwestern St., La.
29
4-0-0
6. Western Kentucky
25
2-0-0
Miss.
St.,
7. Alcorn
24
2-0-0
8. Massachusetts
22
2-1-0
9. Weber St., Utah
21
2-0-1
10. Lehigh, Pa
Others Receiving votes: Eastern Kentucky, Connecticut, Jackson State, Akron, Bucknell, Tennessee Tech, Davidson, Morehead State, North
Carolina A8T Nevada-Reno Portland and Idaho

POWERING OVER FOR A TOUCHDOWN — Calloway County's Todd Contri scores
game at Murray last
in the second quarter of the takers' 24-18 win in a Middle School
By David Hibbiffs
Photos
Staff
night.

With Rodney Tebbetts scoring two touchdowns and Todd
Contri scoring the other, the
Calloway County Middle
School football team defeated
Murray yesterday, 24-18.
Murray struck first when
Steve Rutledge, who had just
picked up a first down after
faking a punt, broke away for
a 45-yard run on the Tigers'
first possession.
Calloway came right back,
with quarterback Brad Skinner passing the Lakers down
the field before Tebbetts took
/off for a 35-yard touchdown
*run. The extra point by Ricky
Boggess made the score 7-6
early in the second quarter.
After Murray tried to get a
first down on another punt,
Calloway drove a short
distance, scoring on a power
play by Todd Contri. The extra
point was wide and the score

stood at 13-6.
On the Tigers' next play,
fullback Dwayne Gammons
went up the middle, breaking
cif tacklers along the way,for
a 70-yard touchdown.
Calloway then capped the
first half scoring when it setUed for a 26-yard field goal by
Boggess.
The Lakers then went on a
drive that consumed the first
half of the third quarter,
resulting in a score by Tebbetts up the middle.
Gammons, who had not had
a chance to practice for the
game due to an injury, then
broke free again for a 60-yard
touchdown.
But on Murray's last possession in the last minute, the
Laker defense stopped Gammons three times to clinch the
win.
"We had some excellent

scoring drives," Calloway
County coach Bill Miller said.
"We really controlled the ball
while they had the big plays.
"I thought we threw the ball
pretty well. Our guards and
our center, Allen Jones,Shane
Brandon and Joel Conley,
blocked really well.
"Terry Cunningham had 11
tackles for the defense."
Despite the loss. Murray
coach Rick Fisher was pleased with his team.
"Our boys played with a lot
of heart and desire:and we are
very proud of them," Fisher
said. "We once again showed
a lot of improvement.
"We were just playing a
very good football team.
"I have to give a lot of credit
to Dwayne Gammons. He has
not been able to play for two
weeks and he gave us a big lift
out there."

.5

'It Was Chaos Out There,' Says Delany

bVC Brawl Elicits Responses
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
Ohio Valley Conference Commissioner Jim Delany is
scheduled to meet Friday with
athletic directors representing Morehead State and Middle Tennessee to determine
what action, if any, will be
taken in the wake of a brawl in
last week's football game.
Delany said he will review
films and tapes of the game,
won by Morehead 17-10.
"If it had occurred 100 yards
outside the fence, it would
have been considered terribly
uncivil," said Delany, who
was watching from the press
box at Murfreesboro. "It was
chaos out there."

Lichtenberg was reluctant to
talk about the incident but
said "the thing that upset me
most, of course, was the kid
getting kicked like that. I saw
nothing in the films to indicate
thkt Charlie maliciously
player
Morehead
"The.
charged into their bench."
(Franklin) who was down on
Middle Tennessee Coach
definitely
very
After order was restored. the ground was
Boots Donnelly said he runs a
Franklin stumbled out on to kicked by some of the Middle disciplined program and
the field and collapsed. He Tennessee players. I saw that "we'll handle our players that
was carried off on a stretcher, myself," said Jon Verner, did the fighting. There was no
.,
suffering from a mild concus- OVC publicity director.
reason for our immature
sion and bruises.
He said the whole thing was players to do what they did."
Donnelly said a lot of what
Observers on the Morehead "a very bad situation. A lot of
side contend that Franklin people got carried away with happened was "blown out of
was carried out of bounds by what was going on. I'm sure proportion. There was/a lot of
his momentum and couldn't neither school is very proud of pushing and shoving hut there
was nobody fighting with their
avoid hitting the Middle Ten- what happened."
.
Morehead Coach Tom he'll-lets off."
nessee man.

Franklin also went down
near the bench and allegedly
was kicked and punched by
several Middle Tennessee
players. Morehead players
raced across the field and
there was more pushing and
shoving.

Don Russell.- Play-by-play
announcer for the Morehead
radio network, called the
fourth quarter incident "the
most frightening thing I've
seen in athletics."
The incident occurred on the
Middle Tennessee side of the
field following a punt return
by Middle Tennessee's Jerry
Lockhart. Charlie Franklin, a
Morehead freshman playing
in his first game, was closing
in on the play when Lockhart
was tackled.
Franklin jumped over a couple of players am; out of
bounds, slanuningInto a Middle Tennessee player standing
on the sidelines and knocking
him down.

Some Middle Tennessee officials claim that Franklin
could have avoided the collision and that films show him
charging out of bounds with
his forearm extended.

Murray State Sports At A Glance
Unbeaten Mark Goes On The Line, Runners Me t SIU
The Murray State women's
tennis team will put its 7-0
record on the line against this
weekend, its strongest competition of the fall season according to coach Nita Head,
On Friday, MSU will face
Mississippi State at 2:30 p.m.

Four of the MSU players are April Horning also remains
currently undefeated with 7-0 unbeaten at 7-0.
records: they are Fran
Spencer, Carla Ambrico,
The MSU men's cross counSherryl Rouse and Mary
try will also beln competition
McNicholas.
The number one Racer this Friday, facing Southern
doubles team of Spencer and Illinois-Carbondale.

before the doubles part of its
match with Memphis State
following the first match.
At 9 a.m. on Saturday, the
Lady Racers and Memphis
State will finish their match
before MSU meets Kentucky
at 11:30 a.m.

LakerWiin,4th
Calloway County won its
fourth meet of the cross country season yesterday,
defeating Mayfield and
PaducahTilghman.
-4or(*ow ay, Craig Robertson finished first individually
in a time of 18:30. Behind
Robertson were Marty Wyatt
in third, Barry Knight in fourth, Mike Wicker in fifth and
Jim Alsop in eighth.

the
MURRAY'S STEVE RUTLEDGE picks up yardage outside after faking a punt early in
the
first quarter against Calloway County. Rutledge scored on a 45-yard iun soon after
fake.

REMEMBER
THE 10TH!
'M
COLLECTING,
MRS
R.

Defending Champion Not Convinced

WOULD YOU
COME BAck
TOMO RIO W

All Brings Attention To Holmes
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
Larry Holmes looked around
his hotel suite which was spilling over with reporters.
"Only Ali brings you out,"
the World Boxing Council
heavyweight champion said.
"He makes you know me. I
never dreamed of this. Until
this fight, nobody came
around. That's why I've got to
• knock Ali out. Because I like
having you all around."

It is true that Holmes is
something of an anonymous
champion, going into
night's fight
Thursday
unbeaten in 35 bouts with 26
knockouts, yet hardly a
household name. But Muhammad Ali brings built-in identification, wherever he goes,
even after two years away
from the ring. He is a citizen of
the world, perhaps the most
recognized figure in the
history of sports. And he plays
that role to the hilt.

Majestic House
Steak•Pizza
N. 12th Olympic Plaza

Enjoy Our Delicious
Tasting Specials...
that will help you save money!

-from our family to yours-

Daily Luncheon Special
11:00-2:00 PM

Only $2.95

6 Oz. Ground Round
Includes Choice of Potato, and Salad Bar

Other Specials Include:
it\
p
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"Holmes fights for his family," sneered Ali. "I fight for
the oppressed people of the
world. I am a world power for
good, not bad. I am the leader
of the world's oppressed people. This will be a holy war.
The whole world is in my corner."
Sounds convincing, doesn't
he? Not to Holmes he doesn't.
"He's an old man and when
I whip All, they'll say I whipped an old man," the champion said."By the third round,
I'll be digging Ali to the body."
This Don King-Caesars
Palace promotion has
generated a live gate of about
25,000 fans paying a record $6
million. Closed circuit television and ancilllary rights will
make it a record revenueproducer.
The previous record gate
was the $4.5 million reported
in New Orleans when Leon
Spinks lost the World Boxing
Association title Sept. 15, 1978.
Interestingly, the fighter opposing Spinks that night was
Muhammad Ali. Are you
beginning to get the picture?
"I am one of a kind," says
All. "There's never been one
like me before and you won't
see anything like me after

"Eight million cash dollars
ain't too bad," he said.
Without him, the price for
this fight would tumble.
Holmes is not a charismatic
champion and he knows that
having Ali in the other corner
means instant benefits, mostly monetary,for him.
"I was ready to retire after
beating Spinks," said All.
"Then I say:, Holmes and
( WBA champion Mike)
Weaver and a chance to be
four-time champion. As God is
my witness,! wanted this to be
Then he pauses and adds the
punchline. "Then Weaver for
$10 million." he said. "That
ain't too bad."
The lure of Ali has the high
rollers here excited. When he
works out, they flock to watch
— at $3 a head — and hang on
his every move. When he
takes a day off, as both
fighters did Tuesday, the
gamblers concentrate on the
gaming tables and wait for his
next appearance.
They chant "Ali, Ali, Ali,"
at him and he soaks up the
adulation.
"The people are for me," he
said. "And they are right to

Holmes will collect $4
million for this fight. Still, that
is only half what Ali is getting.
His name is still magic, no
matter how old he is.
And after he finishes talking
fighting
• about holy wars and
for oppressed peoples, and
•
aboutrewriting boxing history
by becoming a four-time
champion, All gets around to
--• '
the bottom line.

be. They don't like Holmes.
They want to see the
miracle."
For Ali, the first miracle
was performed on his body.
He has trained hard for six
months, trimming down from
a flabby 254 to a svelte 220.
"You remember those pictures you saw from England
with his belly hanging out?"
asked his trainer, Angelo
Dundee. "He did that on purpose, sticking his belly out
that way. That was part of the
challe.nge."
Now a firm midsection has
was carrepac"thè'rô'll
rying around. The mustache is
gone and so are the jowls that
made him look older than he
is. He looks like a young man
again and Dundee plays his
part, too. "My guy ain't 38,"
the trainer says. "He laid off
five years. Five years that he
wasn't getting hit. That makes
him 33."
Holmes Laughs at all that.
He vratchea the crowd swarm
arnund the challenger and ignore the champion. He shakes
his head at the aura Ali
creates and he plots away to
write a final chapter once and
for all to the legend.

ORRE TI
a printers error in Kmart's
tabloid, inserted in today's Ledger 8.
Times. The rifle shells on Page 6 should
have read: Federal .22 cal. Long Rifles,
50 Count For $1.17.
There is

The Saving Place'40

•

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
order to pay
your payment by the 10th of the month in
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papera from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pay
checks.

PAY BY MAIL
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.
So...paying by mail la simple way to avoid getting
caught without the rigljt change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections.

illetray Ledger a- Times
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Yankees Slipp• ing As Orioles Surge Back

'ay
ne
es,' Calloway
Bill Miller said.
ntrolled the ball
. the big plays.
ee threw the ball
)ur guards and
Len Jones, Shane
I Joel Conley,
• well.
ningham had 11
!defense."
e loss, Murray
isher was pleasIM.
Dlayeg with a lot
lesireand we are
I them," Fisher
ce again showed
cement.
just playing a
tball team.
nve a lot of credit
anunons. He has
e to play for two
gave us a big lift

fly ALEX SA CHAR E
AP Sports'Writer
The New York Yankees are
slipping, the Baltimore
Orioles are surging. The
American League East has a
pennant race once again, and
Orioles Manager Earl Weaver
is having trouble concentrating.

AL Roundup
"What was the score of our
- game?" Weaver asked after
the Orioles' whipped the
Boston Red Sox 11-6 Tuesday
night while the first-place
Yankees were dropping a
seesaw 12-9 decision to
Cleveland.
Those results cut the
Yankees' lead in the AL East
to 242 games. It's still a
sizeable margin, since New
York has only five games to
play and Baltimore four. But

BACK
DRROW?

By KEN RAPPOPORT
''It's fun but it's also hard
AP Sports Writer
work. And we can't afford to
For more seasons than they make mistakes."
can remember, the Montreal
The Expos thus maintained
Expos and Houston Astros their half-game advantage
have been playing the roles of over the Philadelphia Phillies,
spoilers.
14-2 winners over the Chicago
This season, though, they're Cubs.
The Astros, meanwhile,
learning how the other half
lives - and loving every beat the Atlanta Braves 7-3
minute of it, despite the moun- and maintained a two-game
ting pressure of a pennant advantage in the West over
the Los Angeles Dodgers, who
race.
beat the San Francisco Giants
6-3 in 10 innings.
Elsewhere in the NL, San
Diego edged Cincinnati 3-2 and
New York beat Pittsburgh 3-2.
"We're loose and we know
Triples by Rodney Scott and
the championship is within our
Dawson ignited a five-run,
grasp,- Andre Dawson said
sixth-inning rally for the Exafter the front-running Expos
pos.
defeated the St. Louis CarWith the Expos. trailing 2-1
dinals 7-2 Tuesday night and
and Cardinal starter Bob
hung tough in the National
Forsch, 11-10, rolling along
League East.
with a four-hitter, Scott
"We have to go out and app- blooped a hit into lift field
ly ourself and use the talent with one out in the sixth and
we have," added Dawson, who wound up on third when the
had two of three Montreal ball caromed from charging
triples against the Cardinals. Leon Durham. Rowland Office

oundup

brought Scott home with the to Joe Morgan and Pahl and a
tying run on an infield out.
single by Enos Cabell.
Dawson then stroked his sePhillies 14, Cubs 2
cond triple of the game and
Unbeaten rookie Marty_
Gary Carter followed with a Bystrom won his fifth game
run-scoring double, putting since coming to the NI. on
the Expos ahead 3-2. Warren Sept. 1 as Philadelphia
Cromartie was intentionally walloped Chicago.
walked and Larry Parrish
Bystrom, 22, worked seven
followed with a three-run innings and gave up just four
homer, his 15th of the year.
hits while striking out six and
Both Cardinal runs were walking four. He was relieved
unearned off Montreal starter by Dickie Notes, who pitched
Bill Gullickson, 10-5.
the final two innings.
Astros 7, Braves 3
The Philhes started.their 15Jose Cruz hit a three-run
hit attack on four Chicago pitdouble and Nolan Ryan shut
chers, including starter Lynn
out Atlanta for 51-3 innings
McGlothen, 11-14, with a fourbefore needing relief help as
run first inning that featured
the Astros defeated the
Mike Schmidt's 115th RBL,pf
Braves.
the season on a sacrifice fly.
Ryan, 11-9, scatter
ight
Dodgers 6,Giants 3
hits and struck out eigh .to
Pedro Guerrero belted a
give him a career total of 3,1
strikeouts, fourth best in the three-run homer in the top of
major leagues. Ryan left in the 10th to lead Los Angeles
the sixth after yielding four over San Francisco. It was the
Dodgers' 35th come-fromhits and three runs.
Cruz's blow came in the fifth behind victory of the year, and
after Doyle Alexander, 14-10, the 2nd game they have won
had loaded the bases on walks in their final at bat...d

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP)Ali calls him "Peanut Head:"
He can walk down the
famous Las Vegas strip with
his name emblazoned on his
sweat shirt and not a soul will
stop and stare. He drives up to
Caesar's Palace, the valet
opens the door and nobody
gets out.
Such is the gnawing fate of
Larry Holmes, the WBC
heavyweight boxing champion
who for years has lived in the
dark shadows of obscurity but
who hopes to shatter that in-

visible curtain with his flailing
fists here Thursday night.
"People will know me on
Friday morning," vows the
hulking
undefeated
titleholder, speaking of his 15round defense against the aging Muhammad Ali.
"I thought , I would never
say this. I'm going to show the
man no mercy. He'll have to
be on his knees before I even
look at the referee."
One-time reverence for his
old boss has developed into
revulsion in the case of the
embittered Holmes as he
prepares to destroy the

shadow that has dogged him
throughout his successful but
personally unsatisfactory professional career.
In the formal interviews,
Holmes speaks guardedly of
the legendary three-time
champion for whom he once
worked as a sparring partner
for $125 a week. "I've always
said Ali was a great fighter.
But he's old now. And he's got
something I want."
That something is public acclaim - an intangible quality
that can't be bought by victories and million-dollar
purses.

So Holmes is preparing for underprivileged kid, one of 12,
this fight with a vengeance born in Cuthbert, Ga.,near the
that seethes and churns inside Alabama line, of struggling
of him and turns what once parents.
was a pleasant, outgoing
His mother and father were
young man into a vicious divorced when he was in the
killer.
seventh grade after moving to
"I will knock him out!" Easton, Pa., and he became a
Holmes boasts in a low, dropout and tried to keep the
measured voice. "Sometimes family in food by working in a
between the first round and carwash. He became a
the ninth."
juvenile delinquent Who
Ali's camp is unshaken by stayed just a few steps ahead
this sudden outburst f
qthe law.
from a former aide. -v
A fine athlete, he fought as
"Ali treated HolnieS very an amateur and then turned
well, he treats everybody pro in 1973, winning 27 fights
well," says Angelo Dundee, without a defeat before he
who has trained boxing's beat Ken Norton for the WBC
premier personality from the crown in 1978. Ali was in limbo
moment he pulled on gloves as at the time and nobody
a pro. "Larry is trying to recognized Holmes as a true
psyche himself up, build up a champion.
'hate' factor. It's common in (--frs personality changed. He
this game."
'became a loner and a brooder.
Holmes' disenchantment is • Now is the chance he has longunderstandable. ed for all his life. Incentive
He was the product of the and desire'should drown Ali's
kind of hopelessness and magic. We take Holmes in
despair that
'can befall an nine.

COLUMBUS, Ga. (API
Little-known Ed Fiori defends
the title he won in a playoff a
year ago but Jerry Pate, who
always plays well here and
won twice, will be the favorite
for the 8200,000 Southern Open
golf tournament which begins
Thursday.
The gallery, however, will
be rooting for crowd-favorite

The Oaks Country -Club held its annual Parent-Child
Golf Tournament recently, with a total of 38 learns participating. Division winners were(top picture, left to right)
Mark and Della Boggess (12-1S), Clint and Ronnie Hutson
(8 and under father and child), Sherri and Jimmy Lamb (91 2 father and child), Chad and iarnlyn Caldwell (8 and
under mother and ctild),-anr (bottom right picture)
--Michael and Mickey Boggess(16 and over).

r you and

BIG K CORRECTION!

)id getting
avoid the

The size of Lucite Interior Enamel on
page 4 of the Big K Special Anniversary
Section in today's paper is incorrect.
The price shown is for a quart size, not
a gallon as listed. Please accept our
apologies for any inconvenience.

•

itt

Major Leagues At A Glance
allEIRICAN LEAGUE
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Minnow at Texas ped. wet gruunds
Fiaitimore II, Boston 6
Detroit Turunto 3
Cleveland 12, New York 9
outland 5, Chicago 1
Kauai CIty 7, Seattle 5. 14 avianga
Milwaulu-e 4. Dahherier 2 .
Wellieday's Games
Oakland Langford 19-11, aa (New
.11aon4(arten 2-111
Mnineouta Wilhelm 5-2 and Zahn 13'at Texas Nebula 104 and Jenkins
13-111, 2, ,t-ni
Baltrraure McGregor 194 at Beton
lEckeraley 1113), In;
Detroit i Fldrych 1-3
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New Yet John 22-8 at Cleveland
Barker 1610 in
Seattle (Dressler 491 at Kansas C113

Sports In Brief
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Twigs Games
New York 7, Petaburgh 2
Montnal 7, SI. Laws 2
Phedelphia 14, Owego 2
San Diego 3. Dwaine' 2
Keeton 7, Atlanta 3
1,6 Angela 6, seri Fraiwiew 3, 10 0=65
Wadamiers Caw
Pittsburgh (1183by WC at New York
'Burns 7-12)
Si law Roam 3-0i at Montreal
,Pakner 7.6),
Chicago (lamp 1612i A Phalanielpha
,carkou,DW, in,
Sim Diego Shirley 11-111 A Untinnata
iSeatetr 104i, tit)
Atlanta (Mean, 15-14 A Houston
Rear 11-4, n
los Angeles Mouton 134 4 San Francisco (Watson 11-10, ITO

Transactions
INRYFBALL
National Football League
PHI LADE LPHI A EAGLES-Signed
Rodney Parker, _wide receiver Placed
Scott Fitzkee, wide receiver, on the Injured reaerve fist
Canadian Football League
HAMILTON TIGER-CATS-Bruce
I emmerman, quarterback, retired
Staned Tem Ruzant, quarterback
HOCKEY
National Hockey league
C11)
(.0 BLACK HAWKS-Sent
Jack ' When, defensernan, to Moncton of the American Hockey League
MINNESOTA NORTH STARS-Sent
[hive Tardich. Bob lwabucha and Jay

O'Connor, goaltenders, Was Coulson.
Jay Larson, Gerry Came, Roger Wolfe
and Kevin McCloskey, deferthemen, and
Dave Herbst, John Meredith, Mike
Siede. Barry Alter, Paul Pacific, Tony
Thomas. Pierre Lagace, Marcel Fortier
arid Don De la enu, forwards, to
Baltunore of the Eastern Hockey
league
QUEBEC NORDIQUES -Cut Pierre
Plante, right wing
WINNIPEG JETS-Sent Pierre
Hamel, gualtender. Ross Cory,
defensernan, and Lyle Moffat. Pat Daley
and Larry Hopkins. wings, to Tulsa of
the Central Hockey league

By Tbe A...elated Presa
BASEBALL
CILICAGO AP
Rickey Henderson
of the Oakland A's stole Au 97th base of
the season against the Chicago White
Sox, echpsang tie American league
record 01 66 sot by Ty Cobb as 1915
Cobb's mark of 96 Beata in 134 attempt,
was net an a 136-game season Henderson. who's been caught 26 times, did Ito
154 games
lau Brock of the St Lows Cardaaals
holda the all-tune major league record
with 118 steals in 1974
TENNIS
MADRID, Spam I AP - Se'andseeded men fend] of Czechoslovakia
beat Chile's Jaime Fdlul 6-3. 6-3 and
tisrdeeeded Joae Luis Clem of Argentina
downedSweden's Stefan Sunonsson
6-4 in the first-round of the 1123.006
Madrid tennis tournament
In other matches, Bela= Taroczy of,.
Hungary ddeated Roberto Vecaunu of
Spain 6-2, 6-1 and Mario Martinez Of
Boiioia whipped amerrcan Stave
K ruleviLI 6-2,6-2
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. 1AP I Third-seeded Wendy Turnbull defeated
onseeded Pan) Teeguarden 1-6, 6-4, 6-2.
and ses'ond-seeded Bilbe Jean King
downed Peanut Louie 7-6,6-3 to advance
in the Us Women's Indoor Tennis
championships
GRONINGEN, Netherlands AP
the Nastase of Romania defeated John
Sadri 74. 6-4 and Gene Mayer ousted
Victor Peer, of Paraguay 6-4, 6.1,',i the
second clay of the Boxy International
tennis tournament
COLLEGE
Alabama, a 41-0 winner over Yonderbill last week for its third win 'the
season, remained No 1 in The Associated
Press college football poll, but secondranked Ohio State and No 3 Nebraska inched closer
Seeking an unprecedented third consecutive national championshrp,
Alabama attracted 36 of 85 first-place
votes and 1,254 of a passible 1.300 points
from a nationwide panel of sports
writers and sportscasters Ohio State
Landed 22 fireplace ballots and 1,245
points. !Zebra-39a . collected sever,
fireplace votes and 1.181 points
Rounding out the Top 10 were Southern
California, Texas, Pitt, Notre Dame,
Georgia. Missouri and North Carolina

Puke!! Expects Record Field
Rapidly becoming one of-the
highlights of the
Murray State University's
Homecoming tennis tournament this year is expected to
attract a record number of
players.
Directed by Bennie Purcell,
Murray State men's tennis
coach, the tournament will be
played Friday, Oct. 17, with
the finals being played Sunday,Oct. 19.
Purcell said that no play will
be scheduled for Saturday,
Oct. 18, due to the other

Homecoming activities taking
The entry fee is $10 with proAce on the campus..
Ceeds going to the University
Play will begin at 8 ,a.m. tennis teams' tournament and
Oct. 17 on the tennis complex travel funds. Trophies will be
courts near Regents Hall with awarded to all winners, and
competition
in
several participants are being asked
categories: Men's Class A to enter only two events.
singles and doubles, Class B
Players wishing to parsingles and, doubles, mixed ticipate are requested to
doubles and singles for notify either Coach Purcell at
players 50 years and older.
502-762-4423, or the -Murray
Because of a lack of in- State Alumni Affairs Office in
terest, no competition is being Sparks Hall at 562-762-3717, not
planned exclusively for later than Tuesday...Oct. 14, so
women, he said.
pairings can be deteri-nined.

Rutgers'Burns Not Looking
Too Far Ahead To Alabama

By H ERSCHEL N ISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The topic was looking ahead
to future opponents. The question was put to Rutgers Coach
Frank Burns, who plays Ivy
League Cornell this . week.
Next week - defending national champion Alabama. It
was not the first time Burns
has heard the question.
"You guys are more concerned about that than I am,"
Burns told the Football
Writers Association of New
• York. "Every week you want
to talk about Alabama, but
we've got a lot of teams before
Alabama.
"We talked to the kids
before the season and made
them aware that every game
is an important game and if
they look ahead they're gonna
get knocked off.
"We're looking forward to
the Alabama game, no doubt
Arnold Palmer, the 51-year- about it. But I think we've got
to be looking toward the forold veteran who last- won a thcoming
opponent a lot more.
tour event in 1973 when he capWe point out the upsets around
lured the Bob Hope event.
the country every week."
Palmer in his Southern
Like Boston College beating
debut a year ago made the 36hole cut by dropping in a 20- Stanford one week before
foot birdie putt and went on to Stanford beat Oklahoma. And
finish in a 26th place tie at 282 Boston College then losing to
and earn $1,633, his largest Villanova, which lost to Richmond,etc. etc.
purse of the year.
Johnny Majors of Tennessee
Palmer drew the crowds
was on hand and since
here last year, and after a
Rutgers upset Tennessee in
runner-up finish in the World
Knoxville last year - one
Seniors Invitational Sunday to
Gene Littler at Charlotte, week before Tennessee crushed Notre Dame - Majors was
N.C.,should do so once again.
asked whether Rutgers had a
The field of 156 players for
chance against Alabama.
the $36,000 first prize over the
"I haven't seen Rutgers this
.6,791-yard, par-72 Green
year,"
he
replied
Island Country Club course
also includes Hale Irwin, win- diplomatically. But it should
be noted that Majors once
ner of 11 tour events but a nonwinner since the 1979 U.S. referred to Bear Bryant as the
Open, and four of the top 10 "owner" of the Southeastern
Conference'.
money winners this year.
They include No.4 Andy
Does Majors ever remind
Bean. $269,000; No.6 Pate, his team of the loss to
$218,000; No.7 George Burns, Rutgers?
$211,000; and No.9 Mike Reid,
"It's already been brought
$202.000.
up,"-- he. said. "We may get
Others in the field include
beat by future opponents, but
Larry Nelson, who has banked
not because we're uneducated
$179,000 this year: Johnny
and take them lightly. We've
TiEller, Bill Kratzert and I.ynn
made sure this year to look at
. Lott, the low qualifier and
one game at a time."
former University of Georgia
Tennessee's 42-0 rout of
golfer who fcmd Az,alp the
Auburn las! ''''''''''''
.
4-0011161111.
rain Monday.
- VOIS. first victory in the State

Fiori Defends Title
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The Dodger comeback
began in the ninth, when they
scored twice on RBI singles by
Guerrero and Steve Garvey to
tie the game at 3-3.
Padres 3,Reds 2
Gene Tenace drilled a
tiebreaking solo homer in the
sixth inning as San Diego edged Cincinnati behind John
Curtis's eight-hitter.
Curtis, 10-8, recorded his
sixth straight victory and
seventh in his last eight
games. Charlie I.eibrandt, 109, Victim of Tenace's homer,
was the loser.
Mets 3, Pirates 2
Pete Falcone scattered
seven hits and Alex Trevino
drove in two runs, including
the tiebreaking run with a
sacrifice fly in the seventh inn-.
ing, to lead New York over
Pittsburgh.
Falcone, 7-9, struck out
three and walked two. Trevino
doubled home a run in the fifth
off Don Robinson, 6-10, before
hitting his game-winning fly
ball in the seventh.

Holmes Vows He Will Be Known Friday

nt date to
t receive
ler to pay

he 10th of
their pay

for-6 to raise his batting
average to .387 and he also
boosted his RBI total to 115, a
club record.
Tigers 5, Blue Jays 3
Alan Trammell, who had
five hits on.Monday,continued
to feast on Toronto pitching
with a pair of home runs Tuesday night. "I've never hit two
home runs in a game before,
not even Little League," said
the 22-year-old shortstop.
Brewers 4, Angels 2
Ben Oglivie took over the AL
home run lead with his 39th of
the season fur Milwaukee, a
two-run shot in the firSt inning.
Bob McClure didn't allow a
tut for 52-3 innings and posted
his fourth victory in five decisions as a starter, with a save
from Mike Caldwell. McClure,
5-8 overall, made his first major league start on Sept. 1
after 212 relief appearances in
six seasons.

Expos, Astros LearningAbout Other Half

N

mint early in the
n soon after the

for the Orioles the outlook is Flanagan to 10 runs in the first games," said Manager ,Dick
much brighter than it was as five innings, breezed by Bowser, whose Yankees
recently as Saturday, when Boston and turned its atten- allowed eight rtiiis in the sethey trailed by 5'2 games.
tion to the radio for reports on cond inning, fought back to
''We were listening to it in the Yankee game.
lead 9-8 only to lose, as ace
the dugout," Weaver'said of
"We tuned in for the reliever Rich Gossage surthe Yankee game. "Rick threerwi homer that made it 9- rendered four runs in the
Dempsey had the radio on so 8," said Orioles shortstop eighth.
loud I couldn't think. I'd hear Mark Belanger, referring to
After Charboneau singled
a cheer at the end of the Dennis Werth's seventh- home the tying run, Mike
dugout, then I'd hear moans- inning .13,orner that gave the Hargrove delivered a two-run
the guys wouldn't let me con- Yankees a brief lead. "Then single and Ron Hassey an RBI
centrate, Super Joe came through."
single for the Indians.
"But that's half the fun of a
Rookie Joe Charboneau's
A's 5, White Sox 1
pennant race. The other half is RBI single tied the score and
Rickey Henderson broke Ty
winning."
started a four-run eighth- Cobb's 65-year-old AL record
In other games,the Oakland inning rally that gave the In- by stealing his 97th base for
A's beat the Chicago White dians the victory.
the A's. Only two players have
Sox 5-1, the Kansas City
Baltimore got 15 hits in stolen more bases in one
Royals edged the Seattle beating Boston, including season - Lou Brock of St.
Mariners 7-5 in 14 innings, the home runs by Ken Singleton, Louis stole 118 in 1974 and
Detroit Tigers topped the Eddie Murray and Dan Maury Wills stole 104 in 1962.
Toronto Blue Jays 5-3 and the Graham. But Belanger was
Royals 7, Mariners 5
Milwaukee Brewers defeated looking ahead: -George Brett slammed athe California Angels 4-2. MinIndians 12, Yankees 9
three-run home run off MiRe
nesota at Texas was rained
They can't come much Parrott in the 14th inning to
out.
tougher than that. We're not snap Kansas City's eightBaltimore staked Mike used to losing these kind of game losing streak. He went 3-

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

of Alabama since 1968. They
visit either Bama or Auburn
each year.
"We're getting better," Majors said. "We've made progress and we intend to stay on
the right track."
You say Louisiana State
wasn't looking ahead to
Florida when the Tigers lost to
Rice last weekend? So how
come an ISU equipment man
phoned his counterpart at
Florida to remind him that
"we need 2,000 pounds of ice

for Saturday.The phone call, of coursi
came a week too early.
Didn't South Carolina try tc
beg out of last Saturday's
game against Michigan last
spring? The Gamecocks
weren't crazy about their.
guarantee and also didn't
want to play Southern Cal and
Michigan in consecutive,
weeks.
So all they did, of course,
was upset Michigan in Ann Arbor 17-14... ••

FEED FEED FEED
AN Types of Bagged Feed Are Now A radabIe

Introductory Specials
Rabbit Pellets

50 lb. $6.00

Layer Crumbs

50 lb 35.60

Hog Pellets 16"Doti Food 71''-

50 lb 56 25
25/50 lb $450 $8 75

Shoemaker Seed Processing
4th & Chestnut
753-7666

Fr
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Thursday, Oct. 2nd-8:00 P.M.
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL GYM
Sponsored By: Murray High School Booster Club
Ticket Prices: SO-Advance and SS-At The Door
Tickets On Sale Al: Bank of Murray, Peoples Bonk,
Dennison // Hunt Sporting Goods & at High School °Hire
0
tl•
'
* MAIN EVENT 0*
CWA World Heavyweight Title Match
TOMMY RICH -VS- BILLY ROBINSON

BILL DUNDEE -VS- OYPSY JOE
*

*

*

SOUTHERN TAG TEAM TITLE MATCH
TOMMY
JODIE GILBERT
-VSSONNY KING & THE ANGEL_
_
-

a..

Tojo Yamamoto -VS- Dr. BM irwrin'--

-7
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Surrogate Parenting Associates Inc.

Firm Expects Finished Product
-1

By CHERYL TRUMAN
Associated Press Writer
:LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP;Surrogate
Parenting
Associates Inc. is expecting its
first finished productthislall.
It will be a(baby boy, due
sometime around the week ofNov. IS.
Surrogate Parenting is a
baby-making business, signing up women willing to bear
cbildren for couplesi who
themselves cannot produce
offspring. •
Katie Brophy, the organization's attorney, said this first
surregate mother - who does.
not give her real name but
goes by Elizabeth Kane in connection with her surrogate
mother activities - is a 17year-old Illinois woman with
three children collier own.
She was impregnated with
sperm from the .male partner
of a couple who cannot bear
children.
That the baby is a boy - and
that he is healthy - is already
known because of tests
necessary due to the mother's
age,said Ms. Brophy.
Surrogate Parenting was
established in February by
Dr. Richard Levin, a
infertility
Louisville
specialist. and Karen.Zena, a
former.paralegal Worker. Ms.
Zena said the driving force
behind the organization was
Levin,•who "has a real feeling
for those couples who come
here unable to have children."
"It is a service that people
need to know about." she added. •
Ms. Brophy said the parents
in this first case have not met
the surrogate mother, but
have spoken to her 04,y
telephone.
When asked about how
much contact the surrogate
wanted to have with the child
while. he or she grows up, she
replied, "I don't really think
she (the surrogate) wants any

further contact with the child,
other than knowing its
healthy and happy."
- The lawyer said Surrogate
Parenting had to. devise its
own contract between the
biological mother and the prospective parents. There was
no model to go by. •
The birth certificate will
bear the names of the father
and the surrogate mother. According to Ms. Brophy,' the
child must be legally adopted
by the wife of the father.
Ms. Brophy would not
divulge how much the surrogate mothers are being
paid, -We ask the women to
just tell us what they're interested in" she said, adding
that most of the surrogate,fees
range from $5:,000 to $10,020.
The attorney said thfat in'
many states where it is illegal
to pay for a child, the wife can
apply to be the baby's stepmother.
During an initial three-hour
consultation between the prospective parents and Surrogate Parenting. Ms. Brophy
and Levin try to point out all
the things that could go
wrong: the surrogate mother
could change her mind, the
child might not be born
healthy, their contracts have
not been tested as a legal
precedent.
The session, she said, informs clients "how we got
started, how our procedure
works now, what kind of examinations we put those
women through."
Those examinations includ
a fertility exam, psychiatri
ind-psychological testing an
a check of the surrogate's
children to make sure they're
healthy. Some couples, Ms.
Brophy said, may request extra tests of the surrogate
„mothers,such as an IQ test.
The information about the
surrogates is stored in a computer so that the organizatiCin

and the parents can call up Canada, Mexico, France and
..,
descriptions t4 women who Italy.
The lawyer would not
would
be appropriate
divulge the number of surbiological mothers.
During the pregnancy, the rogate mothers engaged by
father is required to take out the organization, but she said
insurance policies to provide Surrogate Parenting is profor the the surrogate mother's ceeding with regular infamily should she die while seminations.
"The thing is to keep surpregnant and for the baby
rogate parenting in a controllshould the father the.
Ms: Brophy said she knows ed manner," Ms. Zena
of no other such organization "We want to make sure that
and that the service has heard it' still perceived that not
body goes and does
from interested parties in ev
-'
some 30 states as well as t IS

STUDENT COUNCIL - Murray Middle School Student Council representatives are: first row, from left, Mark
Whitaker, Jon Mark Hall, lee Holcomb, Chip Adkins, Marla Ford, Andrea Galloway, Ward Simmons. Second row,
Elizabeth Oakley, Huong Dinh, Bekah Brock, Mitzi McDougal, Heather Doyle, Kelly Cathey, Jimmy Baker, Mark
Miller, Lisa Resroat, Janet Whaley, Leslie loberger. Third row, Becky Snow, Mitzi Boggess, Jason Billington, Brad
Newsome,Stephen Malone, Diana Ridley, Leila Umar, Greer Houston.

NAACP To Investigate
TVA Resignation
By MATT.Y ANCEY
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. j AP I
- The NAACP has told the
Tennessee Valley Authority it
would investigate the resignation of the highest ranking
black and woman in the sevenstate agency's 47-year history.
TVA General Manager Bill
Willis last week announced
that Dr. Hortense Dixon
resigned from the 851,900 job
as manager of the agency's
Office of Community Development.
"The black community is
outraged at the grossly
discimina tory manner in
which Ms. Dixon was forced to
resign," said Sarah Moore
Greene,president of the Knoxville chapter of the National
Association for the Advanc
ment of Colored People.
Willis said last week the
on
agenc
recr iting industry at the e
e of some TV
grams di tisfied Ms. Dixon.
xon said later she
Ms.
thought her authority was being u dermined because
Willis
ose her deputy and
field wo ers in community
developme office were

to answer to regional
tnanagers under Willis' office
rather than her staff.
Ms. Dixon resigned when
she learned Willis appointed
Richard J. Morgan, director
of the agency's land resource
division, as her deputy. Willis
then immediately chose
\•
Morgan as her successor.
"I believe my earlier comments indicated my choices
were to resign or become a
figure head," said Ms. Dixon
from her home Monday night.
"I now believe that Was a forced resignation.
"I found no basis for having
hi•m put in that position and
quite-frankly, I'm perplexed
by that action." •
Ms. Dixon also said she did
not seek the NAACP's held but
welcomes its invovlement.
undersnd
there sv4§ a
ta
great deal of concern in he
community - not just in
Knoxville but throughout the
ion -19(e- apparent conicting s tements surrounng the action" in Morgan's
pointment as her deputy.
She said that shortly after
her proposal for two assistants
was accepted, he was made
deputy.
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SUPER MARKET
"Low Overhead Means

Low Prices"

4.

Lynn Grove Grade'A'

Large Eggs
# ,. „
Limit
1 Doz.

Save 60'

Us(--- —

WITH $10.00 OR MORE PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO OR DRINKS ON SPECIAL

FRESH PRODUCE

FROZEN FOODS
..,

The Best Buy
on
Console Color.

Pet Ritz

No.'I Russet

Potatoes

$169 Pie Shells

10 lb. bag

1 oo

Yellow Ripe

$

Bananas

3 Lb.

W

48

This Philco console has ACT., 100%
solid-state chassis, black matrix in-line
color picture tube. 21" diag. picture,
Mediterranean style, pecan finish.

Carrots

$1
lb. bag 3/

Wash. State Red Del.

MasterCard

Your Season Ticket
to the New Fall Shows.

Cream Pies
Vegetables

lb.

Corn

,....2/79`

PARKER'S MARKET'S CHOICE MEATS

Smoked '
•
•

P cn cs 89
99.87

19" Color Table Mode
at S31.95 Savings.

Good-looking compact bfw TV
has ivory cabinet Reg $119 95
GE 12 b/w portable, AC/DC,
car adapter
124 87
Reg S134 95

$458

Now Save S41.95 on This
17" Color Table Model

Lb.

solid state chassis, automatic color control and GE In-line
picture tube. Reg $429.95s s22

$118

99/

8 oa.

12 oz. pkg.

Loin
Portable TV. AM/ FM Radio
Goes anywhere! S." screercEW TV with
AM/fM radio pperotts
on A DC or r•O'
._—
bottaries (not incl.). Car/boot adopter included
OS 070

41amor m

Participating Deiliarl.

Fresh Pork Spar.

• Ribs

$168
lb

$109

Flavorite Sliced

Bacon

89c

99c
, „

•.

Reg. $17995

114-371-3

Prices Good at all OTASCO Stores and

$13§

1/4 Lean Tem* Sliced In Chops
pork 1 29
12 oz. pkg.

Bologna or
Wieners

Ham

100%

100% solid-state chassis Walnut finish Reg $489.95
85 524

Metzger Regal M

Field's Boiled

Bacon

388

Save $21.9,5
On This
Stereo System
This compact system has 8 track player
with pushbutton program selection and
tape channel indicator lights, BSR
automatic record changer, FM/AM
receiver, 16'' tall speaker enclosures,
Reg. $I 39.95.

Field's Worthmore
Sliced

c,

\

t

5-8 Lb. Avg.

Save S20.08 on This
12- Portable.

20 ex. bag 79c

Frosty Acres Cream Style

49c

Apples

7085

AU TV screens are measured dlaclunallY

79C

Pet Ritz

Frosty Acres Mixed

Fresh Crisp

Rs:es:3795 $

21n P.59

Lb.

Center Cut Chops
lb.$1.59
Fresh Pork

.

Liver or
Feet

49c

12.s ph.
lb

a.

Bei Air Shopping Ctr.

BEST COPY AVAILAI
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'Hill People' Break Into Latin American Prison

m left, Mark
Second row,
Baker, Mark
lington, Brad

By JANELLE CONA WAY
Associated Press Writer
CARACAS, Venezuela (API
— Nobody breaks out of El
Junquito. • Latin America's
first low-security prison. Instead, people break in.
The compound
which
houses 400 inmates serving
time for every crime — is
flanked by hillside slums,
rows and rows of briek boxhouses and wooden shacks.
"Hill people" have been
breaking in to steal eggs from
the prison chicken coop and
tools from the workshops. In

places where the shanties
almost overhang the prison
walls, children climb over to
play inside.
"Most of the inmates come
from there," said warden Luis
Augusto Sayago, sweeping his
arm in an arc to take in the
surrounding hillsides. They
can't get away from it."
El Junquito is an experimental
low-security
prison that selects its inmates
on the basis of personality
tests, not crimes. The first of
its kind in Latin America,4 it
has attracted some attention

from prison officials in Argenand
Colombia
tina,
Guatemala. The reaction so
far, accordtrig to Sayago, has
been positive.
Part of what keeps the inmates inside the compound,
said one of the few guards outside the low walls, is the fear
of being transferred to the
nearby Model Prison, known
among the prisoners as The
Other Face of Hell."
But another reason is that
the prisoners can learn trades
and study up through university levekvhile they serve time

— things they had no chance to
do when they lived on the
hillsides.
here
"They
come
sometimes not even knowing
how to eat with a fork and
knife," Sayago said.
The warden's current project is setting up a program at
El Junquito to teach
neighborhood t•-• e,'how to
read and
te
taid he
believes a ts
would feel
humiliated
inistry of
Education
ructors would
not Mind
-rig from; inmates.

When Sayago took over El
Junquito five years ago, he
tore down the solitary confinement cells and let prisoners
who could get outside loans
start small businesses. Now
there are rows of tiny shops
that sell paintings, pottery and
jewelry made by the inmates,
as well as two large garages
for fixing cars.
Work is mandatory,as is the
three-hour study period most
evenings.
In their spare time,
prisoners take part in cultural
activities. Recently they puti

Parker's Home Owned
And Operated

on a play — "To Do Away with
the Judgment of God" — at a
downtown theater.
On Wednesdays and Sundays, visiting days, the little
shops are filled with inmates'
children. "They bring them
here, where they can say,
'This is where Daddy works,"
Sayago said. "They don't like
to go to the cells on family
days. It makes them feel like
prisoners."
The warden encourages the
inmates to talk things over
with him, even perceived problems with the system that put
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BELMONT, N.C. (AP) —
Larry Hinson has training in
three jobs: working in a
machine shop, typing medical
records and being a husband.
But Hinson, 33, couldn't find
work in his first two
specialties when he moved
back to Belmont-last month
after six years in New
Orleans.
So, he advertised in Monday's Gastonia Gazette —
"Surrogate husband for hire.''
The advertisement listed
Hinson's husbandly skills as
chores, cleaning house,
washing dishes, doing yardwork, taking the car for
repairs, baby-sitting, shopping and petting dogs and cats.

THE

Zip Lock Heavy Duty

Nabisco Saltine

TUSCALOOSA,Ala.( AP) —
Looking for sometpng to read
to prepare for the presidential
debates and election? Try
science fiction.
Susan Dobra, a University
of Alabama English instructor, thinks sci-fi "will
make you more tolerant of
views you disagree with —
• -political, social and moral."
"Science fiction allows us to
step back and look at our national situation, indeed the
world situation,from someone
else's perspective," she said.
"It is often a very distant
perspective. This is a very
good way to look at the situa-

tion on the eve of a major election."
And Ms. Dobra said tho
who don't plan to vote because
no candidate excites them
especially need to read
science fiction.
"Today we need_ heroes
more than ever," she said.
"And figures like Luke
Skywallcer from 'Star Wars'
give us someone to look up to.
"We want and need someone to tell us in black and
white what's right and wrong.
And it really doesn't matter if
that Bidividual has green
horns or comes from a faraway planet."

Husband Advertises
jEIr Position

EKCOE ERNg
Breast 0 Chicken

Sayago is an atypical ,
warden and the only one of 27
in Venezuela to keep his job
after the opposition party won
last year's presidential election.
He says he has some problems with justice officials
here, who cannot get used to
the idea of prisoners strolling
"The judges only work when
around with sharp tools in
they want to. It's a tyranny,"
their belts. But a Justice
Vicente said.
Ministry spokesman denied
"But," he shrugged, "at
problems. "He has an exleast while we're here we can any
cellent record," the
try tp get ahead." Vicente prospokesman said.
udly( displayed a painting for
At least among the
and
chained
sale, of two
prisoners, who often walk into
straining hands.
his office to use the telephone
Sayago said he wishes he or tell him about family procould take his prisoners — blems, Sayago seems to have
whom he tends to call made it.
"boarders" — out of the
One inmate, within earshot
shadow of their neighborhood, of the warden, joked about
an environment he considers Sayago's being "repressive
depressing. But he also has a and spoiled." Out of hearing,
motto: "The key to rehabilita- the inmate said the warden
tion is not the place, but the was "incomparable — the best
mind."
in South America." them behind walls.
On a stroll around the compound, he encouraged
Vicente, a 20-year-old accused
of murder, to articulate the
faults of a system that has
already kept him waiting
more than a year without
trial.

His price: $10 per hour. But
by Tuesday, he had no firm
takers.
"I turned down a job that I
probably should have taken. A
lady wanted me to do ironing
for her," he said. "... I was
afraid I might scorch
something..."
One of Hinson's callers was
a "very professional-sounding
man" who had a lot of leading
questions. "I'm sure he was apoliceman trying to see what I
was uji to," said Hinson.
Mother man called, questioned him briefly, then commented he knew several
women who might need Hinson's service. "I never quite
figured out what he had in
mind," Hinson said.

ACESDIRA G CORN

"About the only thing that
comes to us without effort is
old age." -- Gloria Pitzer.
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bidding.
WesCS—diamond deuce South West North East
I•
2•
2*
I*
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Pass 3 NT
declarer took an immediate 4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
trump finesse. His queen
went to West's king and
Opening lead Diamond
West played his ace of clubs.
On this. East played an deuce
encouraging nine and a second club went to East's lion except K-J-x with West
king. A diamond lead gave And if the latter were the
West a ruff and declarers case, declarer must lose two
Maw. tricks in any event
game was gone for good.
Declarer was a fish to, and his game along with
.
play his trumpg as he did. them.
He 'should have first asked
himself. "Why did West lead
Bid with corn
diamonds when East had
supported spades?" and south holds 10-1,R
with that answer, he should
have found the winning
•Q 10 7 6 2
play.
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•2
After dummy's diamond
4551147
10 wins the first trick.
iteclarer should lead a North
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trump to his ace. With noth- I•
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ing good happening, he 2•
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ANSWER: Pass
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another trump. When East's
enough strength to bid atibs.
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since that bid would push the
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Thesafely 'play in Mr
'
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enselop.
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with any 3-1 of
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Funerals
Final Rites Held
Here This Morning
For Donald Osmus

Murray Christmas Arts,
Crafts Festival Slated

Mills...
(Continued- from Page 1)
tial criteria spFcified by the organizations providing support. About 135 corporate sponsors and sonic 40 colleges
and universities are expected to under- write four-year scholarships for black
students in 1981.
Winners of both National Achieve-

ment $1000 Scholarships and corporatesponsored four-year Achievement
Scholarships will be announced publicly on March 19, 1981. Recipients of
college-sponsored four-year Achievement Scholarships will be announced
individually between mid-May and
mid-June in 1981.

In 16 annual Achievement Programs
completed between 1965 and 1980, some
6,900 black students have received
awards that have a total value of about
$20 million. Currently more than 2,400
Achievement Scholarship winners are
enrolled in some 300 U.S. colleges and
universities.

The Murray Christmas Arts residents. ,
individual or with a group.
Persons may sell and Persons will be responsible for
and Crafts Festival, sponthe Murray-Calloway demonstrate their own hand- their own items and work,and
The final rites for Donald sored by
Citizens, is crafted items. An entry fee of will handle their own sales.
Osmus were held today at 10 County Senior
Nov.8 $10.00 will be charred for each Each one must bring his own
Saturday,
for
scheduled
Catholic
St.
Leo's
a.m at the
Sun- booth: The spaces for each equipment and tables
and
5
to
p.m.
a.m.
9
from
Martin
Church with the Rev.
p.m., in booth will be on a first come. necessary to display the work,
5
Ito
from
9
Nov.
day,
Mattingly officiating.
Murray-Calloway first serve basis. Set up tune including a folding chair.
Active pallbearers were the
"We would like very much
Building located at will begin at 7:30 a.m. There
Jaycee's
Mike Paslaski, Charles
chambers of commerce, tourist and
Fairground on will be no conunission oblige- for you to participate. If you
Jaycee
the
lion tour sponsored by the Department
(Continued from Page 1)
Washam, John Morrison, Darconvention commissions, and regional
.1Ise__ 11011
in parare
interested
North.
121
Highway
of Tourism.
in the hospitality events throughout the
rel Crooks. Hubert (Tex)
Also anyone may enter as an ticipating, or know of sotourism promotion organizations.
festival is open to 'all' area
The KTHF was organized in 1980 by
state and promote awareness of
Reed, and Clyde Turner.
meone, please detach the form
leaders in the hospitality industry to
hospitality activities.
Honorary pallbearers were
Hospitality Month, which coincides
printed elsewhere and mail to
provide a private sector parallel to the
tourism
of
ives
Outland,
Representat
Dale
Tommy Blair,
with National Restaurant-Hospitality
Murray Christmas Arts and Crafts Festival
County
Murray-Calloway
Tourism,
of
Department
Kentucky
area,
the
in
organizations
Jr.,
Ahart,
hospitality
Harold Dunn, Troy
Month sponsored by the National
Senior Citizens, Inc., 106 N. 4th
which was established in 1979. The inwho sponsored the reception, attended
Joe Wilson, and Ray Ross.
Restaurant Association and Kentucky
N AM 1.1
or if
42071,
Ky.
Murray,
Street,
and
Frankfort
in
represented
is
dustry
business
the event in addition to other
Burial was in the Mc'CiRestaurant Month sponsored by the
you have questions you may
across the state by professional
arpersons and governmental officials.
ty Cemetery with
ADDRESS
Kentucky Restaurant Association, is inOffice
Citizens
Senior
call
the
the
KRA,
the
as
such
organizations
More than 30 AAA counselors were prerangements by the Max Churtended to be an annual promotion.
at 753-0929. We will be anxious
Kentucky Hotel-Motel Association,
ENTRY FEE PATIN
sent as part ,!)f a statewide familiarizachill Funeral Home.
PHONE
Tripp
said
from
you,"
hear
to
Mr. Osinus, 57, a resident of
Thurman, Executive Director
TYPE OF CRAFT
Mayfield, died Monday at the
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How
Mayfield.
posters in service sta- trademark, is "spending
Refreshments will be sold
Gasoline in Evansville is fuel- political
By NANCY SHULINS
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Osmus: four daughters
that had want the other posters in
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Dartt said he removed his
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the
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and intimidation to muzzle our the oil industry to
own boss."
"Corn production is forecast servation Service after the
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people and keep them from
Tom McClarnon, district
will be severe enough to make at about 102 million bushels, harvest to arrive at estimates, 'people from political exprestelling the people in the state nrnager for Standard Oil,
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many farmers eligible for and that's down about 23 per- of how much their production
Dan Quayle
said he didn't know what
A spokesman for Standard of Indiana that
emergency federal loans.
cent from last year," he said. has declined.
Republican oppo- Holland said to Dartt. "I hope
"When the harvest is over,
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with the mahe would have said that
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Cording to Alex Gay, drive
This year the Knights have
"I'm not sure how well
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Evansville Gasoline Fuels Controversy

Deputy Ag Commissioner Says

Revenue Decline Would Be Felt

Knights Of Columbus
To Conduct Drive For
Retarded, Handicapped

Clean-up Operations
Finished At Derailment

Soldiers Charged In
Fort Campbell Brawl
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Bloodmobile To
Be At Beshear Gym

bloodmobile from
A
Paducah will be at Beshear
Gymnasium in the Student
Center at Murray State
University Oct. 6 and 7, according to a Student Government
Association spokesman.
Times for the bloodmobile
will be 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Oct. 6 and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m
Oct. 7, the spokesman said.

Hog Market
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tober 1.1980
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Movies
4..*1

By Neale B. Mason

'BrubakNelfased On Prison Story
,y0 tiø
Perhaps you remember a
news story a few years ago
about an Arkansas prison in
which the new reform warden
discovered that conditions
were not only wretched, but
that convicts were dying
mysteriously and were being
buried out back. Brubaker is
based on that story.
Robert Redford plays the
reform warden, Brubaker,
and therein lies a problem.
Like Jane Fonda, Redford apparently won't take roles in
movies that don't propagate
his notion of virtue, and you
needn't guess who always gets
to play the white knight.
(Remember AU the President's Men in which he and
Dustin Hoffman cleaned up
Washington.1
As a result, Redford's
presence lends a degree of
predictability to any film in
which he appears. When he
walks onto the screen, we
know he's there to clean up the
town of evil. And in Redford's
view, that evil usually comes
in the form of over-60 politicians, social conservatives,
and big businessmen.
( Remember The Electric
Horseman in which Redford
battled a cereal company).
Although there are no big
businessmen in Brubaker,
there are plenty'of the other
meanies for Redford to vanquish. As a matter of fact, he
seems to have touched a
nerve: the governor of Arkansas has been complaining on
the talk shows that Arkansas
prisons have been portrayed
unfairly in Brubaker.
Muckrakers needn't be fair,
but Brubaker stacks the cards
to conspicuously. Those
prisoners whose stories we
learn seem to be more the victims of society than its
nemeses. One man, we are
told, is in for life because he

stole two cars when he was a
teenager and cracked a toilet
when he was thrown in jail.
Hardened criminals become
pussycats under the new
warden's administration and
are soon engaging in
democratic debate in their
newly instituted prisoners'
counsel.
Whatever the prison was
like in reality the prison in the
movie, is indeed a hellhole.
Conjure up a nightmare that
combines Devil's Island with
an 18th century insane asylum
and you've formed a fairly accurate picture of Wakefield
Prison in Brubaker. When
Redford arrives disguised as a
prisoner to see what
Wakefield is really like, he
finds tattered convicts, worminfested food, bestial guards
and trustees, rusting bars,
rats, vomit, blood, and cell
blocks that look like the Black
Hole of Caluctta.
The impact of these early
scenes, however, is gradually
dissipated when Redford's
"presence" begins to take
over the movie; the camera
spends more and more time on
close-ups of Redford's face
and the fine speeches that
emerge from it. When the convicts break into a round of applauce for their good-hearted
warden at the end of the
movie, it's easy to get the impression that they are applauding Redford the actor instead of the character he is
portraying.
Despite the movie's good intentions, Brubaker is still a
star vehicle, right down to the
advertising campign that tells
us, in those overly-dramatic
tones that we recognize from
star vehciles in the past, that
"Redford is Brubaker."
I don't mean to leave the impression that the movie is a
waste of time. Because of the

clarity and vividness of the
early scenes of the wretched
prisoners in their hellish environment, it is almoat impossible, despite the cardstacking, not to feel sympathy
for the prisoners. Jane Alexander (the next door neighbor
in Kramer vs Kramer) is particularly good as the Governor's assistant. And Redford,
despite his "presence," remains a competent actor.
Rated R: Brubaker is a fairly mild R. Contains a brief
shot of rear inalelnudity, a
whipping scene that is not particularly vivid, and a
homosexual rape scene that
probably won't be understood
by those below the age of thirteen or fourteen. There are
plenty of upper level fourletter words.

WKMS-FM Awarded
In-Service Grants
WKMS-FM, fine.arts radio
station at Murray State
University, has been awarded
two In-Service Training
Grants from the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting to be
used by WKMS staff members
Karen Miller Welch and Steve
Morgan.
Welch,
promotion development director for the
station, will attend a weeklong Grantsmanship Center
Training Workshop in Chicago
in October.
Morgan, WKMS chief
engineer, will attend a fiveday technical session conducted by Harris Corporation
in December in Quincy,Ill.
These are the fifth and sixth
training grants issued to
WICKS-FM in the past year.
Their purpose is to further the
educational development of
the staff as well as enhance
the scope of the station.

One of the most auspicious
beginnings for a concert
season In local memory occurred last Thursday evening in
Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State University campus,
as the Murray Civic Music
Association inaugurated its
1980-81 series with a recital by
the famed cellist, Leonard
Rose.
Mr. Rose has had a long and
active career, and one has the
feeling, after hearing him,
that he will go on forever. Service in the Cleveland Orchestra, the NBC symphony,
and the New York Philharmonic Orchestra as principal
cellist has not dulled his
sincere enthusiasm for the
music he is performing. He is
a real craftsman who works
diligently at his trade, and we
are allowed to benefit by the
thrilling musical excitement
he brings forth from his 17thcentury Amati violoncello.
The recital which Mr. Rose
chose to play for us was like a
sampling of the best in cello
literature. It was music that
all cellists know and love —
especially Mr. Rose — and
music that is designed to win
an audience and to sell the
cello as a solo instrument.
The Beethoven "Variations
on a Theme from Mozart's
'Magic Flute" are perhaps
some of the most perfect
variations, and the most
balanced bit of ensemble
writing ever composed. Mr.
Rose, and his very c6mpetent
pianist, Andrew Wolf, made
this music warm and subtle
with strong
romantic
shadings. The piece served as
an immediate display of range
and color, and introduced to us
the third member of the
ensemble — the priceless
Amati cello — which did much
to add to the beauty of the
evening.
Continuing with one of the
last two instrumental sonatas
wirtten by Beethoven, Mr.

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices In Town

Rose again demonstrated his
musical wisdom and artistry.
This sonata begins with a simple, songful introduction,
tastefully presented, going
directly into a slightly frantic
allegro. The extremely
graceful Adagio gave another
chance for both performers to
demonstrate their artistry,
and led directly into the last
movement where we firld
Beethoven presenting a
bucolic country dance interspersed with some rather
crude humor. It is Beethoven
at his best, and Roseand Wolf
were in perfect agreement.
Following the - Beethoven,
the romantic composer,
Robert Schumann was
represented by his Fantasy
Pieces, and his Adagio and
Allegro. Both of these pieces,
as Mr. Rose explained, first
appeared for an instrument
other than the cello, but were
rewritten for the cello by the
composer. They both have
become a secure part of the
cello repertoire. An entirely
different style of playing
showed itself as Mr. Rose and
his Amati sang the graceful
lines written for them. In the
Adagio and Allergro, Mr. Wolf
is to be commended for his
outstanding control of the
piano, without which ,,the intricate technique and the soaring melodic lines of the cello
would have been hopelessly
lost.
The music appearing after
intermission was definitely
the high point of a recital in
which there were no lows. The
world is fortunate that
Debussy saw fit to write his
fantastic cello sonata, and
Murray is even more fortunate that Mr. Rose chose to
play it for us. While the hall
was slightly overpowering to

the delicate chamber-music
character of the sonata, Mr.
Rose and Mr. Wof were able to
add personal touches in interpretation which served to
clairfy Debussy's intent, and
to make this one of the most
oustanding performances of
the work in this writer's
memory.
Faure's "Elegie" is a
cellist's dream, and has never
been played better. The audience was hypnotized by the
powerful expression and the
emotional outpouring of
Faure's music and Rose's
Amati. It was a great musical
inoment, aided by Mr. Wolf's
extremely sensitive accompaniment.
The program ended with the
Brilliant "Introduction and
Polonaise :Brilliante," one of
the three pieces which Chopin
wrote using instruments with
piano rather than piano only.
These consist of a rather ordinary trio, a magnificent
cello sonata, and this work,
written for the French cellist,
Franchomme, a close friend
of Chopin's. After the graceful
introduction, the Polonaise,
filled with fireworks and
tricks, is a challenge to any
cellist, and pianists as well,
but was brilliantly and effectively presented.
A very grateful and appreciative audience called on
Mr. Rose for two encores. . .
the first was a brilliant
showpiece by Francoeur, and
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Murray State University
has been awarded an 818,000
grant by the National Science
Foundation for the purchase
of equipment to be used in
upgrading its physiology pro
gram in the College of Environmental Sciences.
Physiology is an area of the
biological sciences dealing
with the functions of organs
and tissue such as muscles,
contractions of the heart and
nervous systems.
The grant, according to-Dr.
Charles Kupcella, a chairman
of the Department of
Biological Sciences at the
university, will be matched
equally from university funds
in purchasing the highlytechnical equipment, to be used by students majoring
primarily in biology, nursing
and medical technology as
well as those preparing for
teaching careers in biology.
Effective Oct. 15 and expir-
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ing Sept. 30, 1983, the grant,
Kupeella said, will enable the
setting up and equipping of
four learning stations for four
to five students each in the college's laboratories.
"They will be able to learn
through 'hands-on' experience
instead of simply watching so
meone demonstrate the pro
cedures," he said. Among the equipment
scheduled to be purchased, he
noted, will be highly sensitive
electronic devices designed
for the evaluation of blood
pressure as Well as heart and
muscle contractions and other
physiological activities and
functions.
The desired equipment is
expected to be purchased, installed and in use within the
next few months, said
Kupcella, who cline to the
Murray State campus in mid1979 from the University of
:Louisville.
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In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center

the second was a transcription it thoroughly. Some will never
of the piano piece. "The Little forget it. The Murray Civic
White Donkey" by lbert.
Music Association is to he conThis program was one of the gratulated agian for its fine
finest that has ever graced the programming. Civic Music
stage of Lovett Auditorium, needs the full support of all to
and an audience of very keep concerts of this calibre
respectable numbers enjoyed coming to Murray.
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Russellville Workers
Laid Off From Plant
Producing Tampons

Brown To Be Given Award
Gov. John Y. Brown, Jr., Achievenient in Literature:
As a college senior, Brown
whose business acumen Pulitzer
Prize-winning accepted a part-time position
helped build the Kentucky playwright whose plays have with Encyclopaedia BntanFried Chicken fast-food chain included
The
Glass ruca as a sales representative
into one of the world's largest, Menagerie, A Streetcar Nam- and soon was promoted to a
will be one of the nine men and ed Desire, The Rose Tattoo, managerial post. He conwomen from North America and Cat on a Hut Tin Roof.
tinued his association with the
to be honored with a 1981 En*Rosalyn S. Yalow, Ph.D., company while a student at
cyclopaedia
Britannica Achievement in Science and the Kentucky College of Law
Award for Achievement in Medicine: Second • woman where, in 1960, he received his
Life.
ever to win the Nobel Prize in L.L.B.
Brown will receive his Medicine ( 1977); presently,
Soon after joining Kentucky
Britannica
Award for. Chairman, Department of Fried Chicken, Inc., he built
Achievement
in Clinical Sciences, MOntefiore the fast-food chain into one of
Business/Public Service. The Hospital,and Medical Center the world's largest and
awards will be presented at a in New York.
richest. During his tenure as
formal dinner Oct. 2 in
The selection of recipients chief executive officer, the
Chicago.
for the 1981 Britannica firm grew from 200 to 4,500
Mortimer Alder, chairman Achievement' in Life Awards stores and annual sales soared
of the Board of Editors of En- was made on the basis of from seven million to more
cyclopaedia Britannica, made
the announcement of those
who will be honored for significant contributions within their
particular fields of endeavor.
This is the fourth year that
Britannica has presented
these awards. The other 1981
recipients are:
*Count Basic, Achievement
More than 2,000 newsletters
in Music: Pianist.
- composer
containing membership apand leader of one of the
plications have been sent out,
outstanding big bands in jazz
according to a report given by
history.
Jean Blankenship, member*George S. Halas, Achieveship drive chairman, at a rement in Sports: Acknowledgcent meeting of the Calloway
ed "father of professional footCounty Humane Society. She
ball" as player, coach and
reported that all members
owner of the Chicago Bears
whose dues have expired have
for six decades.
been contacted and the
'Lena Horne, Achievement notable contributions
in the responses are coming in well.
in the Performing Arts: fields of public service, Margaret Trevathan - and
Singer and actress in theater, business, the arts, science, Carolyn Adams have been adcinema, nightclubs, radio and medicine, sports and
educa- ded to the Committee so that
television.
tion, and whose attitude and citizens may join at the
'Yousuf Karsh, Achieve- accomplishments exemplify library or the bookmobile.
ment in Fine Arts: Interna- the ideals of Britannica
Mrs. Blankenship said that
—
tionally
prominent authority, excellence,
and if the mail campaign did not
photographer 'whose works hunran enlightenment. bring in enough money to keep
are represented in permanent ,Among those who have
been/ the necessary programs going
collections.in New York, bonored in past years
include the alternative would be to use
Chicago and throughout the (Henry Aaron, Steve
Allen, a person-to-person solicitation
world.
Pearl Bailey, Lucille 'Ball, such as other community
'Henry Rosovsky, Achieve- Frank
Borman, Ellen agencies use.
ment in Education: Dean of Burstyn, Dr. /Michael
It was decided that because
the Faculty of Arts and DeBa key, Ella/Fitzgerald, of the increased work load at
Sciences at Harvard Universi- Benny Goodman, Hubert the shelter, the society would
ty,and author.
,
Humphrey
hire Daniel Davis on a trial
posthumously
*Eric Sevareid, Achieve- and James Michener.
basis. The shelter work is
ment.in Journalism:. Former
Brown began a second presently being done by a
. television commentator, radio career last Dec. 11 when he CETA worker assigned by
news broadcaster and war became the 51st governor
Judge-Executive
of County
correspondent for CBS News Kentucky. Until then, much
of Robert 0. Miller and
for four decades.
his life had been devoted to the volunteers.
•Tennessee
Williams, business world.
Davis will work weekends

than one billion dollars
worldwide.
He had similar success after
purchasing Win's, a franchised restaurant chain, in 1971, a
company he has since sold.
Brown has owned several
professional basketball franchises,including the Kentucky
Colonels, the Buffalo Braves
and the Boston Celtics. He sold
the latter team to begin a campaign that led him to the
governorship of Kentucky.
Brown is married to Phyllis
George, a former Miss
America and a member of the
CBS Sports anchor team during National Football League
telecasts.

Humane Society Hears
That 2,000 Newsletters
Have Been Sent Out
and whenever supplemental
work is necessary and will
keep records of all animals
brought to the shelter. It is felt
that this will help to reunite
lost pets and their owners, as
well as enabling the workers
to provide better medical care
for the animals.
Several people volunteered
to assist Kathy Cohen,
publications chairman, in producing newsletters and the
"Humanely Speaking" column.
Carol Barrett showed
filmstrips on "Careers in the
Animal Field" which the
education committee will be
showing in the middle and
high schools this year. This
film emphasized that many
positions are open to young
people who wish to work with
animals.
The city-county officials ball
game will be on Sunday, Oct.
19, at 2 pin, at the city-county
park. All proceeds will be used
to benefit the shelter.
Members.will have tickets to
sell soon.
The next meeting will 4e an
open board of directors
meeting on Oct. 27.
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Study ShowsForemens'Wives Are
Not Overly Concerned About Jobs
The wives of industrial
foremen do not become as
overly concerned about their
husbands' jobs as earlier
research studies have led
management to believe, a recent • Murray State University
research project indicates.
In an article published in the
September issue of "Supervisory Management," Dr.
Roger C. Schoenfeldt, an
assistant professor of
management at the university, points out that more than
three times as many problem
areas were considered of low
concern by the wives as were
looked upon with high concern.
A 'monthly publication for
supervisors, the periodical
has a circulation of 37,000 and
is distributed internationally.

"The wife of the foreman is
the prime influencer in the
family, and,consequently, her
attitudes, opinions and feelings about her husband's job
and the organization for which
he works can have an effect on
his performance at work," he
wrote, emphasizing that his
research work had involved
wives' reactions to 38 problem
area commonly associated
with the foreman's job.
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Save 66.50 on
Hirsh Work and
this 4' Shoplight. Hobby Bench.
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Complete with all
hardware Two 40-Watt
bulbs included
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17.4.710.97
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GE BrIght Stick under
the cabinet flourescent
fixture
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Save 510! 20" x 36"
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36" x 16" shelves. removable _bins andtool
rack Heavy duty steel
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Save $1.
8-ft heavy duty cord for power
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sizes unbreakable
handles Reg. 2.89.
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Screwdriver
Set

Extension
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CREAM

5-01ori capacity Comes with flexible hose extension tubes floor- nozzle
with brush
shag rug plate with nozzle and brush Reg 56.88.
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A native of Independence,
Kan.,Schoenfeldt received his
undergraduate degree from
Washburn University,
Topeka, Kan., and his
master's from Murray State.
His doctorate was earned at
the University of Arkansas.

Save
$16.91

LW•Fp,F.Fri .f5,140

UNO
PLAYING
CARDS

about the results of this study,
since the responses were more
favorable than a review of
earlier published literature indicated they should have
been," he said.

Schoenfeldt went on to say
that some of what was communicated to the wives probably was based "on the =conscious nonverbal behavior
of their foreman husbands."
Previous research has inHis primary teaching indicated that wives are accurate perceivers of their terests are in the areas of iithusbands' work-related pro- dustrial management. He has
blems, he noted, and often ac- had 13 years of teaching excentuate chose feelings in their perience and nine years of
practical industrial exhusbands.
perience in quality control and
"Management should feel at production
management
least somewhat optimistic areas.

[0

SALE ENDS OCT. 6th
ultra brite

"One could conclude that
the unfavorable or high concern responses were related to
problems at work which were
most often discussed at home
or were problem areas that
more directly affected the
family," he explained.

The study revealed, he
wrote, that the wives responded favorably to 26 of the 38
questions, indicating these to
be areas of low concern,
Responses to six questions
were unfavorable, he said, indicating problem areas about
which they were "highly concerned."

A

Next week look for my
Unadvertised Specials at all
Begley Drug Stores
throughout Kentucky.

RUSSELLVILLE, Ky.(AP)
— About 80 workers were laid
off Tuesday from their jobs at
the E.R. Carpenter plant here
in the wake of a national recall
of Rely tampons. The plant
produces the polyester core
for the tampons, which are
manufactured by Proctor &
Gamble Co.
The tampon was taken off
store shelves on Tuesday after
the National Center for
Disease Control said that
preliminary tests showed a
relatively high proportion of
the women wto have contracted toxic sh4ck syndrome
used the Rely ta pon.
Proctor & Gipnble Co. has
ely to remove
said it recall
the producJfom controversy,
not bec' e there is anything
wrong with the tampons.

A SOUVENIR OF MURRAY — Wildlife artist and
conservationist Ray Harm, left, was
presented with a Murray State University 50th Anniversary
medallion during his visit to
the Calloway County Library Thursday in the interest
of the university's Alumni
Association scholarship program. Making the presentatio
n is Mancil J. Vinson, right,
director of alumni affairs at Murray State, while Mrs.
Jane Sisk, chairman of the
arrangements committee in charge of the artist's visit, looks
on. Several hundreds of
West Kentuckians came to the library to buy Harm's prints,
with half of the proceeds
of one,"Cardinal," going to the association's scholarship
programs.
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Slacks Decker

Jigsaw

10.99

Save $1.89. Propane torch
fast heat for soldering. etc
Reg. 10.77.

Save $14.59. 5300 RPM, complete
with blade Adjusts for depth or bevel
Cuts, double insulated Reg. 39.47.
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1, 1980

From Encyclopaedia Britannica
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Double insulated burn-out protected motor. Reg.
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Illinois Court Gives Value To
Homemaker's Marriage Role

le Workers
rom Plant
Tampons
LLE, Ky. ( AP)
rkers were laid
an their jobs at
:nter plant here
I national recall
ons. The plant
polyester core
)ns, which are
by Proctor &

By BOB SPRINGER
contributed substantial serAssociated Press Writer
vices as a homemaker over
SPRINGFIELD,Ill.(API —
the long duration of the couWhen courts divide up properple's marriage," said the state
ty ins divorce, they must consider the value a homemaker Supreme Court opinion.
It also said she helped
gives a marriage, not just
Aschwanden accrue the coueach partner's financial conple's financial assets by shoptribution to the couple's
ping, planning meals and helpassets, the state's Supreme
ing entertain company exCourt has ruled.
ecutives and customers while
"While we perceive some
they were stationed at ADM's
difficulty in assessing the
Belgium offices from 1973 to
value to be placed on the different forms of contribution, 1977.
"( Aschwanden's) occupawe caution against placing too
tion and his long-standing
much emphasis on monetary contributions," a unanimous employment with ADM afford
him both a very high and
high court said Monday.
The decision upheld the 1977
Illinois divorce law provision
ordering courts to divide property between marriage partners "in just proportions considering all relevant factors,
including...the contribution of
a spouse as a homemaker or to
Gayle Wadlington, Murray,
the family unit."
coordinator of West Kentucky
The ruling came in the case Special Olympics, just returnof Edith and Albert ed from the 1980 Area CoorAschwanden, formerly of dinators' Conference where he
Decatur, who sought divorce helped plan a year-round proin 1977 after 25 years of mar- gram of sports training and
riage. They had no children.
athletic competition for over
A Macon County circuit 10,000 mentally retarded Kencourt
had
ordered tucky citizens. Wadlington
Aschwanden to give his received accreditation to
former wife $120,000 in stocks direct the Area Special Olymthat he had accrued in a stock pics program for the upcompurchase plan at Archer ing year.
Daniels Midland Co., where he
The Conference was opened
was an executive.
by John Horton, chairman of
The award to Mrs. the Board of Directors. Horton
Aschwanden,
which challenged the delegates to
represented 22 percent of the strive to provide the best
couple's net worth of $543,000, possible programs for Special
was inadequate, the court Olympians. He recognized the
said.
great dedication it takes to be
Aschwanden also was a volunteer in Special Olymordered to pay Mrs. pics today and thanked the
Aschwanden $15,000 a year Coordinators for their belief in
alimony for up to 12 years, and the Mentally Retarded.
$14,000 for her lawyer costs.
An intensive training proThe Supreme Court agreed gram was introduced and
with a state appellate court plans were announced to train
that had thrown out the trial and certify coaches and ofcourt's award,saying it failed ficials in all sports. The 1981
to meet the "just proportions" International Winter Games
requirement of the state's 1977 March 8-13 at Smugglers
divorce law.
Notch - Stowe, Vermont was a
"The evidence reveals major topic as Kentucky will
that...(Mrs. Aschwanden) send 12 athletes to those

was taken off
n Tuesday after
I Center for
.rol said that
eats showed a
h proportion of
wlo have conihjck syndrome
aiipon.
ble Co. has
ely to remove
om controversy,
lere is anything
e tampons.

steady income and the prospect of continued high income in the future," the opinion said.
"By contrast, (Mrs.
Aschwanden's) station and
health leave her with little opportwiity to regain and maintain the standard of living to
which the couple had become
accustomed."
Mrs. Aschwanden, who suffered back troubles, returned
to her native Switzerland in
1977 and resumed a premarital career as a dental
assistant, the court record
said.

Wadlington Returns From
Special Olympics Confab

Are
Jobs

Graduate Management
Admission Test Will Be
Offered At Murray State

STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICERS — Murray Middle School Student
Council officers are:
front, from left, Leila Umar, secretary; Mark West, vice
president; (back) Stephen
Malone, treasurer; Greer Houston, president. Mrs. Pam
Cartwright is advisor to the
student council.

State School Officials In Process
Of Overhauling Accreditation

games.
Proctor and Gamble announced a new support plan
aimed at helping Kentucky
promote and finance winter
sports and recreation for
By HERBERTSPARROW
Special Olympians. The CoorAssociated Press Writer
dinators were also told of comFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
mitments by the Kentucky State school officials are in the
Federation of Woman's Clubs process of overhauling the
and the Knights of Columbus method of evaluating and acto support physical fitness and crediting local school prosports for mentally retarded grams.
citizens throughout the ComAnd the officials are opmonwealth.
truistic that the change will
The world's first and largest have a major impact on the
international program offer- quality of education provided
ing sports training and in Kentucky schools.
athletic competition for men, "This has the potential to
tally retarded individuals, improve education on the local
Special Olympics was founded level more than anything done
in 1968 by Eunice Kennedy in the state in a long time,"
Shriver. Since that date, it has Donald Hunter, head of the
grown from a single track and bureau of instruction in the
field event held at Chicago's state Department of EducaSoldier Field to a network of tion, said in a recent interyear-round sports training view.
programs meets and games
Hunter said current acinvolving more than 1,000,000 crediting procedures are
athletes and 350,000 volunteers largely quantitative, stressing
in 95% of the more than 3,000 the number and types of
counties in the U.S., every courses and facilities offered.
state, five territories and The new procedures will
more than forty countries.
stress quality of programs.
All mentally retarded
Hunter said state surveys
children from the age of 8, to also are uncoordinated, with
adults as well, regardless of separate reviews of curthe extent of their disability, riculum,
facilities,
are eligible to participate in transportation and vocational
Special Olympics, whose com- education. He said all of those
petitive events are arranged surveys will be done at one
by age group and level of skill. time as part of the new acLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Human Resources Research conducted since the crediting procedures.
Outwood, a state institution Department planned
to meet program's inception offers
"Now the large school
for the mentally retarded near the codes'
standards by strong evidence that sports districts have an advantage
Dawson Springs, may be forc- building a new
training
and
athletic
competiinstitution. But
because it is quantitative,"
ed to close unless federal of- constructio
n has been delayed tion for the mentally retarded Hunter said. "Small districts,
ficials extend the deadline for by litigation concerning
not
only
enhance their which have been saying
Outthey
complying with building and wood's future,
according to physical, emotional, and in- are offering quality programs,
safety codes.
the documents filed with the tellectual development, but, can now demonstrate that
Unless Outwood complies suit.
equally important, strengthen they
have quality education
with those codes before an
The suit said Kentucky can- their motivation, confidence going on."
Oct. 7-9 inspection, the state not meet those
standards at and self-esteem.
But Hunter admits measurwill become ineligible for $4 the center which
Special Olympics depends ing quality
originally
education "is a
million in Medicaid payments, was a World War
mainly
on
contributio
ns
from
I era Army
real tough task."
according to a lawsuit filed hospital.
individuals for its support.
Hunter said the state will
Monday in U.S. District Court.
The department will have to
devise a set of suggested inThe suit against the U.S. close Outwood
SCALD MILK
if it loses the
dicators of quality education it
Department of Health and Medicaid money
To scald milk for some will present to local school
because of
Human Services was filed by deficiencies in
the institutions recipes, put a small amount of districts, who will be asked to
the state Department for buildings,
according to the water in the pot and allow it to evaluate themselves.
Human Resources.
boil before adding the milk.
suit.
Teams of state officials will
then review the local districts'
findings.
"Hopefully we will have
districts identify their own
deficiencies," Hunter said.
"They probably -know them
better than we do. There is not
a district in the state that
doesn't know what its deficiencies are."
6
Hunter said Superintendent
of Public Instruction RayYour Discount Drug CentOr
Central Center
mond Barber hopes to announce this week the formation of a citizen's committee to
make suggestions for developANA, 01 A
FOR $300
.... Bottle of 100
ing the quality indicators.
UP TO A
He said the citizens will be
iv ne.ci •,!, ,..,.- .
*
i
EMMEN
asked to make broad
statements on what they feel
SEER ENRIC14ED
Kentucky schools should be
Vitalis.
DODY ON TAP.
suPg/ 140tD doing.

Ms of this study,
onses were more
in a review of
led literature inshould have
Independence,
eldt received his
e degree from
University,
in., and his
Murray State.
was earned at
of Arkansas.
y teaching inthe areas of iiigement. He has
of teaching exnine years of
ndustrial exality control and
management

educators from around the
state will take the report and
develop the suggested indicators.
Hunter said he hopes the indicators will be ready to be
sent to local districts in the
spring and that some districts
will be evaulated under the
new system next fall.
The final program must still
be approved by the state
Board of Education, which
already has endorsed the concept. ,
School districts will be
evaluated on their entire
systemwide program, which
will then either be fully accredited or accredited with
deficiencies, which the school
system will be given a length
of tune to correct.
Among the possible indicators of quality education
that educators have already

Outwood Facility May
e Forced To Close
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schools but several elementary schools that barely meet
the lowest accreditation
levels.
"Under the new system, the
district's offerings will be
more unified," Barber said.
-There will be a more even
emphasis throughout all
grades and in all schools," ,
"In today's climate, it
doesn't make much sense to
say it is all right for this
district to offer a basic program, while this one over
there is comprehensive (the
highest rating )," Hunter said.
"You will either. be. ac,.
credited or not," he said. "Accreditation will be ,a basic
level everybody comes up to."
He said there will probably
still be some method to
recognize school districts
which have outstanding programs.

"Hopefully we will have a
whole series of standard
statements on 'this is what we
expect the schools to be producing,'" Hunter said.
He said that once the
citizens committee presents
its report, hopefully in
January, professional
SHRINKING POUND
NOW IS SHEKEL
JERUSALEM,(AP) — The
perennially shrinking Israeli
pound was replaced Tuesday
by the shekel, a currency
resurrected from Biblical
times.
One shekel equals 10
pounds. Coins are slightly difference but banknotes are unchanged except for a missing
zero
Israel's lig.- losing right
against inflation reduced, the
value Of the pound from $4
when the Jewish state became
_independent in 1948 tot 7 —ata
this week.

materials are available in
Murray from Dr. Howard
Newell, assistant dean, College of Business and Public
Affairs at Murray State
University, or by wnting to
GMAT, Educational Testing
Service, Box 966„Princeton,
NJ 08541.
The GMAT fee for candidates tested at published
test centers in the-U.S., Guam,
Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin
Islands, and US. territories is
$23.50. The fee for candidates
tested in other countries is
$28.50.
GMAT registration forms
and test fees must be
postmarked on or before the
registration deadlines announced in the Bulletin. A $4
late fee is charged for
registrations ( domestic
centers only)postmarked during the late registration
period. Procedures and fees
for testing at supplementary
centers not listed in the
Bulletin are described in the
Bulletin.
In cases of emergency candidates may register at the
test centers on a day-of-test
standby basis if sufficient
space and test materials are
available
after
all
preregistered candidates have
been admitted. To be admitted
on this basis a candidate must
present a completed registration form and a check or
money order for the regular
test fee plus an additional $10
service fee. The late registration fee does not apply here.
There is no guarantee that
space for day-of-test standby
registrants will be available.
GOTHIC NOVEL
One of the first highly successful Gothic novels was
"The Monk" by Matthew
Gregory Lewis. It was first
published in 1796.
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Save
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mentioned are progress made
in achievement test results,
progress made by slow
learners, dropout rate and
number of unemployed
graduates.
Current accrediting procedures involve individual
schools, which are accredited
separately with various
ratings depending largely
upon the number of course offerings.
The state Board of Education in the past few years waged a campaign to eliminate
the lowest-rated high schools,
known as basic schools.
Officials claim this has led
some districts to pour their
resources into the high schools
to upgrade their quality at the
expense of the system's
elementary schools.
There have been examples
of districts with top-rated high

_ . . . ,„),

,

ible
ht,.

The Graduate Management
Admission Test (GMAT ) will
be offered Oct. 25, and on Jan.
24, March 21, and Wednesday
evening, July 15, 1981. The
Wednesday evening test in July is a change from the traditional Saturday morning test
and replaces the Saturday
test.
Scores on the GMAT, a test
of academic aptitude designed
to estimate an applicant's
potential for success in a program of graduate study
leading to a master's degree
in business administration or
similar degree, are used by
about 675 graduate schools of
management in admission to
MBA programs.
registration
GMAT
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Life Is Like A Giant Warning Label
By LOUISE COOK
Do not use near fire or flame.
Associated Press Writer
Do not set or store container
Life seems to be turning into where temperature exceeds
a giant warning label.
120 degrees Fahrenheit as conThere's a danger sign at tainer may burst. Do not punccorner
every
these days. In ture or incinerate. Do not
the ear we breathe, the food we spray or use on floors. Keep
eat, the drugs we take.
out of reach of children.•'
Consider this label:
The latest alert involves tox"Caution: Not meant for ic shock syndrome, a rare, but
puncture wounds, serious sometinies fatal disease
burns or cuts. If redness or associated with the use of tamswelling develops, consult pons. The Food and Drug Adphysician promptly. Protect ministration has asked
from tight."
manufacturers to label tamThe product: petroleum jel- pons with a warning of possily.
ble dangers.
The label on a spray can of
A more familiar label is the
furniture polish has a dual sign on cigarette packages,
purpose. First, reassurance:
prompted by a 1954 report:
"Use with confidence: Con- "Warning: The Surgeon
tains no fluorocarbons claim- General Has Determined That
ed to harm the ozone layer."
Cigarette Smoking
is
Then, warning: "Caution: Dangerous to Your Health."

A call to the FDA on Tues- iochne, a necessary nutrient."
Advertisers of benefits have
day to ask just how many proIs America being over- more experience
and more
ducts are required to carry warned? "I don't think so,"
money, he said.
weaning labels was answered said Dr. Sidney Wolfe, direcWolfe said warning labels
with confusion. "laterally tor of the Health Research
are important to make sure
hundreds." The agency Group, an arm of Ralph
con.sumers know how to use
regulates six separate areas. Nader's Public Citizen Inc.
the products they buy and
"You'll have to be more Previously, said Wolfe, "the "whelbUity
can do to minimize
specific." •
pendulum ... was stuck at the the risks."
How about drugs? The extreme aof advertising only
Sometimes, however, it
FDA's Ed Nide said "almost benefits ... We're now beginnseems that you just can't win.
all over-the-counter drugs" ing to see some of the other
Solve one problem and you
carry warning labels. Most side of the coin."
create another. The Governprescription drugs do not; the
Wolfe descriDed warning ment Accounting
Office warnwarnings go to the physicians labels as -forced risk advered earlier this week that sealrather than to the patients.
tising." He also conceded that ing up the house
to save
-Our biggest problem is get- there is a problem in energy
also may seal in air
ting people to read the label," distinguishing the severity of
pollution, increasing the risk
Nide said. "if we could get one risks. "That will get better,"
of respiratory illness. Cauthing across to consumers - he said. "The whole area of
tion: What's healthy for your
read the label - we'd figure labeling for consumers on
pocketbook may be dangerous
our work was done. All we'd risks is a new kind of thing."
for your health.
have to do is watch the
manufacturers."
Nida is optimistic, however.
"Consumers are picking up on
the language of the medical
field," he said. -Side _effects'
is not a term that's an exclusive property of doctors
reflect two sides of a debate
-By HAL SPENCER
anymore,"
taking place in many states.
Associated Press Writer
ACROSS
In recent months, the FDA , CUMBERLAND, R.I. (AP) This month, the U.S. Depart1 Spring mo
3 Iterate
4 American
4 Fume
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
has announced that warning - Rosa Fino's dark eyes ment of Education concludes
ostrich
5 Chidien
labels will be required on bub- -fleshed as she scooted forward hearings on a plan to broaden
A
PRODS
E E
8 Journey
6 Spanish artible bath. "Excessive use or in her chair, then spoke bilingual education in public
A OE MOM UU
12 Bishopric
cle
prolonged exposure may fervently in defense of bil- schools for an estimated 3.5
13 Lampreys
UUOU UOUBOU
7 Showy flower
14 Sate
cause irritation to skin and ingual education in public million pupils whose primary
8 Bushy clump
MOO pum
15 Octur
9 Preposition
MIN= UUDO
urinary tract."
schools.
language is not English.
17Spread hay
10 Anti bone
UOMUU ULU
It has (rdered warnings on
"Without it, I would have
Bilingual programs, which
19 Negative
11 Hindu
U0 MUM MO
products ranging from quit school right away," said have sprouted in schools
20 Wood,
pant
DUO MOM U
sunlamps to hair dyes. It the 17-year-old immigrant across the nation since 1968,
21 Beverage
16 Thickness
MUM MUD=
22 Cudgel
18 Babylonian
warned pregnant women to from Mangualde, Portugal. "I are under attack from opUUU OUUU
23 Frolic
deity
curtail or stop drinking coffee, came here to school when I ponents who, like Assalone,
UOUOUU OUOU
25 Weight of
21 Occupants
A00 UOUUM LIC
tea and colas because of a was 14. They put me in all- campaign under the banners
India
22 Wager
O P
S AILS
E
possible link between caffeine English classes. I didn't know of tax relief and local govern26 Diphthong
23 Supplicate
27 Rcxlent
and birth defects. The agency what I was doing."
24 Tardy
ment control.
28 Transfix
25 Transgress
found no scientific evidence to
Miss Fino, now a junior at
general
Proponents are having to
measure
29 Poker stakes 26 Sone
37 Sum up
46 Location
back up claims that -Hendee- Cumberland High School, said fight for programs once con32 Near
28 Write
39 Wing-footed 48 Obtained
tin, a drug used to treat morn- she learned nothing until she sidered secure.
33 Punishment
29 Siamese coin 41 Common49 Tear
ing sickness, causes birth entered Cumberland's new
35 Sun god
"One of our biggest pro30 Gaelic
place
50 Deposit
36 Long for
31 Japanese
defects. But it recommended, bilingual program. There she blerns is the lack of hard data
42 Opening
51 Before
38 Mesh
ties,
43 Burden
nonetheless, that - manufac- took the usual high school on either side to prove
53 Tantalum
39 inquire
33 In favor of
44 Eat
Symbol
turers include "patient courses from a teacher who whether bilingual programs
40 Suffice
34 Confederate 45 Printer's
55 Behold!
package inserts" to give taught in Portuguese, giving work. We can see they work,
41 Shoshonean
2 3
4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11
42 Merriment
customers more information.
Rosa time to master Engliah.
but we have no real studies to
4.3 Unusual
But Rhode Island state Rep. confirm that," said Virginia
Look around the house. The
12
13
14
45 Worm
skull and crossbones that used John Assalone, whose father da Mota, a consultant for the
15
46 Capuchin16
1718.
to be confined to containers of came from Italy as a boy, con- Rhode Island Department of
monkey
la
ao
21
22
rat poison and weed killer has tends bilingual education pro- Education.
47 Nickel symbol
been replaced by fine print grams are a waste of tax23 24
25
The controversy flared in
26
48 African
and has spread through the payers' money:
Rhode Island last winter,
27
21
29
30 31
anterope
rooms. The print seems to get
"It's been shown that when when backers failed to win
49 Small wave
32 1
33
34
35
smaller as the warnings get you hand people something, passage of a bill to expand bil52 Preposition
54 Landed
37
longer. "For external use on- even language, on a silver ingual education at a cost to
38
39
56 Jug handle
ly. Keep away from children." platter, it doesn't work. Im- the state of $2.6 million.
41
42
57 Chair
MT•
"Precautionary Statements: migrants should learn English Assalone led opponents.
58 Run Bas,
44
as
a
Hazards to Humans and like my father did, without
The eight programs in
59 Stain
u
Domestic
49
Animals." burdening the American tax- Rhode Island are supported by
SO 51
DOWN
-Replace cap firmly. Keep out payer to support expensive a combination of federal and
54 SS
56
1 Hard-.d
"
of the reach of children." and failing programs."
state funds. Similar programs
tree
57
59
"This salt does not supply
Assalone and Miss Fino can be found from Alaska to
II
2-Edtble seed
Maine and Minnesota to Texas, where immigrant children
MAYBE YOU'RE A
are taught in languages rangNAVE YOU EVER
L'OU'D MAKE A 6REAT
YOU LIKE I-IOCKEY,
ing from Japanese and
CANADA 6005
.,
Ey
CON5i0ERED THAT?
'CANADA 6005E"
DON'T YOU?
Spanish to French and Navajo.
Many of the programs have
been around since 1968, when.
Congress enacted the Bilingual Education Act.
The new Department of
Education proposal, which
aims to address "one of the
most serious barriers to equal
THIS TIME HE'S
HERO
'
opportunity education," conOH, DEAR-THAT
TRYING TO
SANDWICH
templates spending up to $592
BULLY SPIKE
TAKE
million on bilingual inrIS CHASING
UGGO S
struction for children who
SLUGGO
score below the 40th percentile
AGAIN
in standardized tests.
The Department of Education currently spends about
$169 million to $325 million for
831,000 students in bilingual
programs. The proposal to
.0 1 9SOLIWIS;),
...woS,
boost that figure has aggravated an already sore subject in many states.
FOR YOUR INFORMATION),
In California, for example,
EVERYONE AROUND
HERE IS DISPENSABLE!
bilingual proponents recently
fought off an effort to revise
the state's program and are
girding for a fresh attack next
year.
Opinion is also divided in
Rhode Island, which draws
' large numbers of Portuguese,
Colombians and other
Hispanics to work in its textile
and jewelry industries.
"I see the new swing away
from bilingual instruction as
WELL.
OMIGOSH I'D BETTER
another sign that the New
wHaRa's MY
TAKE a
Right is gaining a foothold in
TA-a
‘
.
C ' r
this country," said Charles
8-• Santos,
director
of
Cumberland's bilingual
education program, which offers 215 Portuguese students
classes in their native tongue.
BUS
"Statements like that donot
81-15
TOP
TOP
address the issue," said
Alsalone. "The fact is that
studies shay/ the programs
do not work. Taxpayers are
wasting millions of dollars to
fund a Job Corps for bilingual
HEAD'S LIKE ROCK AIM
FOR THE EYES.. AS SOON
teachers."
AS YOU SEE THEM IN THE
"We can show results here
CROSS HAIRS.,
in Cumberland," countered
FIRESantos, who said about 50 Portuguse students have been
"main-streamed" into allEnglish classes since his program began two years ago.
Assalone said he toviiir.r1
•
some'kind of language inWAIT
WITHOUT HER
UNTIL
for immigrant
THE I-4ER C)
THEY'RE
PANICSstudents - but nothing as exCLOSER...
pensive as the current
9111thod.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Li

(

Bilingual Program Aids
High School Students

2.
- /Wtice
-

2. Wu
Pt

Hoye • Delkioes Del Sea
&wick for lunch today at:

14. Want To Buy

ITS A
FACT

DIXIE
CREAM
DONUTS

Fee. nitt wrapping
apeciehy

Is

a

Starks
Hardware
12in & Poplar

1006 Chestnut

753.1227
beef,
KOMI.
dies..
tt OKA,
Turkey, P.O....,,
tomato pekle, on baked
french loll
Buy one for $1.20 Get
TOY.

second one for 75'
WITH THIS AD

What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333
Pt
Copying of old photos: A
specialty at:

Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600.

NOTICE

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. legal Notice
2. Notice
4
3.
. Card
in
S. I,ost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation'Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
IS. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
ZO. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
24
3.
. E tterm n at ng
Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Riot
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets,Supplies
40
39. P ooltry-Su polies
Produce
HI. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale 45. farms For Sale
16, Homes For Sale
47, Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
19. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
5
56.
2. fieeColumn
Wanted

I CARTER STUDIO
304 Mon

753-8298

6. Help-Wanted

Effective
immediately to all
mobile
home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes for rent.
. 753-3280.

Good, clean, solid pickup
Chevrolet or Ford Automatic
with air, 6 or small V8 in the
70's. 753-6784 after 5.30

SALES
CAREER
Unusual prestige opportunity
to
outstanding applicants who

seek a professional
sales career. Associate
with the
No.
1
organization in its field,
in the notion. Liberal

salary, commissions
and fringe benefits. Applicants must be am
bitious and sales minded. Selection will be
competitive and based
on personal interview'.
Send resume to Box
2870
Paducah, Ky.
42001.

Church custodian needed. Apply by ending application to
P.O. Box\2 T.
Hiring for urray bakery ni
help,
tojAM, also,9éed
two part time ArNerl for
delivery truck. Prefer retired
persons. Send resume to P.O.
Box 787, Murray.
Mature service station attendant, part time. Apply in person at Shell Bulk Plant Station,
South 4th Street.
Need someone to keep elderly
person in their home. Call after
5:30, 753-4754 or 753-2606.
Paint and body men. Apply
Century Auto Sales, 810
Sycamore.
Six men or women with
economical transportation for
light delivery. Good pay. Apply
2-4 Wednesday. 107 North 4th
Street. rear office.

15. Articles For Sale
Craftsman saber saw; Sears 8track tape player, pair of
Jensen speakers; Super'
Snooper fuzz buster 753-8351.
Heavy duty utility trailer Call
753-0366 after 5 pm.
Hides and furs. Custom made
belts, moccasins, billfolds.
purses, chaps, gun cases,
clothing. 753-9736.

16. Home Furnishings
Dinette table, 4 chairs. $25. 30
gallon gas hot water heater,
$75. Two antique metal beds,
best offer. Call 759-1176.
Harvest gold appliances. Tappan gas range, Whirlpool gas
dryer, Whirlpool wash,
' G.E.
refugerator. Excellent condition,
See
at
2021
Gatesborough.
Large frigidare
753-6571

refrigerator.

Sears automatic washer. Phone
492-8202.

19. Farm Equipment
D-17 Allis Chalmers tractor
with Ideal 2 row corn picker
Real good shape. 437-4364
after 5 pm.
For sale: Combine J660, both
headers, field ready. Call after
6 pm. 753-5156.
54' Transport Auger, like new,
$1800. 435-4265.
Bro in
automatic 30.06
engrave scope-sling mounts,
made, n Belguim, $400. 75917 evenings, weekends.

. Musical

I

PIANO IN STORAGE
Beautiful spinet console I
stored locally . Reported like
new Responsibk party Co.
take at big saving on low
payment balance
Write
Joplin Piano, Joplin, Missouri
64801.

Antique walnut player piano,
excellent condition. $1100
Samyo AM-FM stereo with
Giraud turn table and 8-track
player, $100 Call 153-0387
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co ,
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.

23. Exterminating

.
[
HELP WANTED

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
Sports 753-1918. Retail
Display advertising
753-1919. Classified
Display, Classified.
Circulation , and the
Business Office may
be reached on 7531916 and 753-1917.
LEATHER REPAIR and custom
leather work Reasonable Call
153-9736

FOR SALE:
CALCULATORS:
Adler Medal 12P $10000
Sears Model PO 12 100 00
feint Model 11,0
100 00
Ihrelereireoel
Model 511
100 00
Wader wood Model
Doke. 482
100 00
limier...41 Model
411
100 00
Typewriter:
.dt Allanowl
100 00
Fads mit Is ill rood cow

Allie•.and
_ reedy kr an.
Metal 1-slieipe desk
510001' podeleel
choir $50 00

AVERY

LUMBER
co.
beterenea 8 •en nod]
,4014.2474/61

Legal Secretary must bo
proficent in use of
memory typewriter and
able to meet the public,
fxperience a plus but
will consider closely
related training. Send
Resume to Box 32A

Wanted: 10 telephone receptionists, both day and evening
work, hourly pay and bonus.
Temporary lob. No experience
necessary, we will train. Apply
2-4 pm. Wednesday, 107 North
4th Street, rear office.
Work part time. earn full time
Only 12 hours per week, earn
$700 per month. If you 'are
dissatisfied with your present
work and can't make a total
change, this could be your
solution Call 753-4121 to arrange a confidential interview

9.Situation Wanted
Position wanted' Full or part
time Hours flexible Previous
experience includes fast food
cook, bank teller (1 year experience). Retail business
manager (6 months experience) Inquire to OD, P0
Box 565, Murray
KY. 42071.
_
Would like job sitting with sick
person or doing housecleaning.
Call before 9 pm, 759-1255.
Will do babysitting in my home.
753-9816.

10. Bus.Opportunity
150,000 People will loin multilevel marketing this month.-Are
you one who needs a more
realistic volume ' and profit?
Call (901)642-6300.
11. Instructions
Piano lessons, Very reasonable
rates. Call 753-8964.

13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade for house in
Murray - Large country home
situated on 5 acres located at
Wiswell Call 753-5233 after 6
Om.
1979 teen Waggoneer, all
equipment, low_ mileage, one
owner. Also 15 International
200 Series. pickup. 4-wheel
drive, extra clean. Call 4362421

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous
Chimneys, all fuel triple wall
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30",
$29.99. Installation kit, 6".
$29 99: 8", $41.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
Letter size filing cabinet, in
good condition, 4- drawers.
Some chairs and couches for
office waiting room. Call 7535595 after 5 pm.

26. TV-Radio
AM-FM 8-track stereo with
speakers ,,and recorder. Good
condition. $60. 759-4625.

27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 Atlantic 3 bedroom. 2
baths, $4000
Financing
available at low rate. 753-0187
after 5 pm.
1972 Bassett, 12x70, 3
bedrooms. 2 baths, unfurnished, central gas heat, extra large
rooms, recently redecorated.
Call 759-1786 after 4 pm.
Double wide 24x52, 3
bedrooms, bath and a half
new carpet. $8500 Located in
Graves county. 382-2330.
For sale: 1979 Atlantic mobile
home. 14x56'. all electric with
central air 489-2586.
Mobile home for sale 1972
Newport, 12x60. 3 bedrooms,
partially furnished central
heat. air-conditioned. 200 amp
service pole. steps and underpinning. Call 345-2735 or 751
0225, ask for Roger

28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent: 2 bedroom trailer.
electric heat Call 437-4617.
Two bedroom trailers, completely furnished, good condition. from $145. Call 7538964
Trailer for rent. 12)(58', 2
bedroom, 2 miles north of
Hazel on 641 Air-conditioned
washer and dryer, partially fur
fished on 2 acre lot Couples
preferred. $165 per month
Can 193-2199. •- Two bedroom trailer, nice and
der. !"!•:. *s. $130 per month. $50 deposit 753 2377

0.1
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49. Used Cars

1

nabng

uel triple wall
20.99; 8"x30-.
anon kit, 6".
41 99. Wallin
TN.
1g cabinet, in
.• 4- drawers.
d couches for
)om. Call 753.
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stereo with
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43. Real Estate

53. Services Offered
.••••••- •
53. Services OfferelBig Yard sale! Thursday, OcMini
WOODED LOTH That's only
tober 2nd at 9 AM, 301 South
1977 Datsun A8-10, 4-door Extra nice 1974 Cheyenne Licinsed Electrician and gas in- KARATE CLASSES Open daily
One of the Mee things about
Warehouse
6th Cancel in case of rain
pickup, 753-3269.
sedan. nice Call 753-8124
stallation, heating installation Murray Karate Center For ap
this lovely home located at
Storage Space
Back yard sale! Friday, 8 am - 4
point ment call 7534317.
1517 Johnson. It includes 3
1969 Ford Thunderbird 1973 T100 pickup. power and repairs Call 753-7203
bedrooms, living room and
pm, 907 vine St. Lots of
Mechanically sound, body in j steering, power brakes, ex- Mobile homes moved. Insured,
s not *In Soon to get your
For Rout
formal dining room, and bath
children's clothes, toys.
Ottrstmos portraits mode We
fair condition would make ex,/ cellent condition Call 753- state licensed Unblocked and
Also
has fenced back yard and
glassware, lots of odds and
753-4758
offer photo Christmas Cards
cellent work car $400 firm 5463
blocked Also service work
lovely patio. Lots of other lit
1969 Ford pickup truck, all
ends. Canceled if rains.
Call 753-6821 after 6 pm
Benton,
1-527-874
CARTER STUDIO
0
tin erne's have been added
31. Want To Rent
power camper top. AfraM 8Back yard sale, Friday and
to the house to make it more
Need work on your trees,Topptrack,
air.
and
Call
304 Moin
For
after
5
pm.
753 1291
sale
1980
Three or four bedroom brick Saturday, October 3rd and 4th
VW
Rabbit
enjoyable Just call for an op
ing pruning shaping comdiesel Call 435-4208 after 6 753-6246
home in cityjimits. for small 700 Brua‘
pointment.
1-970 Jeep truck with topper. plete removal and more Call
Pm
family. 753-8735.
JOHN SMITH
Carport sale, Saturday, October
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for Stop! For all your repair needs.
1976 Grand Prix. 2-tone blue, $1800 Call 753-5889.
3-2:APfs:Firlent
4th, 7 AM til 4 PM, 108 South
professional tree care, 753 roofing car)entry plumbing
loaded with lots of extras Call 51. Campers
and electrical work. look no
8536
Apartments for rent near 13th. Furniture and many
753-6246 after 5 pm
6‘ditif
Roe
miscellaneous items
TENTS AND AWNINGS, custom Painting, paperhanging, com- more! Call 753-9226 or 753downtown Call 753-4109
Of /HOMES
made and repaired. Reasonable mercial or residential Farm 9623 We'll do your job large or
Apartment for rent, furnished, Five party yard sale, Friday on1971 Pontiac Grandville
rates
Free estimates. Call 753- buildings. etc 20 years ex- small All work done to your
ly,
west
of
Coldwater
on
$90 Call 753-8333 or 753satisfaction.
new
exhaust
9736
system,
-You
Highway
can
121.
perience Free estimates 759hear
Some
dishes,
more meaningful debates
753-7411
6521
good
tires,
Tractor
runs
good.
work bushhogging.
quilt tops, clothes, bridles and
CLOCK
1987
1978 Vega pop-up camper, exAROUND i HE
down at Eddie's Bar and Grill any night
Furnished apartment, 2' saddles.
of the $500 or best offer. Alplowing, discing, blade work.
.
r_ellent condition, lots of exeek."
bedrooms heat and water furgardens Free estimates Call
ter 9 p.m.
COVITNET SMALL
753-6472 tras Call 753-4112 or after
nished Downtown $165 per Garage sale, Friday and Satur- Do you own your own lot or lot
753-7400 or 753 2632
430.
43.
Real
753-7795.
Estate
Kenny.
for
ask
43.
day,
Real
1703
Johnson
Estate
Blvd.
ENGINE
home?
mobile
and
off
If
REPAIR
you
do
month Phone 753-4937
AND
TENTS
AND AWNINGS. custom
Doran Road by the tennis and your family income is
SAW
52.
Boats
and Motors
SERVICE - Stella
1977 Mustang Cobra 11 302 4For rent 1 bedroom duplex courts. Coffee table, bicycle,
STROUT REALM INC.
made and repaired. Reasonable
within the following adjusted
753-4864 - Low prices
speed
with
double
power
and
apartment. 414 South 10th, wagon, good winter clothes, income limits,
11.1
r•me abm
rates Free estimates. Call 753For Sale
you may quality
and ••• • •
air. AM-FM 8-track new set of
biicaus• ., of
24.4
12b nahon• FARMS
low
Murray. 492-8225
9736.
bedspreads, boys and babies for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or.
14 Ft. V Bottom Boat
HOMES
white letter tires, factory
overhead
.
New duplex for' rent or sale! 2 clothes, games, dishes, all size 4 bedroom home. Income
BUSINESSES
with 18 h. p. Evinrude
Will haul driveway white rock
wheels, 43,000 actual miles
LANE AND RECREA FIONA!
bedroom plus carport. All ap- picture prints, and car.
limits are. Two in family
motor and trailer.
$3250. Call 1-354-6217
753-1
222
For appliance repair. refrigera- and Ag lime also have any type
PROPERTY
pliances furnished with washer Hugh Kirksey community
family
$13,500,
Three
in
tion, and small electrical repair of brown or white pea gravel
yard
1974 Mustang II. air I $550. Call 492-8515.
and dryer hookup. No pets. Call sale, October 3rd and
Listings
needed! Offices
4th, 8 $15,150: Four in family lobs, call Bill Rollins, 753- Also do backhoe work Call
conditioned. AM-FM 8-track
753-2965.
$17,900.
Coast
inflation
With
today's
to
Coast. Buyers from
ASSUME LOW
Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
AM hi 7 at Kirksey on 299. Furnew tires, $1400 In good 75 hp Stinger and 16' Bass- 0762
Everywhere. "Free- Catalog
interest rates up, why not
753-6763.
INTEREST LOAN
'Master trolling motor and
34. Houses For Rent niture, clothes, lots of dishes, and
shape. Call 759-4508
Fireplace
inserts
custom
built
office
our
visit
on
today
let
and
Just
depth finder $1800 753listed, this large
glassware, some antiques,
STROUT REAL TY
Four or five bedroom furnished
Fireplace and chimney brick
1973 yellow Pinto wagon. 2498
now...753
II•nnon
older home at corner
Watkins and Blair products, talk . terms
Or er wood
house for four or five college
1,12 CoakigroMr Ka 753.0186
repair. Call after 6 pm 4361492
CENTURY
$1000
21
Loretta
best
or
offer
Call 753- 53. Services
of 10th and Poplar
lots
of
odds
and
ends.
Murray.
Sy
Early Before
Inatome
Offered
girls or boys. Also small fur2855
6331
frum
Jobs, Realtors at 1200
6-8.30
from
am or
Streets. Excellent
Bad Weather!
nished apartment for 1 or 2 Huge four party yard sale, Fri- Sycamore.
5-9 30 pm
Concrete and block work Block For all your plumbing inlocation close to city
Does Price Count? You bet it
Call 753.5648
college girls. Call 753-5865 day and Saturday. 8 til 5. Men,
garages. basements, driveways. stallation and repair, all work
1977
Pontiac
schools
LeMans
,
stationdoes!
bedroom
2
brick
on
public
days, 753-5108 after 530 pm. women, and children' Income property. Small apart
after 4 p.m.
walks, patios. steps. free guaranteed call 753-8950
s
library, and hospital.
beautiful acre lot surrounded wagon, excellent condition estimates.
Charles Barnett.
House for rent, furnished, 4 clothing, toys, some furniture, ment building, fully rented, ex
A good investment for
mature trees. Bright. sunny $3200. Call 753-0387
by
Floyd's General Contracting
753-5476
bedrooms, at 905 N 16th St, box springs and mattress for cellent income. For sale by
Wet basement? We make wet
only $34,900. Phone
kitchen, dining room. large liv- 1977 Pontiac Trans Am, CARPET
CLEANING. You need it done, we can do it. basements dry, work complete$700 per month. Call (901) half bed, small appliances, cur- owner. Low $20's Call 753
ing
room
with
burning
wood
Kopperud
For
free estimate phone 47426,000
Realty,
miles.
753gold.
T-top,
air;
Guarantee
d.
References
tains,
Free
country-we
stern albums, 8742.
642-5863.
ly guarenteed. Call or write
fireplace...And
best of power steering, power brakes7 est;Mites.25,3
1222 for full time real
8008.,
:9736.
and much morc. Located fritok,
Morgan Construction Co..
Two
all _Priced in the $20's For Phone 436-2956 or 436-2289. For your
bedroom
estate service.
house, ray city limits, 1/4
home-care
Have
your
,
driveways
white
rock- Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah,
personalmile off If your family likes lots of
comfort and value, compare
refrigerator and stove, gas heat,
IT'S A
care
ed
housewares
Mayfield Highway on Bailey room you'll love this home
and
graded
.
and
multi1977
before bad KY 42001. or call day or night',
Pinto Cruise wagon. V6
410 North 8th. Deposit and
with anything you may have
HONEY FOR
vitamin and mineral supple- weather. Free estimates Clif- 1-442-7026
Road. Follow signs For more from Spann Realty Associates.
references. Call Sam 759-4784
seen. Offered bu Century 21 automatic, AM-FM radio. 8- ment
THE MONEY
ford
Garrison
needs,
information .call 153-0563. Beautiful 4 bedroom. 2'n bath
call
753-5429
your
local
AmLoretta. Jobs, Realtors - 753- track stereo. 33,000 actual
or 753-6067.
Large 4 bedroom, 1
Canceled if rains.
miles. $2200 1973 Cadillac. way distributor at 753-0806- Insulation blown in by Sears. Will do plumbing, airhome, brick veneer and frame
1492.
conditioning, painting, carpenbath, well maintained
Two bedroom, all electric, furafter
4
pm.
fully equipped, 53,000 actual
construction. This home
save on these hikh heating and
If you
older home with lots of
nished home near ..Undiersity. overs, have junk, yard sale left features 3000 sq.
miles, $1200. Call 753-8664 Fence sales at Sears now. Call cooling bills, Call Sears. 753- try, concrete and roofing. 753ft of living
clothes,
furniture,
or
2211 or 759-1270.
character. Must be
$175 per month, $100 deposit.
after 4:30-pm.
Sears. 753-2310 for tree 2310 for free estimate.
anything you want to get rid of. space with built-in appliances,
214
seen inside to ap:
1
Call 753-9829.
,
219
WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
estimate for your needs
call Brown's Grove Trading wall to wall carpets, drapes,
1979
Third,
29.000 miles,
K & K Stump Removal Do you
preciate. Economical
36. For Rent Or Lease Post. We sell on consignment. fireplace and much more. central
burgundy. Must sell, financing LEATHER REPAIR and custom need stumps removed from COATING & SEALING. Have
yout home driveway or parking
gas heat, gas
There's
even
more
outspace
435-4565
available.
leather
Call
work
after
Reasonable. Call your yard or land cleared of lot sealed
5 pm. 4897531222
For rent or lease: 40x48 shop
grill on patio, screened
professionally before
side
in
the
big
acre
5
lot.
If
2412.
753-9736
with three 12x14 overhead Neighborhood yard sale!
stumps? We can remove
front popch, electric
LOCAL TENNESSEE company is stumps up to 24" below the wmter 753-8163 "
doors. Also has 2 grease racks, Thursday and Friday. October your family's all packed-up and
garage door opener,
expanding into the Murray ground. leaving only sawdust 57. Wanted
A PLACE TO
50. Used Trucks
air-compressor, and tire 2nd and 3rd, 7.30 tit 5.00 ready to move in. call Spann
and located within
Realty Associates, 753-7724.
area. Salespeople needed. Part and chips Call for free Two young women want
HANG YOUR HEART
changer. Call 753-4776.
Household items, toys, records.
1979
to
Chevy
Scottsdale, 4- or full time. Call
walking distance of
You'll fall in love with
753-6317 for estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343 share nice house with another
carpet remnants,
wheel drive. Steering, brakes.
37. Livestock-Supplies coats.
downtown
.
personal
Offered
your
W
1
ellc
interview
Ask for Or Bob Kemp Jr. 435-4319
at
this quality built 4
c"
st"" e7471
'..
d
children and adult clothing,
woman. Near M.S.U. and
air, AM-FM. $4500. 753-8127. Mr. Milner.
$37,900 and just listed.
Leather repair and custom 1980 900 customized Honda.
house
with
bedroom home in
4
downtown. Private bath and
Phone
1976
Chevy
Beauville
the
work. Chaps, belts, moccasins, 1979 XS-400 Yamaha. Three
Sport
bedrooms, large living
Action
Canterbury Estates,
entrance Available October
ROOFING
ALUMINUM
Van 20. good condition, 8
Number, 753-1222,
gun cases, billfolds. saddle- miles out 121 South. Fairview
room, and formal din- h
withoiHnu adennwd
1st, Call Rebekah after 5 pm,
i igonhogdalas
C•nins•rclal
and
Passenger.
long
SERVIC
Kopperud
bags. 753-9736.
wheel
E
CO.
base.
Realty in
ing room, 2 fireplaces,
Acres Subdivision.
753-6577.
outstanding rfeatures
fgeeamt
burninguad ryi
Reshlontlal, Shingle
$2800.
753-4875.
Murray:
Aluminum and Vinyl
including
38. Pets-Supplies
Six party yard sale! Saturday. h 2'n baths, central gas
Wanted. Someone to help tear
and hoollt-.p roofs.
i heat and central air.
Siding, Custom Trim
1976 Dodge Ramcharger. airdown house, will give half of
AKC registered Beagle puppies October 4th. from 8-3, 22
Reforonoces, nil work
conditioni
Work,
ng,
Has
Referenc
power
dry
steering.
es.
basement
fireplace
,
.
formal dinShots and wormed $45 each miles on New . Concord
g rantood . 759-4512 thp- lumber Scrap material
Priced slashed! Make an offer
Power brakes, automatic. Call
Reduced to $63,500.
753-0689 Day or
ing room, large
Highway. Lots of childrens
does not have to be hauled
or $75 to- pair 435-4481
or 759-1859.
on this under priced
753-9262
after
5
pm.
Owner
financing
Night.
bedrooms
to
, and exclothes: womens clothes, sizes
away. Call 759-1176
home...The family is anxious to
AC registered Cocker Spaniel
qualified
buyer.
quisite
9-14. some furniture: other
design and
move with husband to his new
puppies Buff and white. Call
•
miscellaneous items.
decor throughout. Oflob location. This home is lust
753-9459 after 5 pm
g
48
Acre farm. 30 acres
Three party carport sale!
outside of city limits just 2 fered in the 870's,
-Basic and Advanced dog obein beans and 18 acres
miles, making for town .conve- through Kopperud
Thursday and Friday. 8.30 til
dience classes Breed handling,
in timber. Located S mences but
Realty,711 Main,
3.30. 201 South 15th St.
no city taxes. The
tracking, and protection. All
Southeast of Murray.
COUNTRY SETTING
house has a traffic pattern that
Two
yard
sales.
1. How can you make money?
breeds and ages Profession
adjoing.
4
miles
(
Only $31,900. Call for
Yet minutes from
is very liveable. Insulated up to
from
Murray
instructor. 436-2858.
east
of
Uncle San appointment to see
_
Ans.
You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneede
town.
TVA
4
bedroom,
specifica
tions for
2
d items that are
Willie's store. Friday and Saturgathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for
this good buy.
41. Public Sale
bath home located on
sale.
5 economic utility bills. Priced in 34
day, rain or shine. Housenold
the
$30's.
acre.
Call
New septic
753-1492 CENMaw Smue
4311.2430
2. How car you save Money?
Auction sale, Saturday. October items, clothing, antiques, and
Wit...en. 7534474
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors tank and field tile.
h ann.
4th. 10 AM, W.B. Sledd home chickens.
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage
,)
Pram.. Dorm
733-5723
of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
and
let
us
show you this home Priced in the 840's.
y
Luella Buirer
in Taylor Store community. Fur- 42.
1$1.2409
ad department of the Ledger 8, Times is having during
Home
Loans
today.
the month of October to sell all those items
Phone Kopperud Realniture, appliances, glass.
you
have gathered together.
ayW7
751111e
ty, 753-1222 for fullchina, and antiques, riding BUSINESS LOANS, $5,000 and S ••
3. How good a business person are you?
time Real Estate Serlawn mowers, lots of tools. up; leasing $10.000 and up 0 Murray-Calloway
S
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on
vice.
Saturday. October 11th. 10 Call Chuck at 436-2955
the
County Realty
SIM
0
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of Oct. Every fourth day
AM, half mile north of Alm 43. Real Estate
your classified
(502)7534146
46.
Homes
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost Or your ad every fourth
Heights on Highway 641. All
For
Sale
304K 12th Sr_
antiques and collector items. Church for sale in Paris, Tenday. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you
By owner: 2 Story log home. on
Murray, K y. 42071
bl
are a regular
BOYD-MAJORS'm
Saturday. October 18th, 10 AM nessee on Highway 79 East
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for October
large wooded lot. near Fans
Seating
you will
capacity approximately
at the late Albert Buchanan
REAL ESTATE
Landing. Beautiful natural
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
home, 8 Miles east of Murray 100 • with full basement. Price New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full
753-8080
wood interior heat efficient
4. What are the details of this sale?
on 94. 861 Ford tractor with $50.000. Call (502) 753-0835 baths, brick veneer
fireplace. 3' bedrooms,
home,
ProfesstunalSer‘sces
Ans.
The sale is open to everyone;
equipment, lots of tools. some or write. Pastor Luther May, 1621 Keenland Drive.
baths. Financing available to
Vi till Tnc trend!, 'tour it
Home
good antiques: Saturday. Oc- 2217 Gatesborough Circle, features Olympic size
qualified buyer. (901) 642pool.
Murray,
KY 42071.
tober 25th, at the late Edgar
SMALL FARM
central heat and air, fireplace.
9265.
Wilkerson home ---308 South
Always yearned for
burglar alarm system. For more
COUNTRY LIVING: 2.4 acres
16th. Big sale of antiqueS and
land of your own then
information call Purdom &
with completely remodeled 4
collector items. Watch
look at this! Modern 3
Thurman Real Estate. 753bedroom home New wood
Purdom 8 Thurman
Thursday's paper for detail
BR., brick, extra large
4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585,
stove keeps heating bills LOW!
listing, or call Otto Chester's
Insurance A
kitchen, central heat
Geneva Jones 753-6557.
Spacious kitchen cabinets
Auction Service, 435-4128.
Real Estate
and ait713.7 acres E compliment
established
Southold
.
Court
Square
located
42 way
Back yard sale! 811 North 18th
organic garden and orchard. 10
Murray, Kentucky
between Murray and
REDUCED TO SILL! Completely
Street. Wednesday, Thursday
minutes from lakes - fenced
furnished, 2 year old, 3
Mayfield- off 11464.
753-4451
and Friday. Tables, glass
yard - storm windows and full
bedrooms,
2
full
baths, living
Priced in low 40's.
bookcase, antiques, and
basement. Fight inflation. own
room, dining room, den,
miscellaneous. Cheap!
$32,500.00
your own home and watch your
fireplace, on nice half acre lot
investment grow. Priced mid
3 Bedroom Brick With
in Lynn Grove area. $30,200.
all appliance kitchen, $20's. Couldn't be built at
elec. baseboard heat, twice the price today' Call 7591159 _
extra large lot, outside
storage. Sound good?
One story frame house, 2
•PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
It is!! CAll: NOW.
bedrooms gas hear. 753-6571.
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
47:Moto
rcycles
PROPIRTY MANACIMIN1
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
7534080
mE Honda Express. excellent con•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
dition. 400 miles. 435-4555.
Free Online on Prescri lions in Citylimits
Honda ATC three-wheeler 110,
in good shape. $600. 75.3209 Walnut Street
0153.
_1974 Kawasaki 500, excellent .
condition Call 753-9641 or
474-2355.
When you buy insurance from an
agent who
Thank You
Leather repair. Also chaps,
works directly for one company,
he's probably not
motorcycles suits, saddle-bags,
the person who handles your
claims.
custom leather seats. Call 753That's not the case when you
deal with an In
9736.
dependent Insurance Agent like me:
FREE
I'm right here
XL 125 Honda for sale 1978
ready to serve you when you haven
claim...helping
20 MILE
model .Call any time. 492
you reach a fair
5. What do you gain from this sale?
8937
.. DELIVERY
settlement as quickly
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise
. You save
as possible.
48. Auto. Services
vou4tperosie
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the
11111101011.1111=111111INNIIINIIIIJ 753-0984
most well read
hum"? woawr
For all your insurFour
1955
section
newspape
Chevrolets
of
the
,
r.
The
•••••••WO.•••••
lots
amount
of
of money you can save is determined only by the amount
Floored and ready. Up to 1? x24. Also born style, of
ance needs, contact me.
pay4 Can 2471334
of advertising you decide to
fices, cottages, mobile hor-e od-ons, and patios, or U49. Used Cars
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 21
710 rMairi St.
60. Buy the best for less.
1975 Buick Electra, 4-door
Apish: Rennie Ross-Danny
hardtop, excellent condition,
Ress-Jamos Ross
CUSTOMBUILT DrATABLE BUILDINGS
7334.1 1-7t
!_.1"
:
11-.- 1975 Pontiac 2-door
hardtop $1175. 753 4445

I

refrigerator.

15

41. Public Sale

•

Make Money By Saving!

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

W Iii

I

We treat you like a
person. Not a number.

Hornbuckle Barber Shop
Closed For Relocation
Open On About Oct. 15

II

Ross Insurance Agency
-

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753 1916 or 753-1917 to plc;foorad.
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International Film Festival
Funded In Part By University

Obseris

Three Directors To Be
Named To Murray
Country Club Board

ay Lochle Hart

New Industry Here Could
Generate $2,324,304

The tax-deductible contribuFunding to support part of "Rashomon," and it stars
the third International Film Toshlro Mifune, who played tions may be sent to: Helen
According to the threeRoulston, Department of column analysis of the
Festival at Murray State Lord Torganga in "Shogun."
University in 1900-81 will be
Associated Industries of Ken—The French film, "Small English, Faculty Hall, Murray
provided by the university.
Change,' Thursday, Nov. 13. State University, Murray, tucky in the Ledger & Times
Ky.,
42071.
Checks
should be Thursday the one new inHelen Roulston, assistant It is directed by the famous
made out to the Murray State dustry here, Landoll Ltd.
professor of English and French director, Truffaut.
University
Foundation and could affect 174 new people
—The Peruvian film entitled
director of the program, has
designated for the Interna- and bring to town 2,324,304
announced that three foreign "The Green Wall" (in
tional Film Festival. Receipts new money.
films, with English subtitles, spanish 1; Thursday, Dec. 4. It
will be furnished upon re100
new
"What
have been booked for the fall has won film awards in
manufacturing jobs mean to a
Chicago, Panama, and quest.
semester.
Kentucky community" is the
Sbe said Dr. e Richard Barcelona,Spain.
, title of the survey that said
showings
of
each
film
Free
Butwell, vice president for
every 100 new manufacturing
academic programs, and Dr. are scheduled in the afternoon
jobs in the state would
Frank Julian, vice president and evening in the auditorium
generate 74 other jobs - a total
for student development, of the Student Center. The
of 174, making a total of
along with some other Murray evening program will include
"2,324,304.
State personnel, were in- an introduction of the film by a
In terms of people, it
strumental in getting together faculty member and a discusWhen the new Murray State means: 112 more households;
enough financing to continue sion at the film's conclusion.
Mrs. Roulston emphasized University student center 4 more establishments; 107
the film serieS this fall despite
opens next semester, Donna more passenger car registraa recent cutback of almost $1.8 that she is still seeking con- Cornell will be there busy
tions; 91 more school
the
showtributions
to
finance
million in the university's
behind the scenes.
children; and 359 more people
more
ing
highof
four
or
five
state appropriation.
Ms. Cornell started work in in the area.
quality films in the spring
The international Film
It also means $1,178,422 of
semester. She said she would August as the new coordinator
Festival was sponsored
like to have films from Ger- of student activities. She corn- additional retail sales;
primarily by the Kentucky
$876,263 of bank deposits; and
many and Russia, since both
Humanities Council(MC)its
$269,619 of other expenditures.
of these languages are taught
first two years at Murray
Here's how much more the
at Murray State, as well as
State. However, the KHC has
local retailers benefit;
films from Italy, Sweden, and
a policy against funding progrocery stores $312,286; eating
England.
jects more than a year or two.
places $94,274; apparel and
Noting that some contribuTo be shown this fail are:
specialty shops $61,278;
tions have already been made
—The Japanese film entitl- to support the continuation of
$58,921 to furniture and
ed ''Seven Samurai," the film senes, Mrs. Roulston
household stores; automotive
Thursday, Oct. 2. Its director expressed her appreciation to
dealers $208,581; to gasoline
is Kurosawa, who directed the donors.
stations $94,274; lumber yards
and hardware $78,954; drug
stores $44,780; department
stores $156,730; miscellaneous
retail stores $68,348.
This new industry- that is
Donna Cornell
manufacturing jeans for men
Works of several Murray for grades kindergarten pleted her master's earlier and women,in operation since
this year at the University of April, is employing 132 people
State University elementary through 12.
The photographs from MUrT` South Carolina at Columbia and has a payroll of $68,000
education and special education majors were chosen to be ray State Illustrate a techni- where she was a program ad- monthly and expects to reach
featured in the September que involving batiking on com- viser and graduate assistant the million dollar mark within
a year.
issue of Arts and Activities mon classroom paper towels.' in student activities.
Wouldn't this new concern
As supervisor of the UniverMagazine.
Batik, an art form practiced
Leven C. Leatherbury, since the first century, relies sity Center Programming be counted as a community
editor of the San Diego, Calif.- upon stamping, brushing, or Board, she works closely with improvement to be listed in
based periodical, used color stenciling hot wax onto a cloth students involved in program- the present campaign for an
all Kentucky City?
photographs taken by Jerry surface. The material is im- ming.
"They run the show," she
Speight, teacher of the classes mersed in a dye bathe, makThree Couples Come
that submitted the art work, to ing the unwaxed areas darker said. "I help them get done
To Town
illustrate the article entitled and leaving the wax image the what they need to get done."
And Remained
She plans to coordinate prooriginal color of the cloth
"A Batik Unit Plan."
Six special guests at the
One batik photograph was because of the sealing action gramming efforts with the
housing office, the intramural P.E.O. luncheon Saturday
chosen for the cover of the of the wax.
magazine, which is published
When the piece is finished, office, the Residence Hall were folks who liked what they
10 times each year and con- the wax is removed with a hot Association, and other student found when they came to Murray. Four chose to spend years
organizations on campus.
tains articles on art education iron.

Donna Cornell To
Be Behind Scenes
At Student Center

r:ki Of MSU Students
Chosen For Magazine

Three new directors will be
here, and upon retirement, they continue to make their
named to three-year terms on
continued to make this their some in a pretty house built
the board of directors of the
home.
just for them on Kentucky
Murray Country Club next
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Lake.
week.
The third couple, Dr. and
Vaughn came from Knoxville,
The three will be elected
Tenn. He joined the Murray —-Mrs. D.M. Doty, retired from from six nominees at the
Chicago
vicinity
and
the
built
Hosiery Mill. When that plant
club's annual general
closed, he began a factory of a beautiful house on the bank membership meeting set for
of
Kentucky
Lake,
just
across
his own - The Murray Fabric
7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 7, in
Inc. located on West Maple the Tennessee line. They the clubhouse on College
visited
friends
here
once
and
Street where industrial cloth
Farm Road.
for filters is made. Mr. remembered the charm they
Nominees for the three
Vaughn is semi-retired. His found, and returned for keeps. board positions are Mrs. Clyde
son, Ted, is in charge, leaving He continues his teaching (Marilyn) Adkins, Mike
his father time to continue his career by working part-time Baker, Phil Bryan, Charles E.
civic work. He has served as in the engineering department (Gene)
Cook,
Gary
Chamber of Commerce presi- of Murray State.
Haverstock and Tass Hopson.
their
love
for
MurBesides
dent and received the Man of
The three incoming directhe Year award in '68. He is ra§- and being retired, these tors will replace Virgil Harris,
another
common
couples
have
the possessor of the Silver
past president Walter Jones,
Beayer Award for distinguish- interest. All three have recent- Jr., and Mrs. Dub (Margaret)
golden
ly observed their
wed- Polly, whose terms are expiredyiork with Scouts.
ding anniversary and all are
Mr.' and Mrs. Frank vitally involved in their ing. Mrs. Polly has served as
Wainscott came to Murray church - The Vaughns in the board secretary during two of
from Mansfield, Ohio when Methodist and the Dotys and her three years of service.
Board members will report
the Tappan Company opened Wainscotts in the First Chrison progress on a three-year
here. He retired last year but tian.
club improvement plan approved at a special meeting
last spring in addition to other
...items of interest to the general
membership according to
Gene McCutcheon, club president.
Other members of the board
with one or more years remaining on their terms include Bill Wilson, vice presiThe second Business- placement at the university, dent, Mrs. Richard (Annie)
Industry-Government Career said that it is hoped that some Knight, Jim Frank, Jim
Day sponsored by the Place- of the contacts at the Student Williams and Jerry Grogan.
ment Service at Murray State Center would lead to in-depth
New Members
University has been set for interviews between the
To Be Honored
Wednesday, Oct. 8, in Beshear students and possible
Also planned at the club
Gymnasium of the Student employers — these inter- next week is the annual New
Center.
views, she noted, can be ar- Members' Dinner, at which
The primary objective of the ranged through the Placement approximately 75 new
program, yvhicroyill run from Office,. which, is located in members who have joined the
10 a.m. until 4 p.m., will be to Room 210 of Ordway Hall.
club during the past year will
provide graduating seniors as
be guests of the club at a steak
Another Business-Industry- dinner.
well as candidates for
Goverment Career Day also
master's degrees with the opThe New Members' dinner
portunity of meeting business, has been scheduled for Feb. will be held Friday, Oct. 10,
10, 1981, and a Summer Job beginning with a social hour at
industry and government
Fair for March 2, 1981, she 6 p.m. followed with dinner at
representatives and exploring
career possibilities in a varie- said. The annual Teacher 7 p.m. Stuart and Dean Poston
Career Day is scheduled for are in charge and they are bety of fields.
April 3 of next year.
Martha L. Buier, director of
ing assisted by Mike and Jean

Second Business-Industry
Government Career
Day Set For Wednesday

Carol Ridley, Frank and Emmy Edwards, David and Pat
McMullen and A. B. and Sally
Crass.
The charge to other
members of the club is $9 per
person and reservations fo the
dinner, Mrs. Poston said, will
close Tuesday,Oct. 7.
Homecoming Dance Set
Also scheduled during October
at the local club is the
Homecoming Dance, held annually during the weekend of
the Murray State University
Homecoming.
In charge of the dance,
scheduled from 9 p.m.-1 am.
on Saturday, Oct. 18, are
David and Vicki Travis.
Assisting them on the committee are Steve and Kathy
Newton, Richard and Cheryl
Crouch, Allen and Georgiana
Moffitt and Mike and Vicki
Baker. (The homecoming
dance is incorrectly listed on
Oct. 25 in the club's annual
social calendar published
earlier this year. The correct
date is a week earlier, a club
spokesman said. I
New Members Added
Applications for four new
club memberships were approved recently by the club's
directors. These included:
Steve and Susan Sammons,
304 S. 15th St.; Rick Lampkin,
Rt. 8; James and Nancy
Schempp, Rt. 7; and Mark L.
and Debbie Carter, Rt. 5.
Sammons is associated with
Pickens Electric Supply;
Lampkin is an attorney in
private practice with Robert
0. Miller; Schempp is an
associate peofessor of speech
and theater at Murray State
University; and Carter is
associated with a local service
station.
KEEP BAKED GOODS
Half an apple placed in an
airtight container with bread
or cake will keep the baked
goods moist longer.
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Loss Of Prime .Agricultural Land
Is Focus Oftonservation Group
A panel discussion giving a land
conversion
On
state and national perspective agricultural production.
on prime agricultural land
The conservation districts'
uses will highlight the Monday role in helping to research the
afternoon session. Gray will conversion of agricultural
give a national perspective, land will be the subject of a
telling about what other states speech by Dr. A. -J. Hiatt,
are doing about land conver- chairman of the University of
sion.
Kentucky agronomy departGlenn Kelley, state soil ment, Tuesday morning, Sept.
scientist for the federal Soil 30.
Conservation Service hased in
Local officials have been
Lexington, will talk about the asked to partcipate in a panel
status of agricultural land in discussion that morning.
Kentucky. Mike Green from Bruce Ferguson, Boone Counthe University of Kentucky ty judge-executive, will exwill express his ideas about plain the effects of
the impact of agricultural agricultural land conversion
on a large urban area.
Earl Jones, supervisor of
the Larue County conservation district and a local
realtor, will give a conservation district's views on
agricultural land conversion.
Len Mills of the Kentucky
Home Builders Association
PADUCAH - The establish- of ability have been placed in
"Community interest and
ment of a group home in Mc- institutions rather than in support for such a facility will.discuss the conversion of
Cracken County to serve men- community settings. As a seems to be very good," com- agricultural lands in home
tally
retarded
and result, the cost of maintaining mented East. "We have been building.
Tuesday morning, Sen.
developmentally disabled these persons in the in- assisted in much of our
adults took a step forward to- stitutions is extremely high preliminary planning by an Wendell Ford, Democratic
day with the announcement when in fact they could be a Advisory Board composed of candidate for the U.S. Senate,
that an appropriate site for contributing member of socie- representatives of the will speak. Also, a slide program about the Clark County
that home and supporting ty rather than a liability incur- Paducah
Cooperative
local funding to purchase and red through institutional liv- Ministry and the community Conservation district, which
won this year's Goodyear
renovate the facility are now ing.
at large. Their enthusiasm
Award, will be presented.
being sought.
and support for this project
Awards for the conAccording to Robert East,
Executive Director Donald has been vital in these
servationist of the year and
developmental disability coor- W.Fox indicates that the local developmental stages."
the environmental educator of
dinator for the Western Ken- agency has received funding
Persons who might have a
tucky
Regional Mental to operate and staff the pro- facility they would like to the year will be presented at a
Health-Mental Retardation posed home. However,, this donate to this project or who banquet Tuesday evening.
Board,Inc., the home needs to funding cannot be used for might wish to make financial Ray Corns, a Frankfort atbe located in a representative purchasing, leasing, or contributions for the purchase torney, will be the banquet
community neighborhood so renovation of the home. The of a home are asked to contact speaker.
The Kentucky coriseWstron
as to benefit the future immediate task is now to ob- either Fox or East at the
residents who will be making tain local donations so that a Regional Board offices in district's junior board will
an adjustment from in- home can be acquired and Paducah by telephoning 442- participate in the program
stitutions back into the life of renovating that home to meet 7121 or by calling Suzanne aad hold several special sessions on its own. Six or seven
their community.
life safety codes and the Listemann at the Paducah
For many years, persons special needs of its future Cooperative Ministry, 442- high school juniors or seniors
from each conservation
who have relatively high level residents.
6795.
district are chosen as junior
board members,Head said.
The student program was
developed to "build a pool" of
future Conservationists
through the guidance of their
conservation district supervisor, he added.
The junior board will hold
Section C-Page One Wednesday, Oct. 1, 1980
its elections at the same time
eldother election of officers is
held.
FRANKFORT 1:\ the state Department for
fJto riral Resourseciand Enprime agricultural
other uses will be the focus o cn
Ptd%ction, will
the 37th annual convention ofIr challenge the conservation
the Kentucky Association of
SU
rs to become
e 065 ved in department
Conservation Districte to
held Sept. 29-30 at HolidaKi
rarns in a keynote adin Louisville.
dress Monday, Sept. n, at
noon.
'
Anyone interested
in
agricultural land should atRobert Gray, executive
tend seminars during the director of the National
meeting, said Stanley Head, Agricultural Lands Study in
director of the state division of Washington, D.C. will also
conservation, which coor- speak Monday morning. Later
dinates activities of the local that afternoon, Mary Louise
conservation districts.
Foust, a Republican candidate
Jackie Swigart, secretary of for U.S. Senate, will speak.

Site For McCracken Home
For Retarded Announced

1

-‘

Child Abuse
The Numbers And
What They Mean

The
Hidden
Hurt
EDITOR'S N(yTE: This is
the first of a four-part series
exploring the possible causes
of child abuse and solutions to
the problem.
FRANKFORT, Ky. - A
social worker in a local
Department for Human
Resources office answers the
telephone. The caller tells the
worker there is reason to
believe certain children in the
community are being abused
or neglected by their parents.
The caller is tipped off by
several signs indicating the
family is caught up in the cycle of abuse: the parents are
socially withdrawn from the
community, the children bear
injuries that are not adequately explained and the children
are not properly clothed or
fed.
The telephone call is one of
9,450 child abuse cases
reported to the department
between July 1, 1979, and June
30, 1980. The statistics show a
15 percent increase over the
8,217 reports the department's
Bureau for Social Services
staff investigated during
fiscal year 1979. The 1979
figures are 10 percent higher
than the 7,561 child abuse
reports received in fiscal year
1978. An average of 2.5
children'ate affected in each
abuse and neglect report
received by Human Resources

social workers, according to
department statistics.
"Those are only the instances of child abuse that
have been reported," according to Ben McClellan, assistant director of of social services' field services division.
"We feel there are many child
abuse or neglect cases that go
unreported."
McClellan attributes part of
the increase in reported cases
to greater public awareness of
the problem. "People are better educated about reporting
abuse and are more in tune
with how to report," he said.
Another reason for the increase may be that more people are aware that Kentucky
requires citizens to report
suspected instances of child
abuse and neglect. "Persons
reporting don't even have to
be absolutely sure that actual
abuse has occurred. They can
simply suspect that it has,"
McClellan said.
The law states that persons
must report to local Department for Human Resources
staff if there is reasonable
cause to believe a child is being abused or neglected.
Failure to report probable
child abuse is a Class B misdemeanor punishable by up tn.90
days in jail.
About 18 percent of all child
abuse reports come from

neighbors or friends, based on
Bureau for Social Services
statistics. Another 17.4 percent of child abuse reports
come from
anonymous
sources. Relatives make 15.5
percent of the reports.
Medical personnel report 8
percent of child abuse occurrences, law enforcement officials are responsible for 7.8
percent of the reports. The
rest come from other sources,
including school personnel,
public social agencies, the victim and siblings.
Human Resources social
workers are required by law
to investigate every report of
suspected child abuse. It is the
social worker's responsibility
to determine if abuse or
neglect has actually occurred.
"When we get a report, we're
alerted to look for certain
alleged 'injuries," McClellan
explained. If a child is
physically harmed,efforts are
made to secure necessary attention as soon as possible.
About 3 percent of abused
children are removed from
their homes each year. An
emergency removal order is
issued by the local court, upon
recommendation of the social
worker. If the child cannot live
temporarily with a relative,
emergency foster care is provided.
"We try t5 base our deci-

sions on the child's best interest," McClellan said.
"Sometimes moving the child
from the home may not be
best for the child. The facts of
an investigation of a report of
suspected abuse or neglect
determine whether the department will pursue legal action
to remove the child from his
home," he said.
"Protectite services for
children are our priority,"
McClellan said. "Social
workers are asked to respond
to abuse reports at odd hours,
on weekends and on holidays
because a report can mean
there are hurting, abused
children."
McClellan defines child
abuse as "the intentional infliction of a physical or emotional injury on a child" under
18 years of age by a parent or
other guardian. The most
common types of abuse
reported in Kentucky are
classified as neglect, either
physical neglect or lack of
supervision. Contusions, abrasicis and lacerations are the
most frequent types of
physical abuse reported.
Some 1,500 social workers
are available to investigate
child abuse cases daily in Ken-.
tucky's 120 counties. "We
realize that abuse occurs daily
and that children are hurting," McClellan said.
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TUESDAY, OCT. 7, 1980

29c

LB.

RED
PLUMS

WASHINGTON
100% PURE

Pia
SAUSAGE
s 39

GROUN
BEEF

69c LB.
RED OR
YELLOW

WHITE
SEEDLESS

APPLES

GRAPES

3LB BAG99c

ANY SIZE
PACKAGE

LI.S. CHI

Ml
FRESH
CRISP

SWEET I
OTATOES CARROTS
$1100

29c LB BAG

LBS.

LARGE HEAD

CALIFORNIA

U.S. CHOICE(WHOLE)

CHUCK
TENDEltsi79
GREAT FOR STEAKS
OR ROASTING

REELFOOT-OLD
FASHION BRAND

REELFOOT'S - HICKORY SMOKED

HORN

JOWL
siKED

9c 79c
FtECE

CHUNK
STYLE

MUSHROOMS

$ 39

REELFOOT'S - 4 LB. CTN.

PURE
LARD

RED OR YELLOW DELICIOUS
WASHINGTON STATE

$ 79
-CTN.

YELLOW

5 LB. BONELESS TOP

ONIONS
3 LB. BAG

99c
CALIFORNIA LARGE

"

S I
5 LB. BONELESS

CALIFORNIA

CANTALOUPES

C

EACH

40 LB. FRONT
QTR. MEAT
10 LB. BONELESS CHUCK ROAST
5 LB. RIB STEAK
S LB. SHOULDER STEAK
10 LB. GROUND BEEF$69r
10 LB. FRYER QTRS.

25 LB. FRONT
QTR. MEAT
5 LB. CUBE STEAK
S LB. GROUND CHUCK
5 LB. CHEF STEAK
5 LB. BONELESS
CHUCK STEAK
5 LB. FRYER OTRS.

25 LB. MEAT FOR

FREEZER BEEF SPECIALS
REGULAR, HANGING BEEF

40 LB. MEAT

mormormrioN/116011111•0

ORDER NOW — LET IGA CUT TO SUIT YOUR
FAMILY'S NEEDS. ALL BEEF IS U.S. CHOICE, IOWA,
GRAIN FED - SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
PRICES INCLUDE CUTTING AND WRAPPING
YALU—TRIM—BOX BEEF
CUTTING LOSS IS APPROX. 15°. IN FAT & BONE
YALU-TRIM-ROUND wins mum TIP
$1.77 0.
YALU-TRIM-LOIN AVS.WT.45111 $2.29 La.
VALu-TRIM-CNUCK AT& WT. ULU.
ut.
YALU TRIM BONELESS ARM CHUCK $1.41 Ls.

1000
*

LB. TO1
LB. BTI
LB. CUI
LB. CUI
LB. TO1
LB. T-B
LB. Ga;
0 LB. Fl
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REGISTER NOW FOR A
FREE 90 SECOND SHOPPING SPREE
Drawing Will Be Held Oct. 11, 4:00 P.M.
One Winner Will Be Chosen From Each Store
Rules For the Shopping Spree will be posted at each store.
Adults 18 and over only allowed to register

NORTNSIDE
4-10 Non.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri.,6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunday

QUALITY RIGHTS RESERVED
PRICES GOOD THRU
TUESDAY, OCT. 7, 1980

EF
1301111DUP
\

Id;
[r

BACON

CASCADE

SHOULDER
ROAST 969

99

9

LB

120Z.
PKG.
U.S. CHOICE BONELESS SHO
R CUT

SAVOY
STEAKS

•

_89

CHOICE

EYE
KS
99

RY SMOKED

79c

.

U.S. CHOICE-BONELESS
GREAT FOR BAR-B-Q

•

HORMEL 3 LB. CANNED

EACH

GREAT FOR
iSOUPS OR STEW

N.

IF

LB.

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS'
LEAN

STEW $44
BEEF II

f

660

SAVEet 00 $ II 345
$

79

CUT TO SUIT YOUR
IS O.S. CHOICE,IOWA,
'ION GUARANTEED
I AND WRAPPING
•BOX BEEF
15% IN FAT & BON

40 LB. HIND
QTR. MEAT

//71-‘1`,, • •
411
,

11,1`

SANDWKH
BREAD 21841
t

MANY FLAVORS

4601.

$13

:
1,
1

KRAFT VELVEETA 1 LB.s 179
MAZOLA MARGARINE LB.79`
WHITE CLOUD

99cu..
MILK 1)/

1 WITH

$10 00 PURCHASE

1 GAL. $219

PRESERVES

I E
45

$ 59

18 OZ.
II
$129
Alm_vmmKamiab.

IGA

8 QT.

45

IGA

CATSUP

99c

KRAFT
ORANGE OR
UNSWEETENED

COTTAGE RAcKERs
GRAPE
1 LB BOX
CHEESE
240Z.
RUIT
c
lGcA
NABISCO

9
L
v

59

3 LB.

/
1
2GAL.

1 A'

$1 29

IGA
INSTANT

'

BUTTER MILK

'AL

LB. TOP ROUND STEAK
S LB. SIRLOIN
STEAK
LB. BTM. ROUND STEAK
5 LB. GROUND ROUND
LB. CUBE STEAK
5 LB. EYE-O-ROUND STEAM
LI. CUBE STEAK
Ell BONELESS TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
MUNN TIP
LB. TOP SIRLOIN STEAK$8750 LB. FRYER
$1.77u.
QTRS.$5295
WT.451.11. $2.29 LEL
LB. T-BONE STEAK
T. SS LBS.
LB. 811;411D BEEF
tia C11110(
$1.41.. 0 LB. FRYER TRS.

••••••••1,....•••••

8 PK. 16 OZ

014 db, 111
•

C

LB.

25 LB. HIND
MEAT
QTR.
irr

25 LB.

41100 $11 39
it;1, MA'S

"MKRAFTBIG CHIEF

\\

SAVE $1.00

40 LB. MEAT

2 GAL.

IGA

IGA

32 OZ.

F SPECIALS

99c

8 OZ.

JUMBO ROLL

EXTRA LEAN—LOW CALORIE

SIRLOIN TIP GROUND
STEAK
CHUCK $

79c
FROZEN

POT
PIES

WELCHES

I RAPE
uJUICE

TOWELS BATH TISSUE

SAVE $4.50
LB. BONELESS

COOL
WHIP

2179d
IGA
BISCUITS

5 LB. BONELESS

EYE-0ROUND
STEAK

BIRDS EYE

KITCHEN TREAT

BOUNTY

COTT°
SALAMI OR 119
PKG.
P&P LOAF

I A

CROSS CUT-BEEF
LEAN SHANK
MEAT
159

Li

ORN
17 OZ.
AND CUT
GREEN
EANS16 OZ.

OSCAR MEYER
8 OZ. SLICED

PECE

LB. CTN.

CO"
P
STEAKS
$111?
CUBE
STEAK
$2
!
7

22 OZ.
1

•

1 LB. s249'
ASSORTED
GRINDS

JOY
DETERGENT
$109

DETERGENT
$149
•3501.
GREEN GIANT

H.S* CHOICE

SHORT $139
RIBS

COFFEE!

LB.

U.S. CHOICE
BONELESS

REELFOOT SLICED

AGE

LOU
88c

NOW IS THE TIME TO
FILL YOUR FREEZER
WITH BEEF FROM IA

"Arm

AMERICAN ACE

ARTHA WHITE

,

KRAFT
MILD OR MELLOW
RACKER BARRELL

I CHEESE
1001.

LE 149 $149

NESCAFE
REGULAR
INSTANT

IGA OR STARKIST

COFFEE
10 oz.

6.5 OZ.
LT. CHUNK IN OIL

TUNA

1

PURITAN

OIL
32 OZ.

89c
1
89
99` $489
GGs
RN
69c
$ 00
$

DRIVE PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
OF ILLI1101,5

303

LYNN GROVE GRADE A EGGS

YELLOW CREAM

DOZEN
LARGE

-4

k
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• WE'VE GOT THE NEWS!
AND MUCH MUCH MORE...
Six Days A Week We Give You News, Sports, Local Scene,
Opinion Page, Advertisements, Want Ads, Comics and more.
In addition to this,various aspects of community living are
featured on different days throughout the week.
Monday

Wednesday
Tuesday

review
,----—Nr----------Ny-----1--:
'
1
11
f
...1 0111eC

Farm Forecast and Review,
telling our farmers the latest in
agriculture news every Monday. Farm Forecast and Review
places emphasis on the local
agriculture scene, featuring
people, places and things in
Calloway County as well as insight on state and national
levels. Farm Forecast and
Review every Monday.

I

Coupons

'44 444:et
Church
Page

Building
Scene

Tuesday's Ledger and Times is
I highlighted by the Building
l_Scene. The Building Scene is an
section
co nthatu
fowr mta
oti vhei nts
c_h
ino
construction
costs, the latest inovations and
even floor plans. The Building
Scene is also highlighted with
advertising
retail
local
_
messages that can save you
money on your construction
projects. Catch the Building
Scene every Tuesday in the
Murray Ledger & Times.

Friday

Wednesday is the housewives
edition of the Murray Ledger &
Times. Along with all of the
local news, sports and regular
features, there are bargains
galore from all the local
groceries in Murray. Be a smart
consumer and don't miss the
bargains waiting for you in
Wednesday's Ledger & Times.

Thursday

Realtors
Corner
Friday features the Ledger &
Times T.V. Week,Church page,
and Realtors Corner. Using
Friday's Ledger & Times you
can keep up with your favorite
television shows, check for
weekly church information,
and maybe even find your
dream home. All this and more
is yours in Friday's Ledger &
Times.

Thursday is also for bargainhunters. In addition to the
everyday emphasis on local
news, the.good and the bad,
the happy and sad, many local
folks announce upcoming
garage and yard sales in the
classified section of Thursday's
edition. After keeping up with
what's going on around you,
turn to the classified section
where the home-hunter will
also find what's available on
the local house scene.

Saturday
Murray
News
Briefs
Fins &
Feathers

vvg
Saturday's Ledger & Times is
set off by Murray News Briefs
and fins and Feathers. Murray
News Briefs deals with
Murray's business community,
keeping up with promotions,
awards, and newcomers to
Murrays' business scene.
Fins and Feathers is the outdoor fans page keeping in
stride with this area's outdoor
happenings, from new conservation legislation to how
many fish old Joe caught last
Friday is all there for the local
outdoor fans. Saturdays in
The Murray Ledger & Times.

We Give You News. We Give You
Fads.
We Give You More!

Mtierray Ledger & Times
Subscribe Today
Contact T.P. Delaney Jr. Circulation Mgr.,753-1916

BEST COPY AVAIL

